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ABSTRACT
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Ill
The flow field in a multistage compressor is three-dimensional, unsteady, and tur-
bulent with substantial viscous effects. Some of the specific phenomena that has eluded
designers include the effects of rotor-stator and rotor-rotor interactions and the physics of
mixing of velocity, pressure, temperature and velocity fields. An attempt was made, to
resolve experimentally, the unsteady pressure and temperature fields downstream of the
second stator of a multistage axial flow compressor which will provide information on
rotor-stator interaction effects and the nature of the unsteadiness in an embedded stator of
a three stage axial flow compressor.
Detailed area traverse measurements using pneumatic five hole probe, thermocouple
probe, semi-conductor total pressure probe (Kulite) and an aspirating probe downstream of
the second stator were conducted at the peak efficiency operating condition. The unsteady
data was then reduced through an ensemble averaging technique which splits the signal
into deterministic and unresolved components. Auto and cross correlation techniques were
used to correlate the deterministic total temperature and velocity components (acquired
using a slanted hot-film probe at the same measurement locations) and the gradients,
distributions and relative weights of each of the terms of the average passage equation
were then determined.
Based on these measurements it was observed that the stator wakes, hub leakage
flow region, casing endwall suction surface corner region, and the casing endwall region
away from the blade surfaces were the regions of highest losses in total pressure, lowest
efficiency and highest levels of unresolved unsteadiness. The deterministic unsteadiness
was found to be high in the hub and casing endwall regions as well as on the pressure
side of the stator wake. The spectral distribution of hot-wire and kulite voltages shows
iv
that at least eight harmonics of all three rotor blade passing frequencies are present at this
measurement location. In addition to the basic three rotor blade passing frequencies (R1,
R2 and R3) and their harmonics, various difference frequencies such as (2R1-R2) and
(2R3-R2) and their harmonics are also observed. These difference frequencies are due to
viscous and potential interactions between rotors 1, 2 and 3 which are sensed by both the
total pressure and aspirating probes at this location.
Significant changes occur to the stator exit flow features with passage of the rotor
upstream of the stator. Because of higher convection speeds of the rotor wake on the
suction surface of the downstream stator than on the pressure side, the chopped rotor
wake was found to be arriving at different times on either side of the stator wake. As
the rotor passes across the stator leading edge, the wakes start increasing in size and the
corner region starts reducing in size. The hub leakage flow region starts contracting in
the circumferential direction and starts moving radially. Some of the stator hub wall flow
is then transported across the stator passage and deposited on the pressure surface of the
stator.
By correlating the deterministic total temperature and the velocity components an
attempt was made to evaluate the deterministic heat-flux distribution and the levels of each
of the terms of the average passage equation system. The deterministic heat-flux terms
were seen to be most significant in the stator wakes away from the endwall regions. The
dominant terms in the average-passage equation system away from the endwalls were due
to the tangential gradient compared to the radial gradient terms and both the terms were
found to be of equal importance in the hub and casing endwall regions. Gradients due to
the revolution aperiodic terms was found to be the smallest at all locations downstream of
the stator.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge of both steady and unsteady flow in turbomachinery is essential for ac-
curate assessment, analysis, and design. With increasing emphasis placed on improving
performance, increasing efficiency, reducing weight and increasing life cycles of en-
gines, prime importance is placed on the compressor. As higher cycle pressure ratios
are achieved, importance is placed on reducing losses. This presents compressor design
engineers with the dual requirements for high pressure ratios and high compression ef-
ficiency, while maintaining adequate surge margin for safe, transient operation. As the
cycle pressure and temperature ratios are increased, the optimum bypass ratio increases,
so the core engine size reduces and deleterious viscous flow and blade-row interaction
effects make the achievement of high efficiency more difficult, particularly in the aft
stages of the high pressure core compressors. Even though present day compressor design
has reached polytropic efficiency levels of around 90%, it is felt that there is potentially
reducible inefficiency levels associated with the interaction between the blades and the
near end-wall flow phenomena.
Unsteady interactions are known to affect various aspects of turbomachinery per-
formance, including: (1) blade loading, (2) stage efficiency, (3) heat transfer, (4) noise
generation and (5) energy transfer. In fact, the fundamental mechanism of energy transfer
in turbomachines is the unsteady throughflow. However, virtually all existing turboma-
chine design systems are based on the assumption that the flow is steady in time. While
the importance of including unsteady effects in the turbomachinery design process is
generally accepted, the specific influence of unsteady interactions on the time averaged
flow is not well understood. Consequently, it is not obvious how these effects should
be integratedinto turbomachinerycomponentdesignsystems.A morecompleteunder-
standingof theunsteadyflow in turbomachinerycomponentsisrequiredto integratethese
effectsin currentandnext generationdesignandanalysistools andmay,thereforelead
to an improvementin our ability to predict the performanceof turbomachinesand to
correspondingimprovementsin turbomachinerydesignpractice.
Theunsteadinessresultingfrom therelativemotionof neighboringbladerowscause
variousinteractionsbetweenthebladerowsthatmayinfluenceboth theaerodynamicand
structuralbehavioraswell asnoiseemissionof therotorandstatorbladesof theturboma-
chine. Thepotentialflow fieldsaboutabladeextendbothupstreamanddownstreamof the
blade,anddecayexponentiallywith a lengthscaleof theorderof achord.Thewakeinter-
actionrefersto theunsteadinessinducedatabladerowby thewakesshedby thebladesof
anupstreambladerowandconvected ownstream.Owingto theslowdecayof thewakes,
thewakeinteractionpersistssignificantlyfartherdownstreamthanthepotentialflow in-
teraction.In theendwaU,theunsteadinesscausedbythesecondaryandleakageflowsand
associatedvorticesalsocontributeto thebladerow interactions.All earlierinvestigations
in amultistagecompressor,with theexceptionof Falchetti(1992)andCherrettandBryce
(1992)werecarriedout in eitherlow speedcompressorsor compressorshavingthesame
numberof rotor andstatorbladesin everybladerow. Hence,thereis a needfor detailed
understandingof thephysicsof theflow in a highspeedmultistagecompressor.This is
oneof thegoalsof thePennStateprogram.
The consistencybetweentest and prediction data for multistagecompressorsis
generallymarkedlyworsenearthe endwalls,particularlynearthe bladetip. In fact, in
manycases,due to this type of discrepancy,the computationalfluid dynamics(CFD)
resultsmaybemisleadingin termsof theappropriatedesignchangesfor embeddedblade
rowsin amultistageturbomachine.Unfortunately,theseshortcomingsmaynotberealized
until after expensiverig testingandrebladinghavebeenperformed. The conclusionis
thatdeviations between prediction and test data near the endwalls results from unmodeled
mixing phenomena resulting from aerodynamic mechanisms which are introduced in
the multistage environment. If suitable modeling procedures for these processes were
available, then it is likely that significant improvements in multistage compressor (and
turbine) performance and design cycle cost and time could be achieved. Given the ability
to accurately account for these multistage mixing effects, an estimated 2-3% improvement
in compressor adiabatic efficiency and 5% or greater improvement in compressor surge
margin over current compressor designs might be achieved. Perhaps of greater importance
is that the ability to rapidly analyze and alter compressor design with confidence using
multistage CFD tools would result in a significant reduction in development time and
expenses.
A systematic approach is essential in understanding the various flow phenomena,
and their relative order of magnitude and interaction effects. It is only through this
understanding that improvements can be made in performance and design of blading. The
main approaches used to resolve this problem are either experimental or computational in
nature. However, computational tools have not yet reached the stage where a successful
analysis of a core compressor can be carried out. This is because, of limitations to the
equation system, modeling of the various terms and the excessive computational time
required by computers. So experimental investigations are very essential to acquire the
basic knowledge of the various flow features and to develop models for the various
correlation terms. Much of the present information is based on research carried out
in cascades and single stage rig configurations (eg., Raj and Lakshminarayana (1973),
Ravindranath and Lakshminarayana (1980), Suder et ai. (1987) in transonic compressors
etc). Very few investigations exist in multistage compressors (Dring et al. (1986),
Cherrett et al. (1992) etc). A review of the work done in multistage compressors will be
conducted in the next section. The design of these compressors is still based on empirical
4correlationsderivedfrom singlestageand cascadetesting. The PennStatemultistage
compressorfacility researchprogramwhich is representativeof the aft stagesof ahigh
pressurecorecompressorhopesto addresstheabovementionedissuesthroughdetailed
experimentalstudies.
1.1 Literature Review
Further improvements in the design, leading to improvements in efficiency, stage
loading, life, compactness and stability rely heavily upon developing improved under-
standing of the flow field and in addition, the improvements in computational methods
require detailed measurements to be taken in representative high speed multistage com-
pressors to create data bases for both the design and the development purposes. Very few
investigations have been carried out in multistage axial flow compressors to date. Some
of the work done in the field of multistage axial flow compressors is reviewed below.
The review is divided into four subsections: (1) Steady flow in multistage compressors
, (2) Unsteady flow investigations in multistage compressors including blade-row inter-
action phenomena (3) Spanwise mixing phenomena and (4) Computational and analysis
methods.
1.1.1 Steady flow in multistage compressors
Robinson (1992) has provided a critical review of the recent advances in understand-
ing the nature of the flow in multistage compressors. One of the earliest investigation of
the flow field in a multistage environment was reported by Smith (1970), who measured
the annulus wall boundary layer growth and the velocity profiles at the exit of each of the
stages. Wisler (1984) describes the results of the NASA sponsored programs on the GE
4-stage low speed compressor rig studying multistage compressor exit flow phenomena.
This studyhadtheobjectiveof reducingthelossesassociatedwith endwallphenomena
throughmodificationsto baselinevelocitytrianglesandbytailoring airfoil shapes.Dring
andJoslyn(1986)providedanassessmenton thethroughflow analysisof a low speed
two stageaxial flow compressorby makingdetailedcomparisonsbetweencomputedand
experimentalresults.Recentaerodynamicstudiesincludeareatraversesof atotalpressure
probeattheexit of stator2 in ahighly loadedcompressor(Calvertet al.(1989))andradial
traversesof total pressureandtotal temperatureat the exit of eachblade row of a high
speedmultistagecompressor(Falchetti(1992)). Robinson(1992)describesthe results
of detailedexperimentalinvestigationscarriedout in theCranfieldlow speedcompressor
testrig usingvarioustypesof statorbladingto studytheeffectsof end-bendonstatorexit
flow properties.
1.1.2 Unsteady flow investigations in multistage compressors and measurement
limitations
Almost all of the above investigations were conducted with steady state instrumenta-
tion (wedge probes, pitot tubes, thermocouples etc). However, flow in a turbomachine is
inherently unsteady. The unsteadiness resulting from the relative motion of neighboring
blade rows cause various interactions between the blade rows that may influence both the
aerodynamic and structural behavior as well as the noise emission from the rotor and stator
blades of turbomachines. The potential flow interaction between the 2 blade rows moving
relative to each other arises because of the circulation about the blades and the potential
field. The potential flow fields about a blade extend both upstream and downstream of
the blade, and decay exponentially with a length scale of the order of a chord. The wake
interaction refers to the unsteadiness induced at a blade row by the wakes shed by the
blades of an upstream blade row and thence convected downstream (Binder et al. (1985)).
Owing to the slow decay of the wakes, the wake interaction persists significantly farther
6downstreamthanthepotentialflow interaction. In theendwall region,the unsteadiness
causedby the secondaryflows andassociatedvorticesalsocontributeto the bladerow
interactions.
Das and Jiang(1984)usedthree-holecylindrical probescontainingfast response
pressuretransducersin associationwith digital dataacquisitionsystemand ensemble
averagingtechniqueto study the flow field and distributionof the flow parametersin
rotatingstall regimein athreestagelow speedaxial flowcompressor.Stauteretal. (1991)
and Stauter(1992)providedetailsof unsteadyflow field acquiredfrom laser doppler
velocimetryin atwo-stagelow speedaxial flowcompressor.Thedatarevealthecomplex
motionassociatedwith thewaketransportandtheleakageflow. CherrettandBryce(1992)
conductedradial traversesof a highfrequencypressuretransducerbehindthe first three
stagesof ahigh speedmultistagecompressoroperatingatthreedifferentthrottlesettings.
The analysisof thedatarevealedbothperiodicandrandomfluctuationsin theflow field.
The abovereviewshowsthat almostno measurementshavebeenmadeof the un-
steadytemperaturefield in a multistagecompressor.Time-resolvedmeasurementof gas
total temperaturehasalwaysbeena verydifficult task.Conventionalthermocoupleslose
frequencyresponseabove1kHz whilecompensatedthermocouplesareyetto bedemon-
strated. Constantcurrenthot-wire techniquesarealsolimited to low frequenciesunless
thefluctuationsaresmall comparedto themean.Electronicallycompensated,thin-wire
resistancethermometersoperatedat very low overheatratiosexhibit lesssensitivityto
velocity fluctuationsthandoconventionalconstantcurrenthot-wiresandhavebeenused
to measuretemperatureat 5 to 10kHz. The electroniccompensationis a function of
free-streamconditions,however,requiringreadjustmentasthemeanflowchanges.More
complex techniquesusingmultiple constanttemperaturehot-wireshavebeendemon-
stratedin low speedincompressibleflow fields.However,thesetechniquesarenot easily
extendableto high speedcompressibleflowswith high dynamicpressuresuchasthose
foundin turbomachineryconfigurations.
Ng andEpstein(1983)reportedthedevelopmentof a piggy-backedhigh frequency
total temperatureprobe(aspiratingprobe)for usein unsteadycompressibleflows. The
aspiratingprobehasbeenusedby Ng andEpstein(1985) to measurethe time-resolved
total temperatureand pressurein a transoniccompressor. Norton et al. (1989) used
the combinationprobeto measurethetotal pressurefluctuationsdownstreamof a high
aspectratio fan. Unfortunatelytheycould notcalibratethewires, sothey do not report
anytotal temperaturemeasurements.Kotidis andEpstein(1991)reportedinstantaneous
total temperaturemeasurementsusingthe aspiratingprobedownstreamof a transonic
compressorotor to resolvetheissueof radialmixing.
VanZanteet al. (1994)improvedtheoriginal designof the aspiratingprobeof Ng
andEpstein(1983)byusingplatinumiridium alloyhotwiresandmeasuredinstantaneous
total temperatureandtotalpressuredownstreamof atransonicaxialflow compressorotor.
Themainadvantageof theNASAprobe(VanZante,1994)overtheearlieronesis thedata
from the2 wiresis usedto obtaintotalpressuremeasurementswhich reducesthesizeof
theprobeandconsequentlytheblockage.It is theNASA configurationthat will be used
in thepresentinvestigation.
Very little informationis availableon thethree-dimensionalunsteadyvelocity field
in a multistageaxial flow compressor.Only CapeceandFleeter (1987), Wisler et al.
(1987),Stauteretal. (1991),Stauter(1992),ManwaringandFleeter(1992)andFalchetti
(1992)havereportedunsteadyvelocity measurementsusingeithercrosswire probesor
LDV/L2F methods.Exceptfor themeasurementsby Falchetti(1992)usingL2F,all other
measurementswerecarriedout in low speedcompressors.Muchof theunsteadyvelocity
measurementsare limited to singlestagecompressorsandturbines. Kuroumaruet al.
(1982)andGoto (1992)havemeasuredunsteadyvelocity field aswell asthe Reynolds
stresscomponentsin singlestagecompressors.Sharmaet al. (1983)useda threesensor
hot-film probeto measurethe unsteadythree-dimensionalvelocity andReynoldsstress
componentsin anaxial flow turbinestage.
In spiteof theseadvances,thereis a lack of cohesiveand detailedunderstanding
of the flow features. Furthermore,most of the investigationsreviewedearlier (with
the exceptionof thosedue to Smith (1970),Calvert et al (1989),Falchetti(1992) and
CherrettandBryce (1992)),were carriedout in very low speedfacilities, wherethere
is no significanttemperaturerise. Hence,thereis a needfor detailedunderstandingof
the multistagecompressorflow phenomena,especiallythe role playedby temperature
fluctuations,in ahighspeedmultistagecompressor.
1.1.3 Spanwise mixing effects in multistage compressors
Flow mixing is an important aspect of compressor aerodynamic performance and
has become a topic of increasing interest in recent years. Conventional turbomachinery
design techniques normally idealize the flow as lying along surfaces of revolution in an
axisymmetric frame of reference (a stream sheet). Blade designs are formulated based on
the presumed velocity distributions at the blade passage inlet and exit for each stream sheet.
The stream sheet approach, by itself, ignores mixing between stream sheets as this was
originally considered a minor effect. Mixing, in this context, refers to exchanges of mass,
momentum, and/or energy between stream sheets, and thus can imply either convection
from secondary flows or diffusion, as well as the existence of shear stresses. The trend in
gas turbine compressor designs towards higher stage loading and lower aspect ratios has
caused mixing effects to be more easily detected and of noticeably greater importance.
Early measured data for highly loaded axial compressors indicated that high temper-
ature endwall fluid was somehow being displaced to the blade midspan, thus dramatically
affecting losses (real or apparent). These deviations were attributed to unmodeled mixing
phenomena resulting in a redistribution of spanwise flow properties, and a considerable
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that the inclusion of mixing was found to be crucial in accurately predicting spanwise
variations of exit total temperatures in multistage machines.
Wisler et al. (1987) conducted detailed flow measurements in a large scale low speed
four-stage axial flow compressor using ethylene gas tracer and hot-wire anemometry
techniques. It was concluded that both secondary flow and turbulent diffusion were found
to play important roles in the mixing process. Lakshminarayana (1987), indicated that
the definition of turbulent diffusion used by Gallimore and Cumpsty (1986) and by Wisler
et al. (1987) includes the periodic velocity components. He suggested that the velocity
should be decomposed into a time mean averaged value, periodic component and random
component. The periodic component is a velocity component and cannot be considered
turbulence. Hence, the term "turbulent diffusion" should only be used to identify the
diffusion caused by the random fluctuations and that it should not include the periodic
fluctuations due to upstream wakes.
De Ruyck and Hirsch (1988) presented a radial mixing calculation method where both
convective and turbulent mixing processes were included. They derived the secondary
flows needed for convective mixing from pitch averaged vorticity equations combined
with integral methods for 3-D endwall boundary layers, 3-D profile boundary layers and
3-D axisymmetric wakes and computed the convective transport due to secondary flows
explicitly. The through flow program was applied to a cascade flow and 2 single stage rotor
flows and they found that turbulent diffusion was the most important mixing mechanism.
Leylek and Wisler (1990) presented results from 3-D Navier-Stokes analyses and
experiments to quantify the phenomena of spanwise mixing in compressors. A 3-D Navier
Stokes solver with k-_ turbulence model was used in the investigation and the results were
compared against the experimental data of Wisler et al. (1987). They concluded that both
secondary flow and turbulent diffusion were shown to play important roles in the mixing
process and can contribute to both spanwise and cross-passage mixing and the relative
departurefrom designexpectations.Intherearstagesof multistagemachines,whereblade
aspectratiosaretypically very low, thismixing cansubstantiallyinfluencethespanwise
distributionsof thermodynamicproperties,making it difficult to pinpoint losssources
from measureddata.
In therecentpasta lot of attentionhasbeenfocusedon thisaspectboth from exper-
imentalandcomputationalview points. Wennerstrom(1991)hasprovidedanexcellent
reviewof thepredictiveeffortsfor transportphenomenainaxial flowcompressors.Adkins
andSmith(1982)werethefirst to recognizethepotentialimportanceof mixing. Theyde-
velopeda modelfor calculatingthemagnitudeandtheeffectof mixingon themultistage
compressorperformance. It wasbasedon inviscid, small perturbationsecondaryflow
theoryandtheyconcludedthatsecondaryflowsareresponsiblefor deviationin bladerow
turning from 2-D cascadetheory. Spanwisemixing wasmodeledasa diffusion process
determininglocal valuesof mixingcoefficientsfrom thecalculatedsecondaryflow radial
velocities. The model includesthe secondaryflow due to main-streamnon free-vortex
flow, end-wallboundarylayers,bladeendclearances,bladeend shrouding,andblade
boundarylayerandwakecentrifugation.Whitfield andKeith (1985)improvedtheAdkins
and Smith (1982)wakemodel to includetheeffectof bladeloading. The radial trans-
port waspredictedusingsimplified momentumequationsin the radial andstreamwise
directions.
Gallimoreand Cumpsty(1986)arguedthat the spanwisemixing model basedon
convectionby radialvelocity wasnot averyrealisticmodeldescribingspanwisemixing.
They concludedfrom ethylenegas tracer measurementsin two low-speedfour stage
compressorsthatthedominantmechanismcausingspanwisemixing in the latterstagesof
multistagecompressorwasarandom,turbulentype,diffusionprocessandthecontribution
from convectionby deterministic radial secondary flows, was small. Gallimore (1986)
incorporated the above model in an axisymmetric through flow program and showed
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importanceof eachof thesemechanismswasconfigurationandloadingdependent.
It is not unreasonableto assumethatindividual airfoil designscoulddeterminethe
dominantmechanismin anycase.A detailedunifiedthroughflowmodelingformulation
wassubsequentlypresentedby Li andChen(1992)which mathematicallydictatedthat
spanwisemixingwastheresultof molecularmotion(viscousstresses),turbulentdiffusion,
andcircumferentialnon-uniformities(secondaryflows) to varyingdegrees.Numerous
throughflowcalculationprocedureshavebeendeveloped(HowardandGallimore(1992),
Kiousis et al. (1992), Dunham(1992)) which include the effectsof spanwisemixing
demonstratingtheimprovedmodelingaccuracywhich is availablewhentheseeffectsare
properlymodeled.
1.1.4 Computational Efforts and Analysis
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques have rapidly gained popularity dur-
ing the past decade as an inexpensive means of approximating blade passage flow behavior.
CFD techniques are currently commonly used in the compressor blade design process not
strictly as a design tool but as a design analysis tool. Much of the current practice in
the analysis of multistage compressor flows is to use the system of the passage aver-
aged equations (for a detailed description of this system please refer to Lakshminarayana
(1996), Chapter 4, section 4.2.3). These equations are solved using streamline curvature
techniques by assuming the flow field is axisymmetric at the inlet of each blade row (for
example, the Allison Axisymmetric Design Code, Fagan (1991)). The next step is to
extend the CFD techniques to non-isolated blade rows. Several researchers have devel-
oped multistage turbomachinery analysis techniques based on the concept of coupling
multiple isolated blade row analyses through through specialized boundary conditions.
These so-called "mixing-plane" approaches yield relatively rapid solutions for the com-
plex multistage turbomachinery flow problems (Denton (1979), Dawes(1992) and Hall
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(1996)).
Without thesimplificationof acircumferentialaveragingprocedure(amixingplane),
CFD analysesbasedon the Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokesequationsmust employ
a time-accuratesolutionstrategyto accountfor the aerodynamicinteractionsresulting
from relativeblademotionin multistageturbomachinery.Erdoset al. (1977)werethe
first to attemptto computethe time-dependentrotor/statoraerodynamicinteractionin
a compressorstageusingsophisticatedCFD boundaryconditiontechniques.Dramatic
increasesin computationalpower and algorithmic efficiency have led to many more
applicationsof this type of analysis(e.g. Rai (1987), Gundy-Burletand Rai (1989),
Hall et al. (1995)). Unfortunately,the designerhasneitherthe time to performsuch
detailedanalysesnor theunderstandingof the implicationsof unsteadyflow phenomena
to effectivelymodify adesignbasedondataof this form.
A recentapproachproposedby Adamczyk(1985)is theaverage-passage approach.
In this approach, the actual flow through a blade row is approximated by a representative
flow which is assumed to be steady (relative to the blade row), spatially periodic, and
somehow representative of the "average" flow condition experienced by that particular
blade row. Industry-wide observations of mixing in multistage turbomachines, and the
desire for this averaged-passage flow description led to the development of the "average-
passage" flow model by Adamczyk (1985). The average-passage flow model provides
a rigorous mathematical framework for what every compressor designer understood -
that deterministic flow mechanisms play an important role (contributions to mixing and
influences of nearby blade rows) in multistage compressors.
In this method the instantaneous quantity (velocity component, pressure and tem-
perature) is decomposed into deterministic (associated with shaft and blade frequency)
and unresolved (not associated with shaft and blade frequency) components, and the un-
steady Navier-Stokes equations are ensemble averaged and then time averaged to derive
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the "average-passage"flowequations.Thedrawbackto thisapproachis thattheresulting
equationscontainmore unknownsthan thereareequations,due to a numberof terms
which arisedue to the nonlinearityof thegoverningequations,which mustbe modeled
from experimentalinsight or empiricism. This is the so-calledclosure problem which
results from the averaged form of the equations. In the case of the Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations, the closure problem is often remedied through the use of any of
a wide variety of turbulence models which attempt to define the "average" influence of
the turbulence through other known variables to close the system of equations. For the
"average-passage" equations, closure schemes for the deterministic stress and heat-flux
terms are necessary. One of the objectives of this research is to provide an understanding
of the nature and magnitude of these terms aft of an embedded stator stage.
Even though there has been considerable research activity directed at understanding
flow-field in multistage compressors and the phenomena of spanwise mixing and blade
row interactions, there have been very few attempts to understand the physical nature of the
unsteadiness. The information available for this research is scanty and major advances are
needed to derive and improve the understanding and the data base in order to improve the
overall design process and increase the efficiency, performance and stability of multistage
axial flow compressors. This is a major objective of this thesis research.
1.2 Objectives
The flow field in a multistage compressor is three-dimensional, unsteady, and tur-
bulent with substantial viscous effects. Some of the specific phenomena that has eluded
designers include the effects of rotor-stator and rotor-rotor interactions and the physics of
spanwise mixing of velocity, pressure, temperature and velocity fields. An attempt will
be made, to resolve experimentally, the unsteady pressure, temperature and velocity fields
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downstreamof thesecondstatorof amultistageaxial flowcompressorwhichwill provide
information on rotor-statorinteractioneffectsandthe natureof spanwisemixing in an
embeddedstatorof athreestageaxial flow compressor.
Themajorobjectivesof thethesisare:
1. To understandthenatureof theunsteadythree-dimensionalpressure,temperature
andvelocity fieldin anembeddedstatorof amulti-stageaxial flowcompressorwith
a view of identifying sourcesandmagnitudesof unsteadinessandlosses.
2. Tounderstandthephysicsofrotor-statorinteractionandtheireffectsontheunsteady
total pressureandtemperaturefield downstreamof anembeddedstator.
3. To studytheinfluenceof variouscomponentsof theunsteadinessderivedthrough
thedecompositionon theflow field, their gradientsandlevels.
. To correlate the periodic, aperiodic and unresolved components of velocity and
total temperature (velocity-temperature correlation) to understand the phenomena
of thermal energy transport in a multistage compressor.
. To evaluate the magnitude and nature of the various terms of the average-passage
equation system, their gradients in the radial and circumferential direction and
their relative weights so as to provide guidance to CFD specialists and compressor
designers.
6. To evaluate the magnitude of the uncertainty in various measurement variables
including velocity-temperature correlations.
7. To provide benchmark quality data to validate various flow models and solvers for
multistage compressor flow field analysis and prediction.
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1.3 Method of Approach
In order to accomplish the above objectives, an experimental investigation of the
steady and the unsteady flow downstream of the second stator of a three stage axial
flow compressor representative of the aft stages of a high pressure core compressor
is undertaken. Detailed area traverse measurements using pneumatic five hole probe,
thermocouple probe, semi-conductor total pressure probe (Kulite) and an aspirating probe
downstream of the second stator were conducted at the peak efficiency operating condition.
An area traverse mesh of 31 tangential by 25 radial nodes spanning two stator blade
passages for the pneumatic and total pressure probes and 19 tangential by 17 radial nodes
spanning one stator blade passage for the aspirating probe was used to discretize the flow
field with clustering in the stator wake and in the endwall regions. Care was taken to
ensure that the tangential and radial locations were the same for all the measurement
instrumentation. The steady state data was acquired with adequate time averaging and the
unsteady data was acquired using a high speed data acquisition system with rotor 2 based
triggering and clocking. Once again care was taken to ensure that the trigger location
stayed the same for all the measurements. In order to ensure quality of data, pre- and post-
calibration of all the instrumentation was conducted. The unsteady data was then reduced
through an ensemble averaging technique which splits the signal into deterministic and
unresolved components. Various analysis methods like surface contour plots, passage
average distributions, blade-to-blade distributions, temporal distribution and hub-to-tip
distributions of the rotor exit flow along with spectral information is used to analyze the
flow behaviour. Auto and cross correlation techniques are used to correlate the fluctuating
total temperature and fluctuating velocity components (acquired using a slanted hot-film
probe at the same measurement locations) and then determine the gradients, distributions
and relative weights of each of the terms of the average passage equation. The flow chart
givenin Table1.1givesanoverallmethodof approach.
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized into eight chapters including the present. The details
of the test facility, control system, associated instrumentation, overall performance char-
acteristics and blade row performance information are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter
3 gives full details of the high response instrumentation (aspirating and total pressure
probes), their calibration and data reduction procedures and uncertainty analysis. Also
covered in this chapter are the details of the data acquisition system and the complete
methodology of data analysis including the ensemble averaging procedure and the aver-
age passage equation. Chapter 4 deals with the time-averaged results of the area traverse
measurements at the exit of stator 2. Contour plots, blade-to-blade distributions, hub-to-
tip distributions of passage averaged quantities of various time averaged quantities are
used to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the stator exit flow. Chapter 5 deals
exclusively with the unsteady total pressure and total temperature distribution. Contour
and blade-to-blade distributions of RMS values of various unsteadiness in both temper-
ature and pressure, temporal variations of stator exit flow, rotor 2 flow field at the stator
2 exit, spectral information and composite flow field descriptions are used to evaluate
and interpret the unsteady flow field in the compressor. Use is made of the unsteady
computations performed by Allison Engine Company on the Penn State compressor ge-
ometry. Chapter 6 evaluates the auto- and cross-correlations between the deterministic
components of velocity and total temperature, their gradients, contour, blade-to-blade and
hub-to-tip distributions of the various terms of the average passage equation system and
their relative weights. This evaluation will result in identifying mechanisms of spanwise
mixing and various loss and inefficiency generation sources identified in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Table 1.1. Method of Approach
APPROACH: EXPERIMENTAL
Rig: 3-Stage Axial Flow Compressor
Location: AFT Stator 2, Area Traverse
Condition: Peak Efficiency
Steady State (Pressures, Temperatures, Velocities)
Pneumatic FHP, Thermocouple
+
Instantaneous Pressures and Temperatures
Kulite and Aspirating Probe, Clocking: Rotor 2 Based
i ENSEMBLE AVERAGINGDeterministic (Periodic, Aperiodic) + Unresolved
I ANALYSIS: Contours, Blade-to-Blade, Passage Average I
I MEAN FLOW FIELD DESCRIPTION: ILoss Regions, Mechanisms, Efficiency, Temporal Variation
+
I UNSTEADY FLOW FIELD DESCRIPTION IAuto and Cross Correlation (VeI-Vel and VeI-Temp)
AVERAGE PASSAGE EQUATION:
Identify Relative Importance of Various Terms, Relative
Weights, Gradients, Contours, Passage Average
1
CONCLUSIONS I
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Summary and concluding remarks form the contents of Chapter 7 and the course of future
work form the contents of Chapter 8. Several appendices have also been included in this
thesis. Appendix A gives insight into uncertainty in scientific measurement and details
of a general uncertainty analysis. Appendix B details the uncertainties of performance
measurement, Appendix C deals with the uncertainties of unsteady total temperature and
other measurement variables including the velocity-temperature correlations and the var-
ious terms of the "average-passage" equation system. Chapters 4; 5 and 6 list a table of
uncertainties of all the derived quantities discussed in that chapter as well. Appendix D
gives the development of the "average-passage" equation system itself.
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Chapter 2
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The measurements reported in this thesis were acquired using the Penn State Multi-
stage Compressor Facility (PSU-MSCF). The compressor was donated to The Pennsylva-
nia State University by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft of United Technologies Corporation.
This compressor is similar in geometrical, aerodynamic and performance characteristics to
the parametric series 3S 1 and 3S2 compressors built by the Pratt and Whitney Compressor
Group (Behlke et al., 1979). This chapter details the description of the test rig, design
parameters of the compressor including the blading, instrumentation, control and data ac-
quisition systems. Results of the overall performance characteristics at various operating
speeds, the inlet and exit flow fields, and the inter-stage and intra-stage performance maps
are evaluated and discussed.
2.1 Test Facility Description
The test compressor is a three stage axial flow compressor consisting of an inlet guide
vane row and three stages of rotor and cantilevered stator blading with a rotating hub. At
the design operating point the compressor pumps a corrected mass flow of 9.448 kg/s at
a total pressure ratio of 1.354, total temperature ratio of 1.10 and at a corrected torque
based efficiency of 90.65%. Table 2.1 gives the general specifications of the compressor.
The outer annulus wall has a constant diameter of 0.6096 m (24.0 in). The hub wall
diameter varies from 0.5075 m (19.98 in) at the inlet to 0.5232 m (20.6 in) at the exit. All
the stators are cantilevered from the outer annulus wall with a rotating hub drum. Rotor
end seals are provided to control leakage flows at the rotor inlet and exit hub surfaces.
All the blades are high quality airfoils, precision cast from high strength aluminum alloy.
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Table 2.1. General Specifications of Test Compressor
Parameter Value
Number of Stages 3
Design Corrected Rotor Speed 5410 rpm
Design Corrected Mass Flow 8.609 Kg/s
Design Overall Total Pressure Ration 1.354
Mass Averaged Peak Efficiency at 100% Corrected 90.65%
Speed (Torque Based)
Tip Diameter 0.6096 m
Hub Diameter at inlet 0.5075 m
Hub Diameter at exit 0.5232 m
Blade Count (rotor) 70, 72, 74
Blade Count (stator) 71, 73, 75
Blade Tip Mach Number 0.5
Average Reynolds Number (Based on Stator 3 244800
Chord Length and Axial Velocity)
Average Hub to Tip Ratio 0.843
Average Diffusion Factor 0.438
Average Stage Flow Coefficient (V_/Ut) 0.509
Average Reaction 0.570
Average Space Chord Ratio 0.780
Average Rotor Tip Clearance (static) 1.328 mm
Average Rotor Tip Clearance (dynamic) 0.667 mm
Average Stator Hub Clearance (static) 0.686 mm
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Thebladeshavecircularshanksto providerigid attachmento thering andwheelcarriers
andaccuratestaggeringcapability.Themean-linebladingdesignspecificationsaregiven
in Table2.2 andthe representativeprofilesat hub,midspanand tip locationsof all the
rotors and statorsareshownin Figure 2.1. All rotor and statorsectionsareNACA
65/CA airfoils (i.e., NACA Series65 thicknessdistribution symmetricallydistributed
aroundacirculararcmeancamberline). Minor modificationsweremadeto thethickness
distributionnearthetrailingedgeto eliminateSeries65hook. Theinlet guidevane(IGV)
is aNACA 400 seriesairfoil. Figure2.2showsall therepresentativeairfoils atmid-span
with the respectiveaxial spacingsand also the measurementlocations. The variation
of averagedynamictip clearancesnormalizedby the local rotor span,as measuredby
UTRC for thethreerotorsasafunctionof speedis shownin Figure2.3. Theclearanceis
analgebraicaveragecalculatedfrom measurementsat variouscircumferentiallocations.
The compressoris supportedin theteststandfrom thecompressorinlet andexit flanges.
Mounting is providedby an0.875"diameterjournal locatedlow oneachsideof the inlet
endflangeandby aslot locatedlow oneachsideof theexit endflange.
The compressor located on the test stand (Figure 2.4) consists of the following major
components: drive assembly, compressor, inlet and exhaust ducting and the control and
data acquisition system. The drive motor is a variable speed Siemens 500 H.P A.C.
induction motor with a Siemens Simovert frequency controlled Inverter. The inverter is
3-phase, 460-volts, 6-60 Hz AC adjustable speed drive. The speed is changed through a
speed control potentiometer on the main control system. The potentiometer can set the
speed to within 1 RPM. The drive assembly comprises the induction motor coupled to the
compressor via a 1:1.67 Philadelphia Gear speed increaser gear box and a Himmelstein
MCRT 9-02T torque-meter. The cooling of the gear box is done with a water cooled
heat exchanger and an oil pump. The torquemeter is of the non-contact shaft type with
high static and dynamic accuracy. It has a full scale torque rating of 10,000 lb-in and
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Table 2.2. PSU-MSCF Mean-Line Blading Design Specifications
Parameter
No. of Blades
Dia. (m)
Blade inlet
mean camber
angle (deg)
Blade exit
mean camber
angle (deg)
Total Camber
Angle (deg)
Chord Angle
(deg)
Chord (m)
Space-chord
Ratio
Thickness to
Chord Ratio
Span (m)
Ave. Tip
Clearance
(% Span)
IGV Rotor 1 Stator 1 Rotor 2 Stator 2 Rotor 3 Stator 3
100 70 71 72 73 74 75
0.5569 0.5587 0.5603 0.5618 0.5632 0.5644 0.5659
-6.40 52.97 46.48 53.72 48.91 52.45
26.60
33.00
13.50
27.50
25.47
-40.23
14.53
31.95
58.05
27.38
26.34
-40.55
16.49
32.42
32.70
27.59
24.86
-40.02
47.01
21.33
25.68
34.17
0.01829 0.03218 0.03175 0.03132 0.03089 0.03089 0.03048
0.955 0.779 0.781 0.783 0.785 0.776 0.778
0.060 0.065 0.085 0.065 0.085 0.065 0.085
0.05253 0.05093 0.04928 0.04783 0.04643 0.04516 0.04382
-- 1.423% 1.330% 1.463%1.447%
(hub)
1.546%
(hub)
1.797%
(hub)
All angles are measured with respect to axial din_ction. The tip clearances are
dynamic for rotor (measured at 5500 rpm) and static for stator
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a speed rating of 0 to 7500 RPM. The non linearity is +0.1% of full scale. It is also
equipped with a standard type speed pickup (60 pulses per rev) that is used to determine
the rotation speed of the compressor shaft. The torque is read on a 3kHz carrier amplifier
(Himmelstein 61201 Universal Strain Gage Amplifier). The accuracy of the readout
torque is +0.05% full scale. A series of cloth and furnace filters are used at the inlet in
conjunction with a Louver system to control the airflow into the compressor inlet duct.
This filtered ambient air is ducted into the compressor inlet plenum via a silencer unit
to reduce noise levels (the reduction is approximately 40 dB). The plenum (in the shape
of a scroll) provides axisymmetric uniform velocity and temperature distributions at the
inlet to the compressor. The flow path consists of a honeycomb section (0.25X2.0 inch
cells) with screens (8 to 16 wires/inch) to assure a good flow distribution at inlet. A
contraction section is also provided to accelerate the flow smoothly into the IGV section
of the compressor. A throttle located downstream of the compressor is used to control the
mass flow through the compressor. The throttle system includes a surge control device,
which activates a quick release feature of the discharge throttle, for rapid stall recovery
in the event of surge. The surge control system is explained in greater detail in a later
section. The flow is exhausted through a duct into an exhaust anechoic chamber to reduce
noise levels.
2.2 Control System
The safety and monitor control system for the compressor provides operational
control of the facility at a central location. The panel display system provides continuous
digital monitoring of all the critical operating parameters such as bearing temperatures,
lubicration oil temperatures, oil pressure etc. A 20 channel switch provides monitoring
of non-critical temperatures. The schematic of the control system is given in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of the Safety and Monitor Control System of the Compressor
The control system includes an interlock system for safe operation of the facility. Devices
that incorporate both display and interlock functions have been specified to provide the
simplest and lowest cost system possible. Fourteen parameters have been identified as
critical and these are listed in Table 2.3. All fourteen parameters will prevent startup of
the facility if a system is not turned on or if a parameter is out of range. Four of the
interlocked parameters are start permissive only. The other ten are run permissives and
will provide a systematic shut-down of the facility if a critical parameter is out of range.
The system was designed by Merl Christianson of Pratt and Whitney (1991) and installed
and tested by L. P. Fetterolf at Penn State.
The surge control system is independent of the main control system. It is an electro-
pneumatic device consisting of three major components: a surge sensor, a control unit
and a vent solenoid valve. The schematic diagram of the surge sensor is shown in
Figure 2.6. The sensor consists of a metal cylindrical container with a diaphragm unit
attached onto top. An orifice in the diaphragm allows metered flow to occur either into
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Table 2.3. List of Interlock Parameters and Devices for the Control System
Parameter Monitor Device
GEARBOX
Bearing 1
Bearing 2
Oil Temperature
Oil Pressure
Water Cooling
TORQUEMETER
Bearing 1
Bearing 2
COMPRESSOR
Inlet Bearing
Exit Bearing
FACILITY
Throttle Open
Throttle Reset
Throttle Air
Speed Pot. Down
Inlet Louver
Interlock Function
Start end
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Throttle Fault Light X
Throttle Fault Light X
Throttle Fault Light X
Speed Fault Light X m
Inlet Fault Light X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Omega) X X
Digital Meter (Sensotec) X X
Gearbox Fault Light X X
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Figure 2.6. Schematic Drawing of the Surge Sensor
or from the cylinder whenever a pressure imbalance is present across the diaphragm.
The time constant of the system is approximately 5 seconds. Compressor discharge
and downstream plenum pressures are applied on either side of the diaphragm. When
a surge occurs, the diaphragm moves upwards as there is a sudden lowering of pressure
above the diaphragm. This upward motion of the diaphragm actuates an arm to activate
a microswitch which then indicates surge on the control panel as well as performing a
quick release of the throttle by cutting off the air supply that holds the throttle in place.
Compression of the range spring of the actuator will set the pressure differential across
the diaphragm at which the compressor will surge. Since this depends on the operating
speeds of the compressor, the range spring setting has to be changed when operating at
different speeds. For the 100% corrected speed, the setting is 2.5 psig. The vent solenoid
is a standard all purpose three-way solenoid valve that interfaces with the surge detector
and the compressor discharge throttle. The valve when energized, provides air pressure to
the throttle actuating air cylinder for normal operation. When the valve is de-energized,
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aswould occur when the compressor surges, the valve will vent the cylinder pressure to
atmosphere causing the compressor discharge pressure to push the throttle open for quick
stall recovery. This system was also designed by Mr. M. B. Christianson of Pratt and
Whitney and installed by Mr. L. P. Fetterolf of Penn State.
2.3 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The compressor supplied by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft was equipped with perfor-
mance instrumentation and the research instrumentation was incorporated at Penn State.
Total pressure and total temperature measurements were carried out using seven element
kiel total pressure and temperature pole rakes, respectively. A schematic of the seven
element total pressure rake is shown in Figure 2.7. These rakes were distributed across
the circumference at inlet and exit in order to obtain a circumferential mean of the flow
properties. They also serve to test the axi-symmetry of the flow. Wall static pressures were
distributed throughout the casing of the compressor in order to evaluate individual stage
behaviour. Stator leading edge kiels were used to evaluate the variation in total pressure
throughout the compressor. Table 2.4 shows all the instrumentation that is used to measure
performance and also to monitor the operating point of the compressor at all times. Four
pressure and three temperature rakes were used at the inlet and three pressure and three
temperature rakes were used at the exit. The casing pressure taps are distributed across
the circumference of the compressor. Four casing pressure taps were used at all stations
except at stations 1, 6, 7 and 10. Inlet mass flow measurement was made utilizing the
total pressures and temperatures as measured by the inlet rakes and the casing wall static
pressures at station 1. It was assumed that the static pressure distribution was constant
from hub to tip at the inlet. This was verified by miniature five hole probe measurements
at the inlet.
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Table 2.4. List of Instrumentation for Performance Measurement
Location Measurement Type Location (deg)
Station 1
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
Station 5
Station 6
Station 7
Station 8
Stator 1
Stator 2
Stator 3
Station 10
Total Pressure
Total Temperature
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
Static Pressure
7-Element Rake
7-Element Rake
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
Casing Static
0,90,180,240
3,93,285
38,50,56,64,103,121,159
165,214,232,240,305,323,342
73,160,339
45,180,270
69,73,159,278,340
65,159,283,336
78,162,339
10,68,99,130,158,189,321,344
0,72,90,163,180,345
Total Pressure
Total Pressure
Total Pressure
Total Pressure
Total Temperature
Static Pressure
LE Kiel
LE Kiel
LE Kiel
7-Element Rake
7-Element Rake
Casing Static
Vanes: 4, 17, 24, 35, 43, 53, 63
Vanes: 5, 18, 26, 36, 45, 55, 65
Vanes: 4, 18, 26, 36, 46, 57, 67
94, 274, 356
4, 86, 240
0, 90, 120, 180, 245,270
All angles are measured in CCW direction from the top dead center. Stator vanes are
similarly numbered.
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Thepressuremeasurementswerecarriedoutusinga 96channelScanivalve-10psig
Validynepressureunit andPressureSystemInc.,Model-780Bpressuremeasurementsys-
tem with dynamiccalibration. It is a 2 range(0-+ 1.0psi and0-+7.5 psi) 64channel
system.It is controlledonlineby aPC-486computerusingtheIEEE-488interfaceboard.
The780-Bsystemis equippedwith apressurecalibrationunit (PCU)which automatically
calibratesall 64channelsat onceusingaDigiquartzreferencepressuretransducer.The
overall accuraciesof thescanivalve-10psigvalidyneunit andthePSIsystemare-/-0.029
psia and 4-0.006 psia respectively. The temperatures were measured using an Omega
Thermal Scanning System which consists of K-type thermocouples, a K-type CJ com-
pensator and an signal amplifier. The overall accuracy of the temperature measurement is
4-1.0 Deg K. The compressor input torque and the rotor speed were measured using the
torquemeter explained earlier. The accuracy of the torque measurement is 4-5 lb-in. The
pressure and temperature data were acquired using the Metrabyte DAS-20 data acquisition
system. To this system, a capability of stepping the scanivalve via computer to acquire all
the pressure data was added.
In order to measure the performance of the compressor it is necessary to calibrate the
various transducers used in the data acquisition mode. The validyne pressure transducers
were calibrated in the laboratory before the start of the experiment using a standard
AMTEK dead weight tester. It was calibrated from 0 to 1 psi in steps of 0.2 psi and from 1
to 10 psi in steps of 1 psi. Both upward and downward calibrations were conducted. The
torquemeter was calibrated by the manufacturer using the standard load cell technique.
All the calibration information was stored on the hard disk of the computer and a least
square curve fit was used to obtain the data from these calibration curves.
2.4 Area Traverse Mechanism
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In order to acquire instantaneous pressure, velocity and turbulence data in an embed-
ded stage, an area traverse mechanism was designed and built at Penn State. The area
traverse (AT) mechanism allows detailed area traverse of 1½ blade passages upstream and
downstream of rotor 3 and downstream of stator 3 (as shown in Figure 2.2). The schematic
of the area traverse mechanism is shown in Figure 2.8. The AT allows for traversing of
four different types of probes (five-hole probe, aspirating probe, single-sensor slanted
hot-wire and the thermocouple probe). The AT is comprised of a traverse mechanism
which allows for tangential and radial traverse and probe rotation about its axis (3 degrees
of freedom). The mechanism is enclosed in a sealed chamber (A) which is mounted on
the compressor outer casing. The probes (K) are encased in a teflon shoe (F) which is
traversed in a slot (E), which ensures a smooth interface between the probe and the casing
wall (G). The teflon shoes are designed to be at least three probe diameters wide on each
side, to minimize local flow disturbances. The probes are traversed by stepper motors (B,
C and H) driven by a IBM compatible 386 computer. The stepper motors are of 0.10565
Kg.m torque and are controlled by a MD-2B stepper motor controller. The stepper motor
for tangential traverse (H) moves the chain driven sprocket which moves the traverse gear
(I) using the chain (J). Radial motion is achieved by stepper motor (B) which moves the
slide (D). Stepper motor C is utilized for rotating the probe about its own axis. Provisions
are made for interfacing pneumatic and electrical lines through the side wall of chamber
to provide both motion control and data acquisition. The area traverse can be driven
by either a software driver (Q-Basic language) interfaced with the software to acquire
pressure data from the PSI 780-B system or a command file format to acquire data with
the DAS-50 system. The area traverse can be stepped in very fine increments; thereby
very high accuracy can be maintained. The minimum step size is 0.000115 mm in the
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radial direction and 0.000454 ° in the tangential direction. The positioning is accurate to
4-0.05 mm in radial and tangential positioning and +0.1 o in probe rotational positioning.
2.5 Data Acquisition System
All the data taken in this program was acquired through an IBM-PC compatible 486
computer using two types of data acquisition systems. Performance mapping, operating
point setup, pneumatic five hole probe and thermocouple traverse data was acquired using
the low speed data acquisition system. This system consists of a Metrabyte DAS-20
system which has eight differential channels for sampling data at speeds upto 100 kHz.
This system also has capability to drive the scanivalve system and the PSI 780-B pressure
system through an IEEE-488 interface board. Software to control the area traverse stepper
motors were also interfaced with the PSI 780-B and DAS-20 systems to acquired pneumatic
and thermocouple data respectively.
The high speed data acquisition system consists of the Metrabyte DAS-50 data acqui-
sition system installed on a IBM compatible PC-486 machine. This has acquisition speeds
upto 1MHz and up to 1 million samples can be acquired per second per channel. 3 such
boards are used to acquire this data. The data acquisition can be triggered simultaneously
using the once per revolution pulse from the BEI shaft encoder and the sampling clock
frequency is also supplied by the shaft encoder. The frequency is calculated using the
equation
NblV,lVpb
F - 60.0 (2.1)
where F is the frequency in Hz, Nb is the number of blades on the rotor in question,
N8 is the shaft rotational speed in RPM and Nvb is the number of points per blade pitch
(resolution of the blade). The data was then downloaded on to the PC using DAS-50
software and then subject to analysis. The details of a typical data point for the aspirating
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Table 2.5. Details of a Typical Unsteady Data Set
Parameter Value
Compressor Speed
No of Blades on Rotor 2
Blade Passing frequency
For ensemble averaging
Number of points per blade passage
No of channels of data
Sampling frequency per channel
Total number of samples per channel
5410 RPM
72
6492 Hz
250 revolutions
20
2
129.840 Khz per channel
524,288 samples (4.037 s)
probe are given in Table 2.5. The schematic drawings of both the low and high speed data
acquisition systems are given in Figure 2.9.
2.6 Overall Performance
The overall performance characteristics were measured and documented at three
different rotor operating speeds (100, 85 and 105% of the design rotor speed) and at a set of
operating throttle conditions. Two separate runs were conducted to establish repeatability
and confidence in the compressor operating characteristics. The un-corrected rotor speed
was calculated using the equation:
Nunco,. = Ncorvfo (2.2)
where the corrected rotor speed (Nco,.) is the design speed of the compressor (5410 rpm).
The compressor was progressively loaded to establish the operating curve by incrementally
closing the throttle. The compressor was loaded until surge occurred. Surge point was
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defined as the position at which the surge control system detects surge and opens the
throttle valve. The data acquired for performance measurement consisted of inlet and
exit total pressures, inlet and exit total temperatures, casing wall static pressures, drive
torque and shaft speed. The ambient temperature and pressure was also recorded. The
data acquisition was done by the DAS-20 system and later processed on the computer.
The test values for total temperature and pressure were circumferentially and radially
mass averaged to produce average values for calculating overall performance. The static
pressure distribution, assumed to be uniform from the hub to casing wall at the inlet, was
used for the mass averaging. Compressible flow formulations were used in the calculations
of the corrected weight flow.
The corrected weight flow, moo,., is given by:
mco, = m_,ncor-_- (2.3)
where the uncorrected mass flow (true mass flow through the compressor) is calculated
using:
_ [_-_ WiAAi] (2.4)
where AAi is the incremental area and C is defined by
In this analysis values of q, and R are assumed to be 1.4 and 1716 ft.lb/slug.°R.
The segmental weight flow Wi is calculated using:
Wi = Psi Toli (2.6)
Since the tests were intended to reproduce conditions which would be present in the
latter stages of a core compressor, the overall performance is presented from upstream of
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thefirst rotor (Station2) to theexit station(station9). Theoverallpressureratiobasedon
theinlet to thefirst rotor wascalculatedusingtheprocedurewhich includeslossesdueto
IGV, polerakesandtheupstreamstruts(Behlkeet al., (1979)).
where
where
Pl0
P02
P01
Pr,IGV
Pr,pole
m
-- Plo
Pr = Po-----2 (2.7)
Po2 = Pot x Pr,lav × P,.,pou x P,.,stT,,t
= exit station mass averaged total pressure
= first rotor inlet mass averaged total pressure
= inlet station mass averaged total pressure
= total pressure ratio across the inlet guide vane
= total pressure ratio due to losses of flow station pole rakes
(2.8)
Pr,strut = total pressure ratio due to inlet strut losses
All the inlet loss pressures were calculated as a function of the inlet dynamic pressure
calculated as a function of flow by:
(FFU) = 1.682842 × 10 -2 + moor(4.28655 × 10-4_7/cor- 6.602824 × lO -4) (2.9)
where rn_or is the corrected weight flow in lbm/s. The coefficients in the above correlation
provided by P&W are dimensional.
P,-,tav = 1.0- O.O153400(FFU)
-P_,pou = 1.O-O.O105285(FFU)
(2.1o)
(2.11)
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-fir,st_ut = 1.O- O.O014550(FFU) (2.12)
where the mass averaged total pressure is given by:
-rio = E(WiP°iAAi)
E(W, AA,) (2.13)
where Wi is the incremental weight flow and AAi is the incremental area. This procedure
is used for deriving mass averaged values at inlet as well as at exit. For P01, Wi is based
on Poi and Toi at inlet and P_ at the casing (equation 2.6). Likewise Pi0 is based on values
at the exit (equation 2.14).
1/14= P_lo ' P'm/ p_,,(_) " -- 1
Tosoi (2.14)
Since no work is done ahead of the first rotor and heat loss through the casing is
estimated to be negligible, the total temperature ratio from inlet of the strut to the exit of
the IGV is assumed to be unchanged. Hence, Too = Tol = To2.
T,. - Tolo_ (2.15)
Tol
where the mass averaged total temperature is given by:
To = E(WiT°iAAi) (2.16)
2(WiAAi)
The mass averaged adiabatic (temperature ratio based) and the torque based efficien-
cies are given by:
r/t_mp = T_- 1 (2.17)
rlt°rq_" = (Net Energy) (2.18)
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Figure 2.10. Tare Torque Calibration Data for PSU-MSCF
where net energy is:
Net Energy = 27rN(Net Torque)
(Tot)(ra_,,_cor )(c_) (2.19)
Here net torque (in N.m) is the difference between the true torque and the tare torque at
the same rotor speed. The tare torque is the torque of the rotor drum with no blading on
it. This was measured at Pratt and Whitney and the results are shown in Figure 2.10 as a
function of the rotor speed.
In order to determine the error band in the performance measurement, a generalized
uncertainty analysis was conducted on the various variables derived from the performance
measurement. The analysis technique of Coleman and Steele (1989) was applied to the
data reduction equations. The uncertainty in various measurement variables is detailed
below: Overall uncertainty in pressure measurement was +0.0269 psi, in temperature was
-4-1.6°F, in torque measurements it was estimated as + 10 lb-in, and uncertainty in speed
was estimated as + 1 RPM.
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Figure 2.11. Total Pressure Ratio Characteristics at Three Rotor Speeds
Details of the uncertainty analysis are found in Appendix B. At the operating point of
20.67 lbrn/s (corrected mass flow), 1.354 (total pressure ratio), 1.102 (total temperature ra-
tio) and 90.512% ( torque based efficiency),, the respective uncertainty bands are: 4-0.091
Ibm/s, -t-0.003, 4-0.005 and 4-0.9069%. These numbers translate to uncertainty levels of
4-0.44% in mass flow, +0.22% in total pressure ratio, +0.453% in total temperature ratio
and 4-1.0% in torque efficiency. However, based on the results of all the runs conducted at
the peak efficiency point on the compressor, the repeatability of attaining the same mass
flow, total pressure ratio and torque based efficiency are +0.19%, +0.22% and 4-0.32%
respectively.
The total pressure ratio characteristics at the three rotor speeds are shown in Fig-
ure 2.11. The pressure ratio increases with increase in rotor speed with the peak pressure
ratio being 1.26 for 85% speed and 1.37 for 100% speed. For the 105% speed, the peak
pressure ratio was not reached since the compressor input power and speed was limited.
The torque based efficiency is shown in Figure 2.12. Since the error in temperature based
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Figure 2.12. Torque Efficiency Characteristics at three rotor speeds
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efficiency is high, the data is not included here. The performance of the compressor is
similar to the P&W compressor 3S 1 which is of similar design (Behlke et al. (1979)). The
design speed has the highest peak efficiency of 90.65% achieved at 100% speed. Hence,
design performance has been achieved. All of the data reported and interpreted in this
thesis are taken at the peak efficiency point (A in Figures 2.11 and 2.12) and/or at the peak
pressure ratio point (B in Figures 2.11 and 2.12). The casing static pressure data has been
reported at 3 operating conditions (peak efficiency point A, peak pressure ratio point B
and high mass flow point C (Figures 2.11 and 2.12).
In order to verify that the compressor is operating at the same operating condition
for the entire period of this investigation, the variation of the corrected mass flow and
efficiency based on the torque measurements with time over a four year period is shown
in Figure 2.13 for the peak efficiency operating point. Figure 2.13(a) shows the mass flow
variation and Figure 2.13(b) shows the torque efficiency variation. Also shown on these
plots are the respective uncertainties of measurement. This shows that the compressor was
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operating within the confines of the uncertainty imposed by the measurement techniques
for the entire measurement period.
A basic procedure for the setup of the operating point of the compressor was devel-
oped. This procedure is:
1. The compressor is brought upto speed with the throttle in the fully open position
and allowed to warm up.
2. Based on the inlet temperature, the corrected rotor speed is set.
3. The compressor is throttled upto an approximate operating point and the perfor-
mance parameters are measured (corrected mass flow, total pressure ratio, total
temperature ratio and torque efficiency).
4. Then depending on the location of these parameters with respect to the set-point,
the compressor is either throttled up or down and the previous step repeated till the
parameters of the operating point are reached within the set uncertainty levels.
5. Through out the experiment, the operating speed of the compressor is changed to
reflect the changing inlet temperature, while keeping the throttle constant.
2.7 Inlet Flow Field
In order to characterize the axisymmetry in the inlet flow field, data was acquired
at the peak efficiency point at 100% corrected speed. The data set consisted of radial
distribution of inlet total pressure and temperature and casing pressure profiles at various
circumferential locations on the compressor. In addition, the radial distribution of inlet
velocity and pressures derived from the five hole probe at four circumferential locations
are also available for comparison with the rake data. The radial distribution of turbulence
intensity and the deterministic unsteadiness at the inlet were measured by a single sensor
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hot-wire probe. The hot-wire was calibrated online in the compressor itself for the inlet
data set and in a calibration jet for the exit data set. The data was acquired using a
DISA-55M hot-wire anemometer and the DAS-50 data acquisition system. The radial
profile was discretized into 31 points in the same manner as that of the five hole probe
measurements.
Figure 2.14 shows the Cpt distribution for the circumferential locations/9 = 0 °, 90 °, 240 °,
and 270 ° , the average inlet axial velocity profile derived form the five hole probe and tur-
bulence intensity profiles from the hot-wire measurement. The presence of the potential
core as well as the hub- and annulus-wall boundary layers is clearly visible from this figure
for all four tangential locations (Cpt). The flow is nearly axisymmetric, except in the hub
wall boundary layer regions. The annulus wall boundary layer is approximately 15% of
the span and the hub wall boundary layer is approximately 10% of the span. The inlet
tangential and radial velocities were found to be negligibly small at all circumferential
locations across the span.
A single sensor hot-wire, placed normal to the axial flow direction measures the axial
and the radial component. Hence, the single sensor data provides the turbulence intensity
(based on overall unsteadiness) defined by
Tu - _-_ + Wt--'-_
Vo (2.20)
where u' and w' are the fluctuations in the axial and the radial direction. The overall
unsteadiness plotted in Figure 2.14 varies from 3% at mid-span to 9% and 14% at the hub
and annulus walls respectively. The variation of unsteadiness is almost negligible in the
core region as expected. Even though 3% intensity is considered rather high, it is believed
that this is a combination of both random and periodic unsteadiness.
Power spectral energy distribution of the inlet hot-wire data is shown plotted in
Figure 2.15 for three radial locations. The digitizing rate for data acquisition was 64 Khz
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(approximately 10 times the average blade passing frequency) and 131072 samples of
data was acquired at each radial location. For a physical quantity x(t) which is a function
of time such as instantaneous velocity, the frequency domain can be expressed as
X(f) = f;_ x(t)e2_iltdt (2.21)
The auto-spectral density function (ASDF) of the time domain x(t) is defined for 0<f <
[j (i)l]ASDF = -_E
oo by
(2.22)
where E[ ] is an ensemble average, for fixed f, over the number of available sample
records of X(f) 2. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm was
used to obtain the frequency domain and then this frequency domain was converted to
the auto-spectral density function. The ordinate labeled ASDF (riB) is power level of the
auto-spectral density function normalized by the square of the time average value of the
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total velocity at that spanwise location. The turbulent energy at hub and tip is significantly
higher than the energy at mid-span. The influence of all three rotors is felt upstream at
the inlet, though at mid-span the effect of the third rotor is barely visible. The levels are
higher at hub and tip than at mid-span. Rotor 2 exerts a larger influence on the upstream
flow than the other rotors. This trend is seen all the way down to the third harmonic of
the blade passing frequency at all the locations even though the levels are very low. This
shows that the influence of the rotor blade passing frequency is felt upstream of the blade
row as well.
The spectral energy distribution on a log-log scale (not shown) has overall shapes
very similar to that presented by Goto (1992) at hub and tip. The spectrum at the hub has
two distinct regions of slopes - 1.125 and - 1.78 departing from the characteristic - 1.66 slope
shown by homogeneous turbulence (Hinze, (1975)). The spectrum at the tip has three
distinct regions with slopes changing from - 1.092 to - 1.267 to - 1.98 as frequency increases
from low to high. This is consistent with the measurements of Grant et al. (1968), who
measured changes in slope of turbulence with wave number in a high Reynolds number
flow in a tidal channel. At the mid-span region however, there is a very peculiar behaviour.
At moderate frequency, there is very little drop in energy levels as the slope remains almost
0 and at high frequency, there is a sudden change in slope to - 1.54. But a comparison with
either the tip or the hub shows that the energy levels are very low.
2.8 Flow Field at the Exit of the Compressor
Detailed radial traverses of the five hole probe at three different circumferential posi-
tions and the single sensor hot-wire probe at one circumferential position were conducted
to investigate the nature of the exit flow field. Since the exit measurement station (Station
10 in Figure 2.2) is 2.774 chords downstream of stator 3, the flow is expected to be
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completelymixedupandtobeaxisymmetricin thecircumferentialdirection.Figure2.16
showsthespanwisedistributionof totalpressurecoefficient,axialvelocity,radialvelocity
andoutlet flow angleat variouscircumferentiallocationsat the exit of the compressor
(Station10 in Figure2.2). Theseplotsshowthatradial distributionof flow properties,
eventhoughsimilar,axialsymmetryhasnotyet beenachieved.This stationis far down-
stream(2.774chords)downstreamof stator3. Thewakes,secondaryflow andleakage
flow effectsstill persist.The pressureandthe axial velocity profile showsthat thecore
regionis small,theannuluswall boundarylayergrowthis substantial.Theeffectof rotor
3 flow - hub wall flow separation,reportedlater,canbestill seennearthehub,aswell as
the influenceof leakageflow. Theradialvelocities,however,aresmallat mostlocations.
Theoutletangledistributionshowsunderturningwhich indicatesevidenceof leakageflow
nearthehub(statortip clearance).
2.9 Performance of Embedded Stages
The evaluation of casing pressures and stator leading edge kiel pressure data will be
useful in determining whether the flow behaviour is as expected inside the stages. The
surface static pressure distribution across the compressor will enable the detection of stall
or abnormal behaviour in the flow field. The casing and kiel pressure data was acquired
simultaneously with the performance data at the same operating points.
2.9.1 Casing Static Pressure:
The circumferential variation of casing static pressures at 3 operating conditions of
peak efficiency, peak pressure ratio and high mass flow was analyzed at the 100% speed
operating conditions and the results are shown in Figure 2.17. The static pressures were
found to be nearly uniform circumferentially at all axial locations except those at the exit
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Figure 2.16. Compressor exit flow distribution: Five hole probe data (peak efficiency
condition, 100% speed)
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Figure 2.18. Compressor casing static pressure distribution: Average values, 100%
speed conditions
of rotor 3. At the exit of rotor 3 the casing static taps are very close to the rotor 3 trailing
edge, where the flow is highly unsteady and there is the added effect of the tip leakage
flow giving rise to a circumferentially non-uniform pressure distribution at this location.
There is not much change in the overall qualitative picture of the casing static pressures
with change in loading condition. The variation of averaged casing static pressure ratio
across the compressor at the 100% speed operating conditions is shown in Figure 2.18.
The casing static pressure is normalized by the static pressure on the casing at the inlet
(Station 1). There is a drop in static pressure across the IGV as the flow is accelerated
as it flows through the guide vanes. There is a gradual static pressure rise through out
the compressor at all three operating conditions. As the flow proceeds downstream of the
first stator (Station 4), the static pressure ratio starts to deviate with change in operating
conditions.
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2.9.2 Total Pressure:
The spanwise variation of total pressures measured at various locations along the
compressor using total pressure rakes and five hole probe is shown in Figure 2.19, at the
peak efficiency point at 100% speed. The five hole probe data downstream of stator 2 has
been mass averaged across one blade passage whereas the five hole probe data at inlet, exit
and downstream of stator 3 has been circumferentially averaged. The flow is very well
behaved at the inlet and through stage 1. The tip region at the exit of stators 2 and 3 has a
conventional profile with monotonic increase in pressure from the endwall to freestream.
The hub region, however, has a complex profile due to interaction of hub wall boundary
layer and the leakage of the flow due to the cantilevered stator blade. Similar characteristics
have been measured by Dransfield and Calvert (1976), Calvert et al. (1989) and Falchetti
(1992). There is no deterioration of the flow as it passes through the compressor except
for increased viscous layers in the endwall region. The flow downstream of the third stator
is very similar to the flow downstream of the second stator.
The core flow region, which is approximately 75% of the span at inlet, reduces
gradually to less than 30% of span at the exit of the compressor. Since the measurements
shown in Figure 2.19 are at the exit of stators, the leakage effects due to rotor tip clearances
are not observed. The data indicate that the leakage flow has mixed within the stator
passage, resulting in a conventional viscous layer (monotonically decreasing towards the
annulus wall). Whereas the flow near the hub shows the effect of leakage due to clearance
between a stationary blade and a rotating hub, the values of Cpt increase from hub to about
10% of span, followed by a flat profile (and a wake type of region at exit). This is typical of
profiles caused by the interaction of leakage flow with the primary flow (Lakshminarayana
et a1.(1995)).
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Figure 2.20. Spanwise variation of absolute flow angle across the compressor at the
peak efficiency operating condition, 100% speed
2.9.3 Flow Angle and Axial Velocity
The absolute flow angle at the exit of stators 2 and 3 and at the exit of the compressor
are shown in Figure 2.20. The inlet flow was axial. The design angles are also shown
in this figure. Downstream of stator 2, beyond 70% span, the measured profiles show
under-turning up to about 95% span. Over-turning is observed in the outer 5% of the stator
blade span, caused by secondary flow. Both underturning and overturning are observed
near the hub. Up to about 9% of the span from the hub, the flow is underturned. The
overturning is confined to spanwise locations extending from 10% to 25% span. This is
typical of the distribution observed in vortical motion. This may also have been caused
by separated flow in the upstream rotor, (as explained earlier), and the associated shear
gradient, resulting in secondary flow and overturning in this region. Downstream of stator
3, the radial distribution of exit flow angle is very similar to those observed at the exit of
stator 2. The underturning region near the hub has increased. The passage averaged pitch
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angledistributionwerefoundto besmallat all axiallocationsandwereof thesameorder
of magnitudeasthemeasurementuncertainties.
Thespanwisevariationof averageaxialvelocityat severalaxial locationsalongthe
compressorat thepeakefficiencypoint, 100%speedis shownin Figure2.21. Themass
flow basedon measuredlocal axial velocity is found to be almostthe sameat all axial
locations. The flow is uniform in the mid-spanregionswith variationsoccurringin the
end-wall regionsdueto theeffectof variousflow mechanisms(hubclearanceflow from
stators,tip clearanceflow from therotors,annuluswail boundarylayersandsecondary
flow).
The radial distribution of average axial velocity indicates substantial changes as
the flow goes through several blade rows. The boundary layer thickness at the inlet is
approximately 10% near the hub and 10-15% near the tip. This grows substantially as the
flow progresses through the compressor. The hub wall flows show the same trend as Cpt
where the stator-hub leakage flow interacts with the main flow to produce unconventional
boundary layer wake type of profiles near the hub wall region. This may also have been
caused by a scraping vortex and the upstream rotor hub separated flow. This region extends
from 10% to 20% of the span from the hub.
The leakage flow tends to reduce the boundary layer growth, especially very near the
wall. This is clearly seen from a comparison of the velocity profiles near the hub and the
tip. The fiat portion of the profile (from 10 to 20% span), which has higher than expected
values (of the extrapolated boundary layer profile from 30 to 20%) may have been caused
by either a scraping vortex or the upstream separated flow in the rotor. The separated
flow at the exit of the rotor has higher absolute velocity than the un-separated flow. This
hypothesis is supported by higher than expected temperature rise (see figure 9) in this
region. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that the static pressure is nearly invariant
across the span at this location.
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Figure 2.21. Spanwise variation of absolute axial velocity across the compressor at
the peak efficiency operating condition, 100% speed
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Figure 2.22. Spanwise variation of total temperature ratio across the compressor at
the peak efficiency operating condition, 100 % speed
2.9.4 Total Temperature
Detailed area traverses were conducted using a low frequency response thermocouple
at 5.6% chord downstream of stator 2 trailing edge. The circumferentially area averaged
total temperature ratios (based on mass averaged inlet total temperature) are plotted
in Figure 2.22 for the peak efficiency condition. Also shown on these plots are the
circumferentially averaged radial distributions of inlet and exit total temperature ratio.
The temperature field is very well behaved at the inlet where the temperature distribution
is almost uniform in the radial direction. Downstream of stator 2 the profiles already
show evidence of higher temperatures at the end walls with the temperature near the tip
higher than that at the hub. Similar behavior is reported by Smith (1970), Falchetti (1992)
and Howard and Gallimore (1992). Higher stagnation temperatures near the endwalls are
caused by viscous layers and the associated higher temperature rise across the rotors in
these regions. At the compressor exit, the radial gradients in total temperature near the
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Figure 2.23. Spanwise variation of isentropic efficiency across the compressor at the
peak efficiency operating condition, I00 % speed
endwalls are much lower than the radial gradients at corresponding spanwise locations
downstream of stator 2. This is due to increased spanwise mixing of the flow downstream
of stator 3. Similar distributions were measured by Behlke et al. (1979) and computed
by Adkins and Smith (1982) and Gallimore (1986). Calculations to predict the total
temperatures at the exit of stators without mixing by both Adkins and Smith (1982) and
Gallimore (1986) have shown high total temperature at the endwalls compared to the
midspan region.
2.9.5 Isentropic Efficiency
Radial distributions of isentropic efficiency of the first two stages calculated down-
stream of stator 2 (based on the total pressure and total temperature traverses at this
location) is shown in Figure 2.23. Isentropic efficiency (r]isen) is defined by:
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1
r/ise,_ = Tr- 1 (2.23)
Measured isentropic efficiency downstream of stator 2 is the lowest at the hub and tip
regions and highest in the midspan regions as is expected. With higher losses in the tip
wall regions (lower total pressure ratios and higher total temperature ratios), the efficiencies
are much lower than the efficiencies in the hub regions. The tip regions have the lowest
efficiency indicating the rotor leakage flow and the stator annulus wall secondary flow are
more severe than their counterpart near the hub. Similar distributions have been measured
by Calvert et al. (1989).
Chapter 3
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND DATA PROCESSING
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In order to achieve the objectives lined out in Chapter 1, it is necessary to measure
the unsteady total pressure and total temperature aft of stator 2. The unsteady total
pressure was measured using the semiconductor based Kulite total pressure probe and
the unsteady total temperature was measured using a hot-wire based aspirating probe.
Details of the design, operation, calibration, data reduction and uncertainty for both the
probes are discussed in this chapter. Also discussed in this chapter are the details of
data processing techniques (ensemble averaging), spectral methods and auto and cross
correlation methods.
3.1 Semiconductor Pressure Transducer
Unsteady total pressure measurements in the Multistage Compressor Facility were
obtained using a semi-conductor total pressure probe (Kulite XB-062 type). The probe has
a tip diameter of 0.062 in and is shown in Figure 3.1. The transducer is of the XC-062-25A
type. This is a 25 psia absolute pressure transducer with a natural frequency of 250 kHz
and has an external temperature compensation module for temperature changes from 80 to
180 deg E The design is of a solid state device with a diffused four arm Wheatstone bridge
incorporated on the surface of a silicon diaphragm. An exitation voltage of 10V DC is
used to activate the bridge circuit. The output is amplified by a low noise power amplifier
with a frequency response of atleast 100 kHz. The transducer is calibrated in a pressure
and temperature controlled tank. A steady state calibration is done at constant temperature
for a range of pressures (consistent with the operating pressures in the compressor) and a
linear least squares regression model is fitted to this data (since the response of the kulite
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Figure 3.1. Schematic Drawing of Total Pressure Probe: Kulite XB-062-25A
probe is linear). Thermal drifts were the biggest problem with the Kulite probes (Cherrett
and Bryce, 1992). In order to account for possible drifts in the transducer (even though
the transducer was equipped with a temperature compensation device), the calibration was
repeated at all the temperatures encountered in the compressor and a range of calibration
curve fits were stored in the data base. When reducing compressor data, the appropriate
temperature curve fit was selected to reduce the data. Both pre- and post-calibrations were
conducted to limit the transducer drift during the compressor test run if any. It was found
that the maximum drift in transducer voltage was around 2.5 mv, which is approximately
equal to the least count of measurement (2.44 mv). This was within operational parameters
of the transducer.
This transducer is provided with a "B" type screen which consists of a 0.005" thick
plate with 0.006" dia. holes positioned on a circle. The diameter of the circle is greater
than the active diameter of the diaphragm. This eliminates the possibility of a particle
penetrating through the holes and hitting the unclamped portion of the diaphragm. The
field frequency response of the entire assembly is approximately 60 kHz in the compressor
facility (Figure 3.2). and the probe is sensitive to angles of attack of +30 degrees in both
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yaw and pitch planes. Based on the ASME uncertainty analysis (Coleman and Steele,
1989), the uncertainty in the kulite total pressure measurement is -t-0.0074 psia.
3.2 Aspirating Probe
Time-resolved measurement of gas total temperature has always been a very difficult
task. Conventional thermocouples lose frequency response above 1 kHz while compen-
sated thermocouples are yet to be demonstrated. Constant current hot-wire techniques
are also limited to low frequencies unless the fluctuations are small compared to the
mean. Electronically compensated, thin-wire resistance thermometers operated at very
low overheat ratios exhibit less sensitivity to velocity fluctuations than do conventional
constant current hot-wires and have been used to measure temperature at 5 to 10 kHz.
The electronic compensation is a function of free-stream conditions, however, requiring
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readjustmentasthe meanflow changes.More complextechniquesusingmultiple con-
stanttemperaturehot-wireshavebeendemonstratedin low speedincompressibleflow
fields. However,thesetechniquesarenot easilyextendableto high speedcompressible
flowswith highdynamicpressuresuchasthosefoundin turbomachineryconfigurations.
Ng andEpstein(1983)reportedthedevelopmentof apiggy-backedhighfrequencytotal
temperatureprobe(aspiratingprobe) for usein unsteadycompressibleflows. It is this
probethat is usedin thepresentstudy.
3.2.1 Design and Construction
Conventional hot-wires measure the thermal energy lost by convection to the fluid.
Thus they are sensitive to the difference between the hot-wire temperature (Tw) and the
fluid total temperature (To) and the mass flux (pU) at the wire plane. For a constant
temperature hot-wire in a flow of uniform composition, the square of the anemometer
bridge voltage (V) is proportional to the power dissipated in the fluid.
V 2 = f(pU)(T,_ - rTo) (3.1)
where r is the recovery factor of the hot-wire. In an unsteady compressible flow field,
all the flow quantities fluctuate temporally. To overcome this problem, Ng and Epstein
(1983) placed two co-planar hot-wires operating at different temperatures in the channel
of an aspirating probe, the convergent exit of which was choked. The continuity equation
for a one-dimensional channel flow can be written as:
pv= (3.2)
where Po stands for the total pressure of the fluid, 3' the ratio of specific heats of the fluid,
R the universal gas constant and M the fluid Mach number. When the flow is choked at
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thesonicexit, equation3.2reducesto:
,/2-_(2__L)(Po) "+' (3.3)(pU)*= -_o VR _+1
where • indicates the conditions at the sonic orifice. Therefore the mass flow at the wire
plane can be written as:
pU= _ ( (3.4)
A*
where Ac is the area of the orifice. For a fixed geometry, the ratio Z-_ is a constant, and
for a gas of fixed composition, 7 and R are constant, so that the channel mass flow (pU)
is only a function of the system total pressure and temperature. Therefore, equation 3.1
can be rewritten as:
Po ) (T,,,- ,'To) (3.5)v2 = l
with the assumption that the conductive heat losses at the wire ends are small compared to
the convective heat loss. For a constant temperature hot-wire equation 3.5 can be written
as:
V2 = (R, + R_)27rlkNu(T,o _ rTo) (3.6)
where Rs is the bridge resistance in series with the wire, R_o the resistance of the hot-wire
at the operating temperature, l the wire length, k the thermal conductivity of the fluid,
and Nu the Nusselt number. Ng and Epstein (1983) adopted the Collis and Williamson
(1959) formulation of the Nusselt number - Reynolds number relationship:
"Tin" 0.17
Nu = (_--_) [ a(Rea)" + b] (3.7)
where Red is the Reynolds number based on the wire diameter, and a, b and m are
empirically derived constants, approximately a = 0.97, b = 0.02 and m = 0.41. By
substituting equation 3.7 into equation 3.6 and writing the Reynolds number based on the
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wire diameterin termsof thecompressibleflow parametersof equation3.4,wehave
(Rs + R_) 2
V 2 _
Rw
/
xTrlk a v_oAcVR 7- 1 j +b
(Tm _ o. 17
x (Tw-,'To) (3.8)
Equation 3.8 is used in the design of the aspirating probe to set the ratio of the throat
to channel area for given operating conditions (Mach number, gas composition and free-
stream conditions). Once these are fixed then a calibration equation incorporating the
constant parameters of equation 3.8 can be written.
Po _,]v,2 = c,(- nj
The constants (C and n) are determined by calibration. By operating the wires at different
wire temperatures in separate constant temperature anemometer circuits, two simultaneous
voltage measurements are made from which the two unknowns Po and To are calculated.
Ng and Epstein (1983) verified that the aspirating probe was responding to the temperature
fluctuations in the flow as predicted by equation 3.9.
The independence of the two relations in the equation 3.9 will determine the probe
sensitivity to total pressure and total temperature and thus the calibration space. The
difference between the two hot-wire temperatures influences the independence of the two
relations. The greater the separation in the wire temperatures, the more independent the
two hot-wire equations will be with improved sensitivity to pressures and temperatures.
Given the concept of operating two hot-wires in a constant Mach number channel, the
design of the aspirating probe is an engineering compromise between several constraints;
spatial resolution (small size) versus hot-wire length to diameter ratio (l/d); and angular
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Figure 3.3. Scaled Drawing of the Aspirating Probe Geometry
acceptance versus frequency response. The hot-wire 1/d must be large (above 200) in
order for the end effects to be small. The channel diameter has to be as small as possible
in order to keep the overall diameter of the probe small. Also manufacturing constraints
limit the diameter of the channel. Based on this the channel diameter was chosen to be
0.042" (1.0668 mm). 5-#m tungsten wires were used giving an effective 1/d of 214 which
would eliminate the end effects. The choked orifice at the channel exit is 0.033" (0.8382
mm) so as to set the Mach number at the wire plane at 0.4. In order to maximize the
high frequency sensitivity, the ends of the wires were copper plated through the thermal
boundary layer (approximately 15% of channel diameter). The overall design of the
aspirating probe was obtained from Dr. Ng of VPISU (1990). This was then scaled down
to fit into the multistage compressor blade space row. The scaled drawing of the aspirating
probe is shown in Figure 3.3 This probe was manufactured by Mr. H. Houtz at the GTWT,
ARL, Penn State. A brief description of the manufacturing process is given below.
The tungsten wires (5#m dia) are soldered to four insulating brass supports which
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makeuptheprobechannel.A chokedorificeis madeout of machined epoxy. Two sleeves
surround the brass conductors. These sleeves are bounded onto the brass conductors by
epoxy which acts as an insulator for the probe supports. A probe cap is machined out of
aluminum and screws onto the end of the channel. Since it is fat lipped, it gives good off
axis performance. The RTV seal gives a smooth transition around the tungsten wires that
are soldered to the support.
3.2.2 Calibration Procedure
A static calibration of the aspirating probe is considered adequate since the frequency
response of the probe is high. The calibration requires measurement of the dc output
voltage from each hot-wire for a range of pressures and temperatures of the tank. The
calibration tank setup consists of a 10 gallon tank which is heated by a heating jacket and
covered with heating blanket thermal insulation. The tank is connected to a source of
compressed air supply in order to pressurize the tank. The pressure in the tank is measured
by the validyne pressure transducer (-t-0.029 psia accuracy). The tank temperatures are
recorded by 2 thermocouple probes in series with a cold junction compensating amplifier
circuit (4-1.0°K accuracy). The hot-wire anemometer voltages (DISA 55-M system) are
recorded directly on digital voltmeters and on a Textronix storage scope. The kulite
voltages are recorded via a signal conditioning unit on a digital voltmeter. The calibration
procedure is computer controlled and the data is acquired using the DAS-50 system on the
PC-486 computer. The calibration is performed at a constant temperature of the tank at
various tank pressures and at each point recording the pressure, temperature, the 2 hot-wire
voltages and the kulite voltage. The procedure is repeated for a set of temperatures and
the calibration constants for each temperature are calculated. The sample calibration of
the aspirating probe is shown in Figure 3.4.
Also plotted in this figure are the representative data at the mid-span mid-pitch
7]
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Figure 3.4. Calibration space of the original aspirating probe: Representative data
taken in the compressor is also shown
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location downstream of stator 2 at the peak efficiency operating condition. The calibration
space is very narrow, and much of the data is in a very small band at the lower end of the
calibration map. The wire overheat ratios were maintained at 1.3 and 1.5 resulting in wire
temperatures of 367.4 and 415 Deg K respectively. It is clear that large changes in total
temperature resulted in very small changes in the hot-wire voltages. This translated to
very low sensitivities (Hot-wire: 15 mv/Deg C and 55 mv/psia). With an A/D resolution
of 2.44 mv, the temperature and pressure resolution was found to be only 0.15 Deg C
and 0.042 psia respectively. These numbers were not satisfactory since the unsteadiness
levels especially in total temperature were found to be of the order of the temperature
resolution. So an effort was made to improve the sensitivities and the overall calibration
of the aspirating probe.
3.3 Improved Aspirating Probe
An effort was made to improve the sensitivities and increase the width of the calibra-
tion space. Firstly the 5#m tungsten wires were replaced by 5#m platinum coated tungsten
(Wallaston) wires. This improved the overheat ratios the wire could be maintained at to
1.5 and 1.8. Consequently the wire temperatures increased to 434.9 and 518.18 Deg K
respectively. This increased the temperature difference between the hot-wire and the fluid,
thereby improving the heat transfer characteristics of the hot-wire. This also improved the
pulse response of the probe (44 and 67 kHz for wire OHRs of 1.5 and 1.8 respectively).
Nextly, the wire voltages were amplified by use of an A.C. instrumentation amplifier of
high signal to noise ratio. An amplification gain of 4 was used as higher gains resulted in
stability problems. The use of the amplifier improves the A/D resolution of the signal and
increases the resolution of the total temperature signal.
This new probe was then recalibrated at various temperatures and pressures and a
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calibrationspacewascalculated.Thecalibrationspaceof the improvedaspiratingprobe
(twohot-wirevoltages)asafunctionof temperatureandpressureis shownin Figure3.5.
The sensitivitiesof the two hot-wiresto temperatureandpressurearealsogiven in the
figure. This translatesto a temperatureresolutionof 0.0049Deg C and a pressure
resolutionof 0.0025psia(bothbasedon theA/D resolutionof 2.44mv). The sensitivity
of thekulite probeis 0.0042psia.Comparedto thepreviousprobethis wasa tremendous
improvementin theperformanceof the aspiratingprobe. With this successfulstep,we
wereableto acquiretotal temperaturedatafrom therig.
3.4 Data Reduction Procedure
The standard data reduction procedure used by earlier investigators (Ng and Epstein
(1983) etc.) involved the use of the total pressure measured by a piggybacked kulite probe
and wire voltage measured by the aspirating probe to derive the total temperature. Later
Van Zante et al. (1994) modified the operating characteristics of the aspirating probe
to improve the sensitivities and used only the two hot-wire voltages to derive the total
temperature. This eliminated the use of the kulite piggyback probe, thereby reducing
blockage caused inside the compressor. As stated in an earlier section, this configuration,
is used in the present investigation. The emphasis of the data reduction procedure will
be on the 2-wire methodology, however, the wire and kulite method of data reduction is
included for information purposes only.
3.4.1 Two wire method
In this method the total temperature of the flow is determined using the voltage signal
from the two hot-wires. Since there are two measures of voltage, the total temperature of
the fluid can be determined by solving the equation set 3.9. Equating the pressures from
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the two equations of 3.9 we get,
To -
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Ct,T(Twl - RTo) = C2,T(Tw2 - RTo) (3.10)
The equation 3.10 is solved using the Calibration Constants and Equation Method
(CCEM). In this method the calibration constants derived from curve-fitting equation 3.9
for various temperatures were themselves curve-fit using a least squares procedure as
a function of temperature. A Newton-Raphson iteration scheme is used to solve the
equation. The iteration procedure proceeds as follows:
1. A least squares curve-fit for the calibration constants as a function of temperature
is done.
2. An initial guess for the temperature is given. This step is very important, since the
equations are not very robust, a bad initial guess can destroy the solution. For this
guessed temperature, the values of the various constants are calculated using the
curve-fit values.
3. Equation 3.10 is then solved to get the next temperature.
4. The above steps are repeated till convergence.
Once the temperature is calculated, pressure can then be found by substituting T into the
equation below:
v? T- ff-
P = (3.11)
Ci,T(T,,,i - RT)
Either wire 1 or wire 2 can be used. Once again, the values of the constants are calculated
from the curve-fit values for the temperature T.
3.4.2 Wire and Kulite method
When Ng and Epstein (1983) first proposed the aspirating probe, they concluded
that the temperature calculated using the two wire method was not as accurate as that
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calculatedfrom ameasurementof pressurefrom apiggybackedpressuretransducer.Van
Zante et al. (1994)provedthat the piggybackedtransducerwasnot neededand that
temperatureandpressurecanbedeterminedusingthe two wire methodonly. Both Ng
andEpstein(1983)andVanZanteet al. (1994)basedtheir conclusionson theresultsof
experimentson transoniccompressorflow fields (high pressureandtemperatureratio).
The presentapplicationis a low subsonic(Machnumberof 0.4) compressorof very
low temperatureratio. It wasnot clearif theaspiratingprobehadenoughsensitivityto
make total temperaturemeasurementswith just thetwo wires alone. Sothe piggyback
configurationwas retained,with the piggybackin the tangentialdirection to facilitate
radial gradientmeasurements.
In thismethodthepressurefrom thepiggybackedkulitetransducerisusedasaninput
into thedatareductionscheme.Thepressureis calculatedfrom thevoltagesof thekulite
transducer.
P=m×Volt + b (3.12)
where m and b are the least squares curve fit constants of the kulite transducer calibration.
Since the kulite calibration has been found to be unchanged with changes in temperature,
the calibration is conducted at room temperature only. Using this pressure, a Newton-
Raphson iteration procedure is used to solve equation 3.13 to derive the temperature.
T_i - RT V_2
- (3.13)
T_ CipN'
The iteration procedure proceeds in a fashion similar to the one used to solve equation 3. l0
as explained above.
In this method it is assumed that the pressure signal sensed by the kulite transducer
is the same as that sensed by the aspirating probe. This is not true since the frequency
responses of both instrumentation as well as the basic methodology of pressure measure-
ment is not the same. Also due to the physical sizes of the two probes, there is a time lag
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betweenthetwosignals.In orderto accountfor this timelagashift hasto beappliedto the
kulite signal(in termsof encodercounts)relativeto thehot-wiresignalandthenreducethe
data.Thisshift isdeterminedfrom across-correlationof thepressuresignalsdetermined
from thekulite transducerandthetwo-wiremethod.Thiscrosscorrelationwasdonefor
themid-spanmid-pitchlocationdownstreamof stator2 andthesameshift wasusedat all
otherlocations.For example,if theshift is +2 encodercounts,thefirst point of thekulite
signal is reducedwith thethird point of the hot-wiresignal to get the first temperature
point. Figure3.6illustratesthispoint. In this figuretheensembleaveragedbladeperiodic
componentof total temperatureatthemid-span,mid-pitch locationdownstreamof stator
2 is shown. The locationof therotor wakeaswell asthe variationacrossthepitch has
beencapturedafterthekulite datawasshiftedrelativeto thehot-wiresignal.
3.5 Uncertainty Analysis
A detailed uncertainty analysis based on the ASME standard was conducted on the
calibration and data reduction equations. RMS error estimates with 95% confidence inter-
vals was used to quantify the uncertainty in measurement variables. The equations used in
the uncertainty analysis as well the error estimate tables are given in Appendix C. Based
on this uncertainty analysis, the overall uncertainty in instantaneous total temperature is
-t-1.438 Deg C.
3.6 Unsteady Data Processing Methodology
The unsteadiness in turbomachines has been generally categorized as being either
"periodic" or "random" ("turbulent"). Flow field fluctuations at discrete frequencies (e.
g. blade passing frequency, shaft frequency etc.) are termed as "periodic" unsteadi-
ness. "Random" unsteadiness has been used as a catch-all term which includes flow-field
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fluctuations due to turbulence, vortex shedding, global flow-field fluctuations, random un-
steadiness, and any other unsteadiness not correlated with the rotor speed. Therefore, in
the absence of a more descriptive terminology for unsteady flow typical of turbomachines
and to attempt to avoid confusion of terms, Suder et. al. (1987), used the terms rotor-wake-
generated unsteadiness to describe the unsteadiness generated by the rotor wake deficit,
and unresolved unsteadiness to refer to the remaining unsteadiness. Adamczyk (1985)
used density weighted averaging (temporal and ensemble averaging) in the Navier-Stokes
equations to derive the average passage equations. He decomposed instantaneous veloc-
ity and thermodynamic state variables into steady state component, revolution periodic,
revolution aperiodic and unresolved components. These equations includes terms which
account for the effects of the unsteady flows. A similar decomposition of the unsteady
total pressure and temperature measured downstream of a second stage stator in a three
stage compressor is carried out in this chapter.
3.6.1 Decomposition of Instantaneous Quantity
Each discrete measurement of total pressure is non-dimensionalized and presented
as an instantaneous total pressure coefficient Cptijk and the total temperature as an instan-
taneous total temperature rise To_ijk.
Cptijk (Poijk-- Psi) (3.14)
= (Po - -PS)
To  ik= (Toijk- To ) (3.15)
Here subscripts i,j, and k represent indices in ensemble averaging (i indicates the index
of revolution, j the index of the blade in the row, and k the index of the point in the blade
passage). Since the decomposition is the same for both total pressure and total temperature
the decomposition of a general quantity _bijk is discussed in the following sections. The
physical explanation for this type of averaging procedure is explained in detail in Chapter
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5. The instantaneousquantity is decomposedinto a shaftresolved(ensembleaverage)
andanunresolvedcomponent.
¢is = (¢,k)s + (3.16)
where
1 (¢)iSk
-- N -ovi=1 (3.17)
¢'ijk = ¢ijk - (¢jk)_ (3.18)
This shaft resolved component has contributions from viscous and inviscid rotor-stator
interaction effects which repeats every revolution. The shaft resolved component is further
decomposed into a time average (¢), a revolution periodic ((¢Jk)np) and a revolution
aperiodic (( Cj )nA ) component as shown in Fig. 3.7.
(3.19)
where
1 N,,, Nb Npb
i=1 5=1 k=l
(¢)Jk)RP = [(¢Jk)s ---_-- (q_J)RA]
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
The time averaged component describes the steady state flow field which is the same in each
blade passage of the blade row. The revolution periodic component describes the temporal
fluctuations due to the relative motion between the blade rows and the revolution aperiodic
component (which is a passage to passage average) arises from different blade count in
successive stages (rotor or stator). For a single stage machine or a multistage machine with
the same blade count in successive stages, the revolution aperiodic component identically
goes to zero. The revolution aperiodic component generally represents the asymmetry
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aboutthecircumferencein therotor frameof referencewith atime constantof onerotor
2 bladepassingperiod. During analysisof thetotal pressuredataacquiredit was found
thattherearevariationsin theperiodicfluctuationsbetweenbladesin thesamerow due
to variouscauses(geometrical,incidencevariations,loadingchangesetc.). Sincemost
of thedesignprinciplesarebasedon solving the flow equationsfor onebladepassage,
it is essentialto determinetheperiodicunsteadinessfor theaveragerotor passage.This
averagepassageis termedthe "bladeperiodicunsteadiness"andthe differencebetween
therevolutionperiodicandthebladeperiodicis the "bladeaperiodicunsteadiness".
(¢jk)RP = (¢k)BP -t- (¢jk)BA (3.23)
1 _[(¢jk)Rpl (3.24)(¢k)Bp=
((_jk)B a = [(¢jk)R P --(_)k)Bp] (3.25)
The blade periodic component ((¢k)BP) generally represents the fluctuations of the total
pressure field over an "average" rotor 2 blade passing period. The blade aperiodic com-
ponent ((¢jk)nA) generally represents the asymmetry about the circumference in the rotor
frame of reference with a time constant of the sampling period. Since the decomposition
of the original signal has already filtered the asymmetries with a time constant on the or-
der of a rotor 2 revolution passing period (revolution aperiodic), this component includes
short term asymmetries synchronized to the asymmetries synchronized to the passage of
the individual rotor 2 blades. Figure 3.7 shows the detailed decomposition of an actual
total pressure data set acquired at the mid-span mid-pitch location using the kulite total
pressure probe.
While this decomposition is mathematically rigorous (i.e. the unsteady signal can
be reconstructed by summing each of the components), it is premised upon the idealized
assumption that all of the deterministic structure is synchronized to the shaft rotation.
Measurement of the unsteady total temperature field resulting from some deterministic
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physical phenomena,suchas vorticesoriginating in the stationaryframeof reference,
will be includedin theunresolvedcomponent.Additionally,variationsin themagnitude
of the velocity deficit, width, and spatialpositionsof the rotor wakesbetweenrotor
revolutions,whichareclearlyshaft-synchronizedphysicalphenomena,contributeto the
unresolvedcomponent. As a consequence,the magnitudeof the shaft-resolvedand
unresolvedcomponentsof theunsteadytemperaturesignalscannotbeexplicitly defined
astherespectivecontributionsto thetotalunsteadinessof thedeterministicstructuresand
randomturbulence.However,thisdatacanbeusedto identifyin whichregionsof theflow
field eachof thesecomponentsmakesignificantcontributionsto thetotal unsteadiness
andconsequentlymixing in thecompressor.
3.6.2 Fourier and Spectral Analysis
Fourier and spectral methods of analysis are methods by which time series data is
converted into frequency domains. This type of analysis is very useful in determining the
levels of various unsteadiness associated with frequencies. The autospectral (also called
power spectral) density function G==(f) for a record represents the rate of change of mean
square value with frequency. It is estimated by computing the mean square value in a
narrow frequency band at various center frequencies, and then dividing by the frequency
band.
For a physical quantity x(t) which is a function of time such as instantaneous velocity,
the frequency domain can be expressed as
X(f) = x(t)J_iJtdt (3.26)
O0
The auto-spectral density function (ASDF) G==(f) of the time domain x(t) is defined for
0<f < _ by
2
c=(f) = [Ig(f)l (3.27)
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Figure 3.7. Schematic of decomposition of instantaneous data: Actual total pressure
data
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where E[ ] is an ensemble average, for fixed f, over the number of available sample
records of X(f) 2. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm is
used to obtain the frequency domain and then this frequency domain is converted to the
auto-spectral density function.
3.6.3 Auto and Cross Correlation Methods
The autocorrelation function R_(r) of a quantity x(t) is the average of the product
of the quantity at time t with the quantity at time (t + r) for an appropriate averaging time
T:
1 T
R_(T) = Tfo x(t)x(t + r)dt (3.28)
The delay r can be either positive or negative. The time period T should approach infinity
for an ergodic process, however, for the compressor data T is finite: For correlating the
blade periodic components the averaging time is one blade passing period and for the
ensemble average it is one rotor revolution period. The total mean square value (RMS)
can be estimated from the above equation by setting the time delay to zero and taking the
square root of the result.
The cross-correlation function R_u (r) of a quantity x (t) is the average of the product
of the quantity at time t with a quantity y(t) at time (t + r) for an appropriate averaging
time T:
1 rT
R_(r) = TJo x(t)y(t + r)dt (3.29)
In this case as well, the averaging time T is the same as in the autocorrelation function
defined above. The degree of correlation between the quantities x(t) and y(t) is given
by the cross-correlation coefficient function p_u(r) of two quantities x(t) and y(t) is the
ratio of the cross-correlation function R_y(r) to the square root of the product of the
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autocorrelationfunctionsof thetwoquantitiesat T = 0:
R=AT)
p=_(T)= _/R==(o)n_y(o)
For all T, the quantity p_y(r) satisfies -1 < pxy(T) _< 1.
(3.30)
Chapter 4
TIME AVERAGED FIELD DOWNSTREAM OF STATOR 2
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The flow in a multistage compressor is highly unsteady. This unsteadiness is caused
by the aerodynamic interaction of the rotor and stator flow fields and is called rotor-stator
interaction. Rotor-stator interaction can affect the aerodynamic, structural and mechanical
performance of a compressor. However, virtually all compressor design systems are
based on the assumption that flow is steady in time. Thus, a better understanding of
the unsteady flow interactions can lead to an improvement in the ability to predict the
performance of compressors and to corresponding improvements in the actual performance
of compressors.
In order to achieve the above objectives, detailed measurements of the steady and
unsteady flow field (pressure, temperature and velocity components) downstream of an
embedded stator stage is necessary. As explained in Chapters 1 and 3, unsteady total
pressure data and unsteady total temperature data were acquired using a Kulite semi-
conductor total pressure transducer and an aspirating probe respectively. Results from
the traverse of a pneumatic five-hole probe and unsteady velocity measurements using a
slanted hot-film probe (Pratt (1996)) were also used to explain the various phenomena
as well as to provide the temperature-velocity correlation terms for the mixing analysis.
Chapter 3 explains in detail the calibration, data acquisition and data reduction procedures
for pressure and temperature measurement techniques and Pratt (1996) describes the
unsteady velocity and pneumatic five hole probe measurement techniques. This chapter
attempts to analyze the time averaged flow field downstream of the stator. Chapter 5
focuses on the unsteady flow field behavior and its mechanisms.
Area traverses were conducted at the peak efficiency operating condition (Point A
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in Figures2.11and2.12)at 5.6%chordaxial locationdownstreamof stator2 (refer to
Figure2.2 for location)usinga kulite total pressureprobefor total pressureacrosstwo
statorpassages(25 radial and 31 tangentialnodes)and anaspiratingprobefor the total
temperatureacrossone anda half statorpassage(17 radial by 19 tangentiallocations)
respectively.Carewastakento locatetheprobeatthesameradial andtangentiallocations
for both thepressureandtemperaturemeasurement.The measurementmeshis shown
in Figure 4.1 for both the measurements.At eachradial locationboth the probeswere
rotatedto alignthemwith themeanflow directionasmeasuredby thepneumaticfivehole
probe.
Approximately 300revolutionsof rotor 2 synchronizeddatawasacquiredat each
locationfrom both the probes.250 revolutionsof eachdatasetwasusedfor ensemble
averaging.Theappropriatenumberof ensemblesto processwasdeterminedbyexamining
the differencesbetweenthemeanandRMS valuesof the signalsat the suction surface
casingendwallcomer region(theregionof the highestlevelsof unsteadiness)averaged
from 10, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 revolutions. Assuming exponential decay of
difference as a function of number of ensembles, it was found that the bias introduced by
averaging 250 ensembles was a small fraction of the measurement uncertainty. This data
was then reduced to pressures and temperatures, ensemble averaged and then decomposed
into time averaged pressure and temperature, RMS deterministic and unresolved unsteadi-
ness distributions using the techniques described in chapter 3. At a few select locations,
continuous stream of data was also acquired at a frequency of 200 kHz to conduct spectral
analysis. The results of the spectral analysis are integrated with the ensemble averaged
analysis to complete the flow field description downstream of an embedded stator. Use is
also made of the steady state pneumatic five hole probe data as well as the time averaged
results from the unsteady CFD simulation of this flow carried out by Dr. Ed Hall of Allison
Engine Company to explain the various flow features seen in the pressure and temperature
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data.TheunsteadycomputationswereconductedusingtheADPACanalysiscode.
Briefly, theADPACanalysissolvesatime-dependentform of thethree-dimensional
Reynolds-averagedNavier-Stokesequationsusinga time-marchingnumericalformula-
tion. Solutionsmay be obtainedusingeither a rotating cylindrical coordinatesystem
for annularflows,or astationaryCartesiancoordinateframefor linearcascadesor other
non-cylindricalgeometries.The numericalalgorithmemploysa finite volumeexplicit
multigridRunge-Kuttatime-marchingsolutionalgorithm.Steadystateflowsareobtained
asthetime-independentlimit of thetime-marchingprocedure.Severalsteadystatecon-
vergenceaccelerationtechniques(local time stepping,implicit residualsmoothing,and
multigrid) areavailableto improvetheoverallcomputationalefficiencyof theanalysis.A
pseudo-timeiterativeimplicit algorithmis employedto permit largetime stepsfor time-
accurateflow predictions.A relativelystandardimplementationof theBaldwin-Lomax
turbulencemodelwasemployedto computetheturbulentshearstressesandturbulentheat
flux. A complexO-H meshsystem(161x41x41nodesfor eachbladerow) wasusedto
grid thecompressorgeometryand1:1:1bladecount(rotor2:stator2:rotor3)wasusedto
computetheflow. The full detailsof thesimulationaregivenin Hall (1996).
Thetimeaveragedflow isequivalenttothethesteadystateflow field asexplainedin
Chapter 3. Equation 3.20 is used to calculate the time averaged pressure and temperature.
This is then presented as a total pressure rise coefficient (Cvt) and a total temperature rise
(To,.) respectively.
Cvt (Po, - Psi) (4.1)
m
To,. = (Tot- To,) (4.2)
where, Pot is the local time averaged total pressure as measured by the kulite probe,
m
Ps_ is the mass averaged steady state casing static pressure measured at the inlet to the
compressor, Po_ is the mass averaged steady state total pressure measured at the inlet
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to the compressor, Tot is the local time averaged total temperature as measured by the
aspirating probe and To l is the mass averaged steady state total pressure measured at the
inlet to the compressor. Since, the time required to acquire each data point is quite long,
the entire traverse was conducted over a period of a week for each measurement. Care
was taken to maintain the compressor at the same operating point for the entire traverse
and the inlet flow parameters (total pressure, total temperature and static pressure) are
measured at the same time the unsteady data is acquired. In this way any errors that may
enter the measurement due to operating point changes are taken care of. The setup of the
compressor operating point is explained in detail in Chapter 2.
Blade-to-blade distribution at select radial locations, area contours and passage aver-
aged hub-to-tip distributions of time averaged total and static pressure, total temperature,
total velocity, isentropic efficiency, total pressure losses, secondary flow and axial compo-
nent of vorticity are analyzed and discussed. The isentropic efficiency (r/i_en) is calculated
using the following equation:
where P_
-1
r/i,e,- T,.- 1 (4.3)
is the time averaged total pressure ratio and T_ is the time averaged total
The total pressure loss (() are calculated using:
Po5 - Pol
(- 0"5pUt 2 (4.5)
where Pos is the passage averaged total pressure distribution upstream of the stator derived
from the ADPAC solution. The hub-to-tip distribution was spline fit using cubic splines
and interpolation was used to derive the upstream total pressure. The rotor exit data
was adjusted to account for the changes in operating point between the experiment and
B
Pol Tot
P_ - __, T_ (4.4)
Pol TOl
temperature ratio referred to conditions at the inlet to the compressor.
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computation.Thesecondaryflow isdefinedasthevelocityvectorwhosecomponentsare
thedifferencebetweenthemeasuredcircumferentialvelocityandthedesignvalueandthe
radialvelocity.
_'s_c= (Vo- Voa)_ + V_) (4.6)
The design value (V0d) is obtained from a through flow analysis of the geometry with the
design deviation correlations. The axial component of vorticity is calculated using
10(rVo) 10V_
w_ - (4.7)
r Or r O0
The data was interpolated onto a very fine grid using standard parametric spline fits. Then
a finite difference formulation using second order differencing is used to calculate the
various gradients for calculating axial vorticity component. The velocities are normalized
by the blade tip speed and the radius is normalized by the inner radius of the compressor
casing and hence the vorticity is normalized by the rotation rate (f_).
Hub-to-tip distributions of mass weighted passage averaged quantities are also used
to explain some of the physical phenomena at the stator 2 exit. The passage average _ of
any quantity _bis given by:
ps
f_. (pVzc_)rdO (4.8)f'. (pVz) dO
where V_ is the axial velocity component derived from the pneumatic five hole probe data
at that radial and tangential measurement location and the integration is done for one blade
passage only.
Before discussing the results, it is useful to ascertain the relative uncertainties of
each of the quantities. The uncertainties are given in Table 4.1. The uncertainties are
calculated based on the concepts outlined in Appendix A and are expressed as a ratio of
the uncertainty calculated and the actual value of the derived quantity in percent.
Figure 4.2 shows the comparison between the time averaged total pressure data and
the data acquired from a tangential traverse of the pneumatic five hole probe (FHP) at
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Table 4.1. Uncertainty of Various Derived Quantities: Time Averaged Data
Quantity Uncertainty (%) Figures
Total Temperature Rise (To,.) + 7% 4.3, 4.4(a), 4.5, 4.6(a), 4.9(a)
Total Temperature Ratio (Tr) + 0.453% 4.10, 4.12
Total Pressure Coefficient (Cpt) + 2.483% 4.2, 4.3, 4.4(a), 4.4(a), 4.5,
4.6(b), 4.9(b)
Total Pressure Ratio (Pr) -4- 0.22% 4.10, 4.11
Static Pressure Coefficient (_ps) + 2.667%
Total Velocity (Vtot/Ut) +3.3%
Axial Velocity (V_/Ut) +3.3%
+2.5%
4.4(c), 4.6(c), 4.9(c)
4.4(d), 4.6(d), 4.9(d)
4.10,4.13
Isentropic Efficiency (r/i,_n) 4-4.043% 4.4(e), 4.6(e), 4.9(e)
Total Pressure Loss (0 +3.33 % 4.4(0, 4.6(0, 4.9(0
Secondary Velocity (l_s,c) -1-4.5% 4.4(g), 4.6(g), 4.9(g)
Axial Vorticity (wz/f_) + 10% 4.4(h), 4.6(h), 4.9(h)
Tangential Velocity (V0) 4.4(i), 4.6(i), 4.9(i)
Radial Velocity (V_) +2.5% 4.4(j), 4.6(j), 4.90)
Yaw angle +4.0% 4.10, 4.14
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the sameaxial locationat midspan. There is very goodcomparisonbetweenthe time
averagedvaluesand the FHP results. The pressurecoefficientshavebeenmodified to
accountfor the small changesin the operatingcondition. All the featuresof the flow
capturedby theFHPhavebeencapturedby thekulite probemeasurement.It is absolutely
essentialto ensurethatthereisrepeatabilityof results.A tangentialtraversewasrepeated
at midspanusingboth the kulite andaspiratingprobes. The resultsof this traverseare
shownin Figure4.3. Thereisverygoodrepeatabilityfor thekulite totalpressuredataset.
However,therepeatabilityin theaspiratingprobeis not asgoodasthat of total pressure
but it is still acceptableasthevariationiswithin thelimits of themeasurementuncertainty.
TheresultspresentedinFigures4.2and4.3provideconfidencein thedataacquiredfrom
ahighresponseprobe.
In thischapter,focus is placedon thefollowing importantfeaturesof the flow: the
stator wake regions,effect of the secondaryflow and the thickening of the boundary
layer nearthe suctionsurfacecornerin thecasingregionandtheeffectof secondaryand
leakageflows in thehubendwallregion.Figure4.4showsthecontoursof the following
time averagedquantities:totalpressurecoefficient,total temperaturerise,staticpressure
rise,totalvelocity normalizedby rotorbladetip speed,tangentialvelocity,radialvelocity,
isentropicefficiencyof thefirst two stages,totalpressureloss,secondaryvelocityvectors
andtheaxial componentof vorticity respectively.The staticpressure,thevelocity field,
total pressurelossesand thevorticity distributionsarederivedfrom thepneumaticfive-
holeprobe(FHP)data.Figure4.5showstheblade-to-bladedistributionof timeaveraged
totalpressureandtotal temperatureat afew selectradial locations(closeto hub,21.76%
span,mid-span,81.89%spanandcloseto casingendwall).
Thecoreregiondefinedastheregionawayfrom theendwalls(approximately60%
of thespan)andthestatorwakes(approximately80%of thepitch)hashighlevelsof total
pressurecoefficient,low levelsof total temperaturerise, high levelsof staticpressure,
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high efficiency levels, low losses, negligible radial velocity, axial vorticity and secondary
flow. There is consistency in the data acquired from the various probes (kulite, five hole
probe and aspirating probe) with respect to the extent of the endwall region, presence of
wakes and the resolution of the hub leakage and the casing corner regions of the flow.
Detailed interpretation of the following important features of the flow: the stator wake
regions, effect of the secondary flow and the thickening of the region near the suction
surface comer in the casing region and the effect of secondary and leakage flows in the
hub endwall region are given below.
4.1 Stator Wake Regions
Thin stator wakes are observed in the midspan regions at this axial location aft of the
stator. This is consistently observed in all the data sets. The stator wake is characterized
by high total temperature rise, low total pressure coefficients, higher static pressure, high
vorticity, high levels of total pressure loss and high levels of radial inward velocity brought
about by the radial inward pressure gradient. Widening of the stator wakes is seen in the
endwall regions (both hub and casing endwall). In the hub endwall region the wake width
increases both on the pressure side and on the suction side of the stator. However, in the
casing endwall region, the thickening is mainly on the suction side. Due to interaction
between the stator wake flow and the hub clearance flow as well as an increase in the blade
loading brought about by high incidences from the rotor exit low momentum flow region
upstream causes the thickening of the stator wakes in the hub endwall region. In the casing
endwall region, the thickening is mainly due to the presence of a corner interaction with
the endwall flow on the suction side.
The temperature wake (Figure 4.4(a)) is very thin in the midspan region and quite
thick in the hub and casing endwall regions. The width of the temperature wake in the
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midspanregionsis almostthesameasthe total pressurewake. However,in theregion
from hub to midspan,the temperaturewakeon thepressuresideof the statoris wider
comparedwith thepressure(Figure4.4(b))andvelocitywakes(Figure4.4(d))atthesame
location. This is probablydue to increasedmixing broughtaboutby the interactionof
therotor wakesandrotor hubflowwith theendwallflow on thehubandstatorclearance
flow. This would increasethe amountof heatdissipatedconsequentlyincreasingthe
temperatureaswell asthewakewidth on the pressureside. Thereis alsoaccumulation
of high temperaturefluid from the upstreamrotor wakeon the pressuresurfaceof the
stator. This phenomenais consistentwith the analysisof Kerrebrockand Mikolajczak
(1970).This mayalsobedueto radialoutwardtransportof rotorhubflowon thepressure
sideof the stator(Figure4.40)). Thecouplingbetweenthe velocity (Figure4.4(d))and
pressurewakes(Figure4.4(b)) is throughthemomentumequationwhereasthecoupling
betweenthe velocity and temperature(Figure4.4(a)) is throughthe energyequation.
Strongercouplingexistsbetweenstagnationpressureandtotal velocity than that exists
betweenstagnationtemperatureand total velocity. Consequentlythe wake thickness
correlationbetweenstagnationpressureandvelocity is muchcloserthan that between
total temperatureandvelocity.
Thestaticpressure(Figure4.4(c))is foundto increaseslightlyacrossthestatorwake.
The staticpressurein thedirectionnormalto thestreamlinesat the exit of the statoris
givenby:
1ap Ws 2
p On R_ + O(-w'z)+ _---_(w'w')
(4.9)
where s and n are the streamwise and normal directions respectively, Rc is the radius of
' ' is the turbulent shear stress. Presence, z is the turbulence intensity and wnw _curvature, w n
of flow curvature, turbulence intensity and turbulent shear stress distribution contributes
to an increase in the static pressure gradient.
Radial inward velocities and very low tangential and axial velocities in the wake
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contributeto very high radialinward flow in thestatorwakes.This is mainly dueto the
radialinwardpressuregradienthatexistsinstators.In theendwallregions,theinteraction
of thestatorwakeflowwith theendwallflow featurescausesintensemixingwhichresults
in muchthickerwakes,higherlosses,highervorticity andvery low efficiencycompared
with themidspanregion.
Similar featureshavebeendocumentedby Howardet al. (1993)downstreamof an
embeddedstatorin a largescalelow-speedcompressorwith repeatingstageblading.Jung
andEikelmann(1995)alsodocumentvery similar featuresto thatobservedboth in the
PSUdatasetaswell astheCranfieldcompressor(Howardet al. (1993)). TheJungand
Eikelmann(1995)datais in ahigh speedindustrialcompressor.
The mass-averagedoverall losscoefficientin total pressure(equation4.5) for the
entirestageis calculatedto be0.09802.Thehighestlossesoccurin thewakesandin the
casingendwallcomerregion.Thewakeregionsalsohavethelowestisentropicefficiency,
however,thesearemainlyconfinedto theendwallregion(Figure4.4(e)).Theefficiencies
are lower on the pressuresideof the statorwakethanon the suctionsidedueto higher
temperaturesobservedat this location.
4.2 Hub Endwali Region
In order to examine the detailed structure of the flow field in the hub endwall region,
the contours of various flow quantities (total temperature rise, total pressure coefficient,
static pressure, total velocity, efficiency, loss, secondary flow vectors, axial vorticity,
tangential and radial velocity close to the hub endwall (upto 25% span) are shown plotted
in Figure 4.6. The regions of interest are: midpitch close to the hub and on the suction
and pressure side of the stator wake close to the hub. The data near the midpitch location
close to the hub indicates a region of low total pressure coefficient, low total velocity,
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high losses, high tangential velocity (underturning) and a region of significant vorticity.
The concentric loss patterns indicates that this region is possibly caused by the leakage
flow generated due to the clearance between the stator tip and the rotating hub. From
the vorticity distribution (Figure 4.6(h)), it can be seen that the direction of rotation of
this structure is opposite to the direction of rotation of the hub. So this is most likely the
leakage flow from the stator hub.
Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of the development of the leakage flow and its sub-
sequent rollup into a vortex for an industrial compressor with cantilevered stator blading
and a rotating hub (Jung and Eikelmann (1995)). Figure 4.8 shows a similar distribution
for the Penn State data set. Comparing Figures 4.7 and 4.8, one can conclude that the
low energy field on the stator hub is indeed the hub leakage flow. The leakage vortex
originates near the leading edge of the blade and develops through the passage all the
while increasing in strength through enrichment with the clearance fluid. This flow is then
transported towards the suction surface by hub rotation. The Jung and Eikelmann (1995)
data is from a high speed compressor at the peak efficiency condition and the present data
is from a medium speed compressor at the peak efficiency condition. Similar distributions
have been reported by Howard et al. (1993) in a large low speed multistage axial flow
compressor with repeating stage blading. The extent of this leakage flow region is around
60% in the pitchwise and nearly 10% in the spanwise directions. As a result, this endwall
phenomena generates more blockage than that generated by endwall viscous fluid on the
hub endwall.
The temperature distribution is almost constant across the passage very close to the
hub. This is very surprising considering that there is large mixing in this region due to
the presence of a vortex which leads to viscous dissipation effects. This should result
in production of heat and consequently a increase in temperature. A general increase
in temperature is seen in the radial direction across this region consistent with the above
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phenomena.Moreoververylittle experimentalandcomputationalinformationisavailable
on thebehaviorof thetotal temperaturefield in astreamwisevorticity pattern.Soat this
time furtherspeculationisjust notjustified. Theefficiencydistributiondoesnotshowany
significantchangesin thepitchwisedirection, thoughthereis a decreasein thepassage
averagedefficiencywhich is mainly dueto thelargedeficit in total pressureboth in the
wakeandthemid-passageleakageregionaswell asincreasein thetotal temperaturerise
in thestatorwakes.
Thesecondaryflowvectors(Figure4.6(g))showaradiallyoutwardtransportof flow
onthepressuresideof thestatorfrom thehubupto35%span.This is mostlikely brought
aboutby scrapingof the hubwall boundarylayer aswell asstatorleakageflow. There
is a high staticpressureregionnearthepressuresurfaceanda low pressureregionnear
the suctionsurfaceof the hub (Figure4.6(c)). The radial gradientin static pressureis
observedto be negativeon the pressuresideandpositiveon the suctionside. This is
consistentwith thesecondaryflow vectordistributionshownin Figure4.6(g). This radial
outwardtransportcausedby scrapingprobablyaccountsfor highertemperaturesobserved
on thepressuresurfaceawayfrom thehub.
Due to the presenceof hub leakageflow vortexand its growth in the streamwise
direction,theblockageincreasestherebyincreasingthethroughflowvelocityof thefluid.
This is veryclearly seenin thehigherlevelsof total velocity on thepressuresideof the
statorcloseto thehub(Figure4.6(d)).This in turn increasesthecircumferentialvelocity
which increasesthestagnationenthalpyleadingto anincreasein thetotal temperaturerise
on thepressuresideof the stator.Eventhoughthestagnationpressurealsoincreasesin
this region,the increasein entropydueto intensemixing resultsin decreasedefficiency
nearthehubwall pressuresurfacecorner.Nearthesuctionsideof the statorwakeclose
to the hub, low temperatures,moderatepressurerise and high efficiency is observed.
This is probablycausedby leakageflow from thehubregionaugmentedby hubrotation
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washingawaythecornerseparationregion.This is alsotheregionof intenseflow mixing
asobservedby thebandof negativevorticity spanningacrossalmosttheentirepassage.
This mayaccountfor highefficiencyobservedalmostacrosstheentirepassage.
4.3 Suction Surface Casing Endwall Comer Region
The other region which has a complex flow and loss region that warrants interpretation
is the suction surface casing endwall corner region. Figure 4.9(a)-(i) shows the contours
of various flow quantities (total temperature rise, total pressure coefficient, static pressure,
total velocity, efficiency, loss, secondary flow vectors, axial vorticity, tangential and
radial velocity close to the casing endwall (from 70% span upto casing). This region is
characterized by low values of stagnation pressure, axial velocity, static pressure, total
velocity, efficiency as well as presence of large secondary flow, radial inward velocity and
high vorticity. This is also a region of low efficiency and high unresolved unsteadiness
(as will be observed later) as well as the high total pressure loss (almost 5% of upstream
total pressure). The contour pattern generated by the radial velocity (Figure 4.90)) and
the secondary flow pattern (Figure 4.9(g)) suggests a vortex type distribution, which is
confirmed by the vorticity distribution (Figure 4.9(h)). Compared to the situation near the
hub, the vortex center and the loss core are located at approximately in the same location
with respect to the blade. This loss core is of a higher level than that seen at the hub region
(5% compared to 2.5% at the hub).
This flow arises due to a combination of various phenomena: tendency for casing
stall, high inlet skew and casing secondary flow. In this region, there is an intense
secondary flow feature as evidenced by transverse flow and radial outward flow towards
the low pressure region on the suction side of the stator (Figure 4.9(g)). The flow angle
distribution shows that the flow is overturned on the suction side and underturned on the
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pressure side of the stator. The static pressure is quite low in the corner region confirming
the presence of a vortex. The secondary velocity distribution shows an entrainment of
flow into this region generating a large secondary vortex. There is also entrainment of
flow into this region from the casing endwall corner region away from the blades. Radial
outward flow seen in the secondary flow plot on the pressure side of the stator close to the
casing is caused primarily by the static pressure gradient in the radial direction towards
the hub (Figure 4.9(c)).
The total temperature rise distribution does not show any rise or fall in total temper-
ature rise across the comer vortex region. This behavior is similar to that seen in the hub
region across the hub leakage vortex. Away from the endwalls, the total temperature rise
on the suction side is lower than that on the pressure side, primarily due to accumulation
of higher temperature rotor wake fluid on the pressure side. Closer to the casing endwall,
the temperature on the suction side is almost the same level as that on the pressure side.
There is an increase in entropy production from the interaction and subsequent mixing of
the corner vortex with the endwall flow facilitated by upstream rotor leakage flow. This
results in an increased static temperature and thereby and increase in the total temperature
of the flow.
The temperature wake width (Figure 4.9(a)) on the pressure side of the stator close to
the casing endwall is larger than that observed from either total pressure or the total velocity
(Figures 4.9(b) and (d) respectively). The rotor wake flow which is accumulating on the
pressure side of the stator in the casing endwall region has a much higher temperature
than the corresponding flow in the midspan regions. This increases the width of the total
temperature wake but not the pressure wake. The other reason for the increase in wake
width on the pressure side is probably due to the rapid decay of the total temperature
wake compared to the total pressure wake. The mixing of corner flow with the wake
leads to a rapid decay of the wake defect and rapid growth of the wake width. This is due
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to an interactionof the secondary flow with the mainstream fluid. Two regions of high
vorticity is seen in the casing endwall corner region (Figure 4.9(h)). The region with high
levels of positive vorticity is close to the blade surface and this is caused by interaction
between the wake and the secondary flow region. The other region which has high levels
of negative vorticity is caused mainly by secondary flow features present at this location
(Figure 4.9(g)).
In the casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces, intense mixing caused
by interaction of the rotor tip leakage flow and the casing endwall boundary layer gives
rise to almost uniform distribution oi_pressures, temperatures and consequently efficiency
across the blade pitch from 85 to 95% span (last measurement location). Blade-to-blade
non-uniformities are observed only near the stator wake regions.
4.4 Hub-to-tip Variation of Passage Averaged Flow Properties
The hub-to-tip distributions of passage averaged total pressure, total temperature,
axial velocity, loss in total pressure, exit flow angle and isentropic efficiency is shown
in Figure 4.10. Comparisons are made to the ADPAC solutions and design where avail-
able. The total pressure loss data has also been compared with the overall losses (pro-
file+secondary flow loss+leakage flow loss) derived from cascade correlations described
in chapter 6 of Lakshminarayana (1996). The differences between the ADPAC solution
and the experimental data set is partly due to problems in matching the correct operating
point for the computational data set. But the fact that a multistage calculation can capture
the complex 3-D features is quite remarkable. Three distinct regions of the flow field can
be observed from these distributions: hub endwall region, core flow region and casing
endwall region.
The flow near the hub is mainly influenced by the stator clearance flow. The stator
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leakage flow tends to reduce the tendency for the flow to separate in the hub endwall
region, resulting in improved endwall flow (Figure 4.10(c)). This is clearly observed from
a comparison of the flow profiles near the hub and the tip. The stator clearance flow has
resulted in a smaller viscous region near the hub. The fiat portion of the pressure profiles
(from about 10% to 20% span), is due to the acceleration of the fluid brought about by the
development of the leakage vortex through the passage. There is a complex profile seen
in the total temperature rise distribution from the hub to about about 30% span. Higher
temperatures are seen close to the hub and this is due to increased viscous dissipation
generating heat brought about by the increased losses from the hub clearance flow. The
increased losses leads to lower total pressures compared to the mid-span regions. A
large drop in passage averaged temperature is observed between 10 and 20% span. Both
underturning and overturning are observed near the hub. Up to about 9% of the span from
the hub, the flow is underturned. The underturning of the fluid is caused by the presence of
the leakage flow region. The overturning is confined to spanwise locations extending from
about from 10% to about 30% span. This is typical of the distribution observed in vortical
motion. Lower losses and higher efficiency levels are seen in the hub endwall region
compared with the casing region. This is due to the presence of higher total pressures and
lower temperatures compared with the casing region. If there was no hub clearance, the
loss levels would be expected to be as high as that existing near the casing region. The
presence of a hub clearance flow while detrimental somewhat improves the efficiency of
the compressor.
In the core flow region (30% span to about 70% span), very little change in flow
properties is observed. The total pressure loss levels compare very closely with the
distributions measured by Wisler (1984) in a low speed model of a high speed core
compressor. Only in the endwall regions do the distributions change. Higher losses are
seen in the casing endwall in the present data set, whereas higher losses were seen in the
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hubendwallregionin theWisler(1984)data.Cascadelosscorrelations(Lakshminarayana
(1996))whicharemainlyusedin thepreliminarydesignstagesof compressordesigntend
toover-predictheoveralllosscoefficientbyasmuchas77%(_=0.1735forthecorrelations
comparedwith _=0.09802for theexperiment). It is clearthat major improvementsare
requiredin the developmentof the losscorrelationsfor multistagecompressors.The
overall efficiencyuptostage2 basedon theexperimentaldatais 89.5%and theoverall
efficiencyof thecompressoris 89.3%for thisoperatingcondition.Theclosenessof these
numbersgiveaddedconfidenceto theexperimentalresults.
Thecasingendwallflow regionwith lowerpressuresandhighertemperature,nearthe
casingextendsto 75% spanof thespan.Thetotal pressure,axial velocity,pressureloss
andefficiencybehavioris similar with momentumdeficiencyandincreasedlossesfrom
75 to 100%span.Thepresenceof statorendwallflowaswell asinteractionwith therotor
leakageflow contributesto muchlowerefficiencyin thecasingendwall region. A large
regionof underturningis seenfrom thehub-to-tipdistributionof theflow angle.This is
mainly dueto thesecondaryflow in thecasingendwallregionwhich hasa higherradial
extentthantheregionat thehub. This underturningalsocausesadrop in total pressure
sincesecondarylossesstartdominatingtheflow. The extentof the underturnedaswell
asthehigh lossregionin thespanwisedirectionis nearlythesame.Theefficienciesand
temperaturedistributionshowssimilar behavior. The stagnationtemperatureincreases
continuouslyfrom mid-spanwith largergradientsneartheouter20%span.
Closeto the casingendwallvery high levelsof mixing and lossesare found as
evidencedby higher levelsof unsteadinessin total pressureandtotal temperature.The
presenceof low momentumfluidin thecasingregionisduetotheaccumulationof endwall
flow andlossesthroughtheconsecutivestagesof themachine.This isprimarily causedby
thelossesdueto themixingof low momentumfluid with the leakageandsecondaryflow
andtheannuluswall boundarylayerin thecasingregionof consecutivebladerows.This
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increasesviscousdissipationleadsto increase in the entropy of the region consequently
leading to a rise in total temperature. However, the increased entropy leads to a decrease
in the total pressure. Consequently higher temperatures and lower pressures are recorded
compared to the mid-span region. From the hub-to-tip variation of the loss distribution it
can be seen that the losses in the casing endwall region are higher than that found in the
hub region and this accounts for higher temperatures and lower pressures in the casing
endwall region compared with the hub region.
4.5 Radial Distribution of Passage Averaged Flow Properties Across the Compres-
sor
In this section, the radial distribution of passage averaged total pressure, total tem-
perature, axial velocity and flow angle across the compressor are presented and discussed.
Experimental data from kulite, pneumatic five hole and aspirating probes as well as
computational data from the ADPAC solution are combined to interpret the flow field.
Experimental data is available at the inlet, downstream of stators 2 and 3 and the exit of
the compressor whereas the computational data is available at the exit of rotors 2 and 3
and stator 2 respectively. The data downstream of stator 2 along with the computational
data at all axial locations have been mass weighted passage averaged across one blade
passage whereas the five hole probe data at inlet, exit and downstream of stator 3 has been
circumferentially averaged.
4.5.1 Total Pressure
The passage averaged total pressure distribution is shown in Figure 4.11. The tip
region at the exit of stators 2 and 3 show a conventional profile with monotonic increase
in total pressure from the endwall to freestream. The hub region, however, has a complex
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profile due to interaction of hub wall boundary layer and the leakage of the flow due
to the cantilevered stator blade. Similar characteristics have been measured by Smith
(1970), Dransfield and Calvert (1976), Calvert et al. (1989) and Falchetti (1992). There
is no deterioration in the passage averaged profiles at the various downstream locations
except for increased viscous layers in the endwall region. This is also observed in the
computational results. The flow downstream of the third stator is very similar to the flow
downstream of the second stator. The core flow region, which is approximately 75% of
the span at inlet, reduces gradually to less than 30% of span at the exit of the compressor.
Since the measurements shown in Figure 4.11 are at the exit of stators, the leakage effects
due to rotor tip clearances are not observed directly. However, the computational results
do show an influence of the rotor tip leakage flow downstream of both rotors 2 and 3
and their radial extent is far more pronounced downstream of rotor 2 than aft of rotor
3. The data indicates that the rotor tip leakage flow has mixed within the stator passage,
resulting in a conventional viscous layer (monotonically decreasing towards the annulus
wall). Whereas the flow near the hub of the stators show the effect of leakage due to
clearance between a stationary blade and a rotating hub, the values of Cpt increase from
hub to about 10% of span, followed by a fiat profile (and a wake type of region at exit).
This is typical of profiles caused by the interaction of leakage flow with the primary flow
(Lakshminarayana et a1.(1995)). The hub flow regions downstream of rotors do show a
slight increase in total pressure possibly brought about by interaction between the rotating
hub and the rotor suction side endwall corner flow which should have characteristics
similar to that existing between the stator suction surface and casing endwall corner flow
as observed earlier.
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4.5.2 Total Temperature
The temperature field (Figure 4.12 is very well behaved at the inlet where the tem-
perature distribution is almost uniform in the radial direction. Downstream of rotor 2 the
profile already show evidence of higher temperatures at the end walls with the temperature
near the tip higher than that at the hub. Similar behavior is reported by Smith (1970),
Falchetti (1992) and Howard and Gallimore (1992). Higher temperatures are seen close
to the hub and this is due to increased viscous dissipation generating heat brought about
by the increased losses from the hub clearance flow. The influence of the leakage flow
with the temperature field is quite small in the hub region and this is seen in the conven-
tional profiles of temperature compared to the pressure distribution. In the casing endwall
region, very high levels of mixing and losses are found as evidenced by higher levels
of unsteadiness in total pressure and total temperature. The presence of low momentum
fluid in the casing region is due to the accumulation of endwall flow and losses through
the consecutive stages of the machine. This is primarily caused by the losses due to the
mixing of low momentum fluid with the leakage and secondary flow and the annulus wall
boundary layer in the casing region of consecutive rotor stages. This increases the entropy
of the region, consequently leading to increased viscous dissipation and a rise in total
temperature. The ADPAC solution has predicted a drop in total pressure quite close to
the endwall and similar measurements have been acquired by Smith (1970) and Falchetti
(1992). Enough measurements were not acquired in the present situation to comment on
this phenomena. The ADPAC solutions indicate that the stator exit profiles are flatter than
that observed at the rotor exit. This is due to increased mixing of the flow as it passes
through the stator passages. Similar distributions were measured by Behlke et al. (1979)
and computed by Adkins and Smith (1982) and Gallimore (1986). Calculations to predict
the total temperatures at the exit of stators without mixing by both Adkins and Smith
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(1982) and Gallimore (1986)haveshownvery high total temperatureat the endwalls
comparedto themidspanregion.
4.5.3 Axial velocity
The radial distribution of average axial velocity (Figure 4.13) indicates substantial
changes as the flow goes through several blade rows. The viscous layer thickness at the
inlet is approximately 10% near the hub and 10-15% near the tip. This grows substantially
as the flow progresses through the compressor. The hub wall flows show the same trend
as total pressure where the stator-hub leakage flow interacts with the main flow to produce
unconventional boundary layer wake type of profiles near the hub wall region. This may
also have been caused by a scraping vortex and the upstream rotor hub separated flow.
This region extends from 10% to 20% of the span from the hub. The leakage flow tends to
reduce the boundary layer growth, especially very near the wall. This is clearly observed
from a comparison of the velocity profiles near the hub and the tip. The fiat portion of the
profile (from 10 to 20% span), which has higher than expected values (of the extrapolated
boundary layer profile from 30 to 20%) may have been caused by either a scraping vortex
or the upstream separated flow in the rotor. The separated flow at the exit of the rotor
has higher absolute velocity than the un-separated flow. This hypothesis is supported by
higher than expected temperature rise in this region. This hypothesis is also supported by
the fact that the static pressure is nearly invariant across the span at this location.
4.5.4 Flow Angle
The flow angle distributions are shown in Figure 4.14. Also shown on these figures
are the design angles aft of stators 2 and 3. It is clear that downstream of stator 2, beyond
70% span, the measured profiles show under-turning up to about 95% span. Over-turning
is observed in the outer 5% of the stator blade span, mainly caused by secondary flow.
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Both underturning and overturning are observed near the hub. Up to about 9% of the span
from the hub, the flow is underturned. The overturning is confined to spanwise locations
extending from 10% to 25% span. This is caused mainly by the leakage flow from the
stator hub. This may also have been caused by separated flow in the upstream rotor,
(as explained earlier), and the associated shear gradient, resulting in secondary flow and
overturning in this region. Downstream of stator 3, the radial distribution of exit flow
angle is very similar to those observed at the exit of stator 2. The underturning region
near the hub has increased. The ADPAC solution has captured the phenomena of over-
and under-turning quite well at the stator 2 exit. Away from the endwalls, the passage
averaged flow angle is the same as that intended by the design which indicates that the
flow is well behaved in the stator passage away from the endwalls.
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Chapter 5
UNSTEADY FIELD DOWNSTREAM OF STATOR 2
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In this chapter the unsteady total pressure and total temperature field is presented
and analyzed. Unsteadiness at the exit of the stator arises due to interaction of at least
three different mechanisms: the presence of rotor exit flow including wakes, secondary
flow and leakage flow features being convected through the stator passage which have
not fully mixed out, the shedding of vorticity from the stator trailing edge due to a time
varying stator circulation or loading caused by the passage of the rotor flow over the stator
surface, and the presence of a potential field due to upstream and downstream rotors. By
analyzing the stator exit data, it is possible to determine which of these mechanisms are
dominant contributors to the unsteadiness.
Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the spectral distribution of the hot-wire and kulite
voltages at three radial locations (near hub, midspan and near tip) at the midpitch, pressure
surface and suction surface locations. In all these figures, it can be observed that multiple
frequencies and multiple harmonics of various frequencies exist. This is due to effects of
potential and viscous interaction between the various rotors. R1, R2 and R3 marked in
Figure 5.1 stand for blade passing frequencies of rotors 1, 2 and 3 (approximately 6.3 kHz,
6.5 kHz and 6.7 kHz respectively). Even though eight harmonics of rotor blade passing
frequency (all three rotor frequencies are present as shown for the first harmonic), the
combined frequency response is about 40 kHz. Figure 5.4 shows the spectral distribution
of hot-wire 2 of the aspirating probe at the mid-span, mid-pitch location. In addition
to the basic three rotor blade passing frequencies (R1, R2 and R3) and their harmonics,
various difference frequencies such as (2R1-R2) and (2R3-R2) and their harmonics are
also observed. These difference frequencies are due to viscous and potential interactions
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betweenrotors 1,2 and3whicharesensedby boththekulite andaspiratingprobesatthis
location.
Caremustbetakenwheninterpretingtheunsteadydatabecauseof thefrequencyre-
sponselimitationsof boththeprobes.Themostapparentlimitationof thesemeasurements
is theresolutionof therandomturbulentfluctuationswhichareincludedin theunresolved
componentof total temperatureandpressure.Assumingameanvelocity of 100m/s, the
smallestlengthscalemeasuredis givenby 100/40000 = 2.5x 10-3m.Henceenergyin
turbulenteddieswith lengthscalessmallerthanthis arenotmeasured.Thereforeall the
featuresassociatedwith frequencieslessthan40kHz (bladepassing,shaftfrequencyand
substantialpartof randomturbulence)havebeenmeasured.For deterministicstructure
associatedwith therotorblades(bladepassingfrequencyof 6.5kHz for thesecondrotor),
this instrumentationcan measurethe first six harmonics.Although finer detailsof the
structuremay becontainedin higherharmonics,beyondthemeasurementcapability of
theprobe,themajority of theenergycontentis includedin theselowerharmonics.
The ensembleaveragedflow is viewed from threedifferent perspectivesin this
chapter. Firstly attentionis focusedon theRMS flow field. This providesthe overall
informationof the unsteadyflow field downstreamof the stator. Blade-to-bladedistri-
butionsat selectradiallocationsandhub-to-tipcontourplotsof thevariousunsteadiness
componentsareused.Attentionisnextfocusedonthetemporalvariationof thestatorexit
flow fluctuationsat eachinstantof rotor passagetime. Thisgivesacompleteperspective
onhow theflow field downstreamof thestatorischangingwith passageof therotor. For
thisperspective,6framesof ensembleaveragedandRMSunresolvedunsteadinessin total
temperatureandtotal pressureis used.Eachframerepresentsonerotor 2 locationwith
respecto thestatorand20framesrepresentonebladepassage(only six areshownfor the
sakeof berivity andtheexplanationis basedonall theframes). Theshaft resolvedand
unresolvedcomponentsof thetotal pressurecoefficientarepresentedto illuminate flow
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characteristics which are due to the relative motion between the rotor and stator. This
represents the perspective of one rotor blade sweeping past the stator only. The results
from this description are useful in determining the influence of the stator on the inlet
flow to the downstream rotor. Thirdly, hub-to-tip contours of the ensemble averaged and
unresolved unsteadiness in the rotor exit flow at three locations (suction side, pressure
side and midpitch) are analyzed and discussed to determine the nature of the rotor ftow as
it passes through the stator passage.
The unsteadiness away from the endwalls is mainly caused by rotor wakes passing
through the stator, as well as interaction of the rotor wakes with the blade boundary layers
(and the resulting unsteadiness caused by both direct and indirect effects). It is well
known that the rotor wake flow in a compressor migrates towards the pressure side of the
downstream stator (Kerrebrock and Mikolajczak (1970). In the casing endwall region, the
blade-to-blade variation of the annulus wail boundary layer as well as presence of leakage
flow (and possibly tip vortex) induces unsteadiness. In addition "the corner stall region"
which is nearly steady in cascades is unsteady due to rotor-stator interaction. Therefore
in the casing endwall region, one can expect other sources (leakage flow, annulus wail
boundary layer, secondary flow and corner stall) which are causes of higher unsteadiness
levels. In the hubwall region, one can expect the interaction between the low momentum
fluid or comer stall with the hubwall rotation. This rotation may transport this low
momentum fluid away from the hub. Therefore the unsteadiness due to this interaction
will show up away from the hub. The Penn State compressor has a cantilevered stator,
hence the resulting leakage flow is possibly unsteady due to rotor-stator interaction. All
these features are revealed in the data presented below.
The relative uncertainties of each of the unsteady quantities discussed in this chapter
is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The reader is referred to Table 4.1 for details on the
uncertainty of the time averaged quantities. The uncertainties are calculated based on the
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concepts outlined in Appendix A and are expressed as a ratio of the uncertainty calculated
and the actual value of the derived quantity in percent.
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Table 5.1. Uncertainty of Various Derived Quantities: Unsteady Data
Quantity Uncertainty (%) Figures
+ 7%RMS Total Temperature Rise
RMS( (Tor)to,), RMS( (To,.),,_r )
RMS( (To,. )RA), RMS( (To_ )nP)
RMS((To_)BA), RMS((-To_)sp)
RMS Total Pressure Coefficient
RMS( (Cpt),o,), RMS( (Cpt)u,,,. )
RMS( (_pt)RA), RMS( (-Cpt)np)
RM S((-C_,t)SA), RM S((-Opt)sp)
RMS Total Pressure
4- 2.483%
+ 0.43%
5.5(a), 5.6(a), 5.7(a), 5.8(a),(c),
5.9(e),(g), 5.10, 5.12(a),(c),
5.13(e),(g), 5.14, 5.16(a),(c),
5.17(e),(g), 5.18
5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23,
5.24, 5.25, 5.26, 5.28,
5.30, 5.32, 5.34
5.36(b),(d), 5.37(b), 5.38(b),(d),
5.39(b), 5.40(b),(d), 5.4 l(b)
5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
5.5(b), 5.6(b), 5.7(b), 5.8(b),(d),
5.9(f),(h), 5.10, 5.12(b),(d),
5.13(f),(h), 5.15, 5.16(b),(d),
5.17(f),(h), 5.19
5.20, 5.21, 5.22, 5.23,
5.24, 5.25, 5.26, 5.27,
5.29, 5.31, 5.33
5.36(a),(c), 5.37(a), 5.38(a),(c),
5.39(a), 5.40(a),(c), 5.41 (a)
5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
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Table 5.2. Uncertainty of Various Derived Quantities (Contd): Unsteady Data
Quantity Uncertainty (%)
Total Velocity (Vtot) +2.5%
+2.5%
Figures
5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
Axial Velocity (V_) 5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
Tangential Velocity (Vo) -t-2.5% 5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
Radial Velocity (V_) +2.5% 5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45
Isentropic Efficiency (r/is_n) -t-4.043% 5.46, 5.47
5.1 RMS Flow Field
In this section RMS values of the unsteady components of total pressure and tem-
perature defined in Chapter 3 are presented and analyzed. For each of the unsteady
components, the RMS values is calculated using the following equations (the equations
are only shown for a general quantity ¢ but they are applicable to both total temperature
and total pressure as well).
I INb XNpb
RMS((¢)np) = 100
Nb Npb
j=l k=l
n
¢ (5.1)
I 1
RMS((¢)RA) = lO0
Nb
Z (_)j)RA 2
j=l
¢
g_b'-!- EN_b
RMS((¢)Bp) = 100 k=l
RMS((¢)BA) = 100
I Nb Npb
1
j=l k=l
(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)
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I Nre_ Nb Npb (Y 2
S, S, ( )i k
i=1 j=l k=l
RMS(¢') = 100 NbxN_bXNrev (5.5)
The RMS total unsteadiness is calculated by:
RMS((¢)to,)= [RMS((¢)Rp) 2 + RMS((¢)RA) 2 + RMS((¢)sp)2+
1
RMS((¢)BA) z + RMS((¢'))2] _ (5.6)
Figure 5.5 shows the hub-to-tip contours of the RMS total unsteadiness in total
temperature rise, total pressure coefficient and total velocity as well the hub-to-tip distri-
butions of the passage averaged values. These plots provide regions where unsteadiness
is large and facilitate development of models for the average passage equations. Very
similar distributions are observed in both the velocity and pressure data in so far as the
locations where high levels of unsteadiness are found. Four regions of the flow can be
easily identified here: core flow, stator wake, hub endwall region and casing endwall
region.
High levels of total unsteadiness are observed in the stator wake, and in the endwall
regions especially the casing endwall corner region. Away from the endwalls, bulk
of the unsteadiness is deterministic in nature. In the stator wake, significant levels of
deterministic as well as unresolved unsteadiness is seen. On the pressure side of the wake
away from the endwalls, the deterministic unsteadiness shows that the wake (based on
pressure, temperature and velocity defects) is wider than that seen on the suction side.
This is due to accumulation of the rotor exit flow on the pressure side of the stator. On
the pressure side close to the hub, a region of high unsteadiness in total pressure rise
coefficient and total velocity is observed. However, the unsteadiness in total velocity is
lower than the unsteadiness in total pressure rise coefficient. No such distribution is seen
in the total temperature rise data. This region warrants further investigation. The high
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levelsof total unsteadinessin thehub endwall region,possiblycausedby the leakage
flow interactionwith the rotor hub endwall flow is observedvery clearly in the total
pressurecoefficientdistributionandto alesserextentin thetotal temperaturedistribution
butnot in thevelocitydistribution.Thiscouldbedueto acoarsegrid usedin thevelocity
measurementcomparedwith thetotal pressuremeasurement.
In the casingendwall region on the suctionside, a very distinct region of high
unresolvedunsteadinessi observedinall threeplots(Figure5.5).This is thesameregion,
wherehigh vorticity, a largesecondaryflow region,high lossesand a low momentum
regionwasobservedin thetimeaveragedata.Thepresenceof highlevelsof unsteadiness
in thisregionis indicativeof intensemixingtakingplace.Fromthehub-to-tipdistribution
of thepassageaveragedvalues,it isclearthatthehighestcontributionsto theunsteadiness
comesin thecasingendwallregionandthedistributionisquiteuniformfrom hubto about
70% span. This indicatesthat penaltiesin theefficiencyarisefrom thecasingendwall
regionanddesigners houldpaycloserattentiontobothsteadyviscouslossesandunsteady
effectsin this region.
Blade-to-bladedistributionsas well as hub-to-tip contour plots of various RMS
unsteadinessareusedtoexplainandinterprettheflow featuresin theflow regionsidentified
above.Figures5.6and5.7showtheblade-to-bladevariationof RMSunsteadinessin total
temperatureandpressureacrossthestatorpitch at five typical radial locations(closeto
thehub,21.76%span,midspan,81.89%spanandclosetothecasing).Figures5.8and5.9
show the hub-to-tipcontoursof the RMS total unsteadinessandits components(RMS
unresolved,RMSrevolutionperiodicandRMSrevolutionaperiodicunsteadinessfor both
total temperatureandtotalpressure.Figures5.10and5.11showthehub-to-tipcontours
of thecomponentsof theRMSrevolutionperiodicunsteadinessi.e. RMS bladeperiodic
andRMSbladeaperiodicunsteadinessin totaltemperatureandtotalpressurerespectively.
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5.1.1 Core flow region
Appreciable levels of total unsteadiness in both pressure and temperature are observed
in the core region (away from the blade surfaces and the hub and casing endwalls,
approximately extending from 20% span to about 75% span and from -5% stator pitch to
about 65% stator pitch in Figure 5.8). This is mainly caused by rotor wakes convecting
through the stator blade row. In this region, the comparative levels of both deterministic
(revolution periodic and revolution aperiodic) and unresolved unsteadiness in total pressure
and total temperature are of similar magnitudes. The revolution aperiodic unsteadiness
is quite small compared to the revolution periodic unsteadiness. Only in the endwall
regions the influence of the revolution aperiodic unsteadiness is found on the flow. In the
core flow levels of both blade periodic unsteadiness and blade aperiodic unsteadiness are
almost the same. This indicates fairly good periodicity in the rotor wake flow away from
the endwalls.
5.1.2 Stator wakes
The stator wake region has low total pressure and higher total temperature caused
by upstream rotor wakes, vortices linked to the shedding of the unsteady blade boundary
layers and turbulence in the stator wake. Hence, it is logical to expect both deterministic
and unresolved unsteadiness levels to be higher than that in the free-stream or core flow.
In the stator wake region, values of the shaft resolved unsteadiness (revolution periodic
and revolution aperiodic) and unresolved unsteadiness are of the same order of magnitude
in the mid-span regions and shaft resolved unsteadiness is much lower than the unresolved
unsteadiness in both the hub and casing endwall regions. A clearer wake region is seen
in the total temperature distribution than in the total pressure distribution. The thickness
of the wake based on the RMS unsteadiness compares favorably with the thickness of
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thewakebasedon thetime averagedvalues.On thesuctionsideof thewakeawayfrom
theendwalls,levelsof revolutionperiodicandunresolvedunsteadinessarequitelow and
similar in magnitude.Thiscouldbeduetotransportof rotorexit flow to thepressureside
of the downstreamstatorwhich would increasethelevelsof thedeterministicaswell as
unresolvedunsteadinesson thepressuresideof thestator.TheunsteadyCFD simulations
of this flow conductedbyHall (1996)veryclearlyshowthemigrationof theshaftresolved
rotorwakefeaturesto thepressuresideof thedownstreamstator.It maybepossiblethat
thehigherstrainratesonthesuctionsidemaytendto smearouttheunresolvedfluctuations
in totalpressureassociatedwith statorexit flow.
On the pressuresideof the stator,awayfrom the endwalls,the levelsof both the
revolutionperiodicandunresolvedunsteadinessarehigherthanthecorrespondingvalues
on thesuctionsideof the stator.This is certainlydueto themigrationof statorexit flow
to the pressureside. The revolutionaperiodicunsteadinesswhich is mainly due to the
viscousinteractionbetweentheupstreamrotors(passageto passagegeometryvariations
andto differencesin bladecount)doesnot showanychangesin the statorwakeregions
awayfrom theendwallandthemagnitudesarevery low indeed.This is to beexpectedin
well designedcompressors.Only in theendwallregions,wherethereareinfluencesof tip
clearanceflow andpossibleseparationson therotor suctionsurfacehub endwallregion,
do therevolutionaperiodicunsteadinesschangeandthis isexplainedin thenextsection.
Sincethebladecountdifferencesbetweenrotors 1and2 is 2, a two nodeper revolution
patternis expectedin a rotor revolutionplot. The degreeof amplitudeof this nodeis a
measureof theviscousinteractionbetweenrotors1and2. This isexpectedto bedifferent
in variousregionsof theflow andFigure5.9seemsto confirm thisobservation.Detailed
explanationsof thesefeaturesaregivenin later sectionsdealingwith therotor exit flow
featuresatthis measurementlocation.
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temperature rise and total pressure at various radii (cont'd)
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5.1.3 Hub endwall region
As was observed earlier, the hub endwall region is dominated by the clearance flow
from the stator hub endwall and its interaction with the hub endwall fluid and the upstream
rotor wakes. In order to explain the physics better a closeup view of the hub endwall
region (all quantities) is plotted in Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15. The unsteadiness
distributions does indicate that the this region has significant levels of both revolution
periodic and unresolved unsteadiness in both total temperature and pressure. However,
the levels of the unresolved unsteadiness is much higher than the revolution periodic
unsteadiness. This is mainly due to the propagation and decay of the hub leakage vortex
which may be unresolved in nature. The revolution periodic unsteadiness is the rotor hub
wake fluid which is transported by the leakage flow and its subsequent interaction with the
leakage flow. The radial and pitchwise extent of the unsteadiness is region is almost the
same for both the data sets. It may be recalled here that the time averaged distributions of
total temperature did not show any significant changes in total temperature in this region,
even though significantly higher levels of unsteadiness are seen. Different behaviors
are observed insofar as the distributions of the temperature and pressure unsteadiness
are concerned. The total pressure unsteadiness distributions show much higher levels
of unresolved unsteadiness in the clearance flow region compared with the wake at the
same spanwise location, whereas the total temperature distribution shows higher levels of
unresolved unsteadiness in the wake compared to the clearance flow region (Figure 5.7).
This is true for the revolution periodic unsteadiness distribution as well. This is probably
due to different behaviors of static pressure and static temperature distributions in a
streamwise vortex. The revolution aperiodic unsteadiness is of very little significance in
this region.
Slightly away from the leakage flow region, a region of comparable levels of revolu-
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tion periodicandrevolutionaperiodicunsteadinessi observedon thesuctionsideof the
blade. It is surmisedthatthis is dueto thetransportof possiblyseparatedrotorboundary
fluid on thesuctionsidecloseto thehub.The CFDsimulationwasnot ableto shedany
additionallight on thisphenomenaotherthanindicateaslightthickeningof theboundary
layer on thesuctionsidein thehubendwallregionof theupstreamrotor. A thickeningof
thepressuresideof thehubwakeis seenall thewayupto 15%spanin thetotal pressure
distributionandabout12%in thetotal temperaturedistributionin totalunsteadiness.This
is mainly unresolvedin naturebothfor thetemperatureandpressure.This is surmisedto
bedueto accumulationof thehubleakagefluid on thepressuresideof the statordueto
thehubrotation.
5.1.4 Casing endwall region
In the casing endwall region, the dominant source of unsteadiness is in the suction
surface comer region and bulk of this unsteadiness is unresolved in nature. In order to
explain the physics better a closeup view of the casing endwall region (all quantities) is
plotted in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19. From the time averaged flow it was observed
that this was due to intense secondary flow and interaction of the casing endwall fluid with
the corner flow region. The presence of high levels of unresolved unsteadiness indicates a
dominant source of mixing to be turbulent in nature. There is significant level of revolution
periodic unsteadiness in the endwall region, but it is close to the blade on both sides of
the stator whereas the unresolved unsteadiness is only on the suction side of the stator.
The appearance of revolution periodic unsteadiness is probably due to the transport of the
rotor tip leakage flow to the suction side of the stator passage. The center of the core of
high unsteadiness is at approximately 80% span in the total temperature distribution and at
85% span in the total pressure distribution. From the time averaged data, the center of the
low total pressure region is at 85% span, whereas the vortex core was at 90% span. This
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change in the location of the time averaged and unsteady cores is probably due to radial
inward transport brought about by secondary flows and the presence of radial inward static
pressure gradient. The unsteady CFD simulation seems to qualify this hypothesis. The
revolution aperiodic unsteadiness levels are high in these regions as well confirming the
probable transport of the rotor tip leakage flow to the suction surface. Away from the
blade surfaces, the levels of unresolved unsteadiness are higher than that observed in the
core region, consistent with the increase in vorticity and associated turbulence production
in the endwall viscous fluid. However, the periodic unsteadiness levels do not change
significantly leading to speculation that possible rotor wake smearing may be taking place
or that the decay rates of the rotor wake flow are much higher than that existing at other
radial locations or possible transport away from the endwall. Detailed examination of the
unsteady velocity distribution may shed light on this matter.
5.2 Temporal Variation of Stator Exit Flow
In this section, the temporal variation of the stator exit flow is discussed. Figures 5.20-
5.26 show several perspectives of the stator exit flow (ensemble averaged and unresolved
unsteadiness in total pressure and total temperature) "frozen" at the same instant in time
within the rotor revolution, but derived by averaging over 250 consecutive rotor revolu-
tions. Seven frames from the passage of the first rotor blade across the stator passage is
shown but the interpretation is based on the analysis of 20 frames (the first blade passage
in the revolution). A clock in the upper right hand comer of each perspective shows the
passage of the rotor blade across the stator passage (from TIT = 0.0 to r/T = 1.0).
Here _- represents the fraction of blade passing period T. These times are arbitrary as the
location of the rotor blade with respect to stator is not known. The location of the trigger
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is the same with respect to all locations in the stator passage 1 The discussion in focused
on the following phenomena:
1. Behavior of the rotor wake
2. Behavior of the stator wake
3. Behavior of the hub endwall leakage flow region
° Behavior of the casing endwall corner region (blade suction surface and casing
endwall comer)
5. Behavior of the casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces
The temporal variation distribution is shown in Figures 5.20 through 5.26. In each of
these figures the following information is plotted:
• The blade-to-blade distributions of the following total pressure rise coefficients at
midspan: time averaged, ensemble averaged at that instant, time averaged RMS
unresolved and the RMS unresolved unsteadiness at that instant in time.
• The blade-to-blade distributions of the following total temperature rise quantities
at midspan: time averaged, ensemble averaged at that instant, time averaged RMS
unresolved and the RMS unresolved unsteadiness at that instant in time.
• Hub-to-tip contours of the ensemble averaged and RMS unresolved unsteadiness in
total pressure rise coefficient and total temperature rise at that instant, the location
on the rotor revolution being indicated by the clock on the upper right hand corner
of the plot.
iA video of this flowfield is available with Dr. B. Lakshminarayana, Evan Pugh Professor of Aerospace
Engineering, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802, (814) 865-5551
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In addition, the blade-to-bladevariationsof ensembleaveragedand RMS unresolved
unsteadinessin totalpressurerisecoefficientandtotal temperatureriseat variousinstants
of time of the rotor revolution at variousradial locations(nearhub-7.86%,midspan-
53.36%,81.89%and nearcasing-90.44%span)is plottedin Figures5.27 through5.34.
Thebladecountdifferencebetweenrotor 2 andstator2 is one. So slightly more than
onerotor wake is found in the statorpassage.Figures5.36,5.38 and 5.40 show the
hub-to-tipvariationof rotor 2 exit flow at the midpitch, suctionand pressuresurfaces
respectively.Approximatelysevenbladepassagesof ensembleaveragedtotal pressure
andtotal temperatureriseandRMS unresolvedunsteadinessin total pressureandtotal
temperatureriseareshownplottedin eachof theabovefigures.This perspectiveis used
to interpret the passingof the rotor wakethroughthe statorpassage.The two stator
bladepassagesareidentifiedasCB and KB respectively and this is shown in Figures 5.20
through 5.26.
5.2.1 Behavior of the Rotor Wake
The rotor wake is identified by local increases in total pressure and temperature
(both ensemble averaged and unresolved unsteadiness) above the time average. At the
same instant of time, there is a phase lag between the ensemble averaged and unresolved
unsteadiness in both pressure and temperature. There is also a time shift between the total
temperature and total pressure distributions. The phase difference between the ensemble
averaged and unresolved data is due to the reference frame where the measurement was
conducted in. All the measurements conducted in this thesis are in the absolute frame
of reference and also presented in the absolute frame of reference. The unresolved
unsteadiness is the same irrespective of the frame of reference, whereas the ensemble
averaged flow is dependent on the frame. This leads to a phase shift between the ensemble
average and the unresolved unsteadiness. The time lag between the total pressure and
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Figure 5.20. Temporal Variation of Stator Exit Flow: Contours of Ensemble averaged
and RMS unresolved unsteadiness - Time r/T--O.O0
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total temperaturedatais probablydueto the differentialwake decayratesof the total
temperatureandtotalpressurewakesandtheconvectionratesinsidethestatorpassage.
From figures5.36, 5.40and5.38, it is observedthat the rotor wake flow is quite
different in eachof theselocations.In theregionsawayfrom theendwalls,acontinuous
rotor wake is only seenat the midpitch location. At the suctionand pressuresurface
locations,thewakesarequitedistortedanddiscontinuousin thepitchwisedirection. This
is dueto thechoppingof therotorwakeby thestatorblade. In theendwallregions,the
wakesaredistorteddueto acombinationof variousregions:(a) thehubendwall leakage
flow interactionwith the rotor wakefluid at midpitch, (b) the casingendwall suction
surfacecornerregioninteractionwith therotorwakefluid on thesuctionsurfacenearthe
casingendwalland(c)theinteractionbetweentherotorwakeandthecasingendwall fluid
awayfrom thebladesurfaces.Theseinteractionsarestudiedin subsequentsectionswith
morefocuson thebehaviorof theindividual phenomena.Soin orderto study,theeffect
of thepassingrotorwakethemidspandatais used.Thepassingof therotorwakeis best
explainedby thetotal pressuredatathanby the total temperaturedataat midspan. The
midspandistributionsarealsousedto explain the minimum andmaximuminteraction
regionsaspertainingto therotorwake.
Closerexaminationof the rotor wakeasit crossesthe statorpassagerevealsthat it
becomesdiscontinuouseithersideof thestatorwake.Startingwith non-dimensionaltime
r/T=0.0 (Figure5.20(a)),onelegof thedeterministiccontentof therotorwakeis seenon
thesuctionsideof statorandtheotherleg is seenapproachingthepressuresurfaceof the
stator.This isbecauseof higherconvectionspeedsof therotorwakeonthesuctionsurface
of thedownstreamstatorthanon thepressureside.This is morenoticeableasthechopped
rotorwakeprogressupthestatorwakeandthedifferencebetweenthearrival timesof the
wakesegmentseithersideof thestatorwakebecomesmoresignificant(Figures5.20(a)
and5.21(a)). As therotor sweepsacrossthe statorpassage,the rotor wake is observed
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to beat variouslocationsin thecoreflow regionof thecompressoruntil time approaches
T/T=0.35, wherethewakeapproachesthenextstatorbladewakeon thesuctionside. It is
betweentimes0.35and0.5,thatthenext rotorwakemakesits appearanceon thesuction
sideof thestatorbladeCB. Since the blade count difference between rotor 2 and stator 2
is 1, part of the wake of first rotor blade is still in the stator passage when the next rotor
wake makes its appearance. From the video animation, at time r/T=0.40, both the rotor
wakes are observed distinctly in the stator passage and this accounts for the maximum
interaction between the stator and the rotor flow.
5.2.2 Behavior of the stator wake regions
As the rotor passes across the stator passage, the stator wakes show changes in
their behavior. Different behaviors are observed at different radii. Reference is made to
Figures 5.27 through 5.34 to interpret this region. Near the hub (7.86% span) (Figure 5.27
and 5.28), the width and depth of the total pressure wake remains almost constant (both
ensemble average and unresolved unsteadiness) with rotor passing whereas the ensemble
averaged total temperature wake width changes with blade passing. The total temperature
wake is widest at r/T--0.75 and the thinnest at r/T=0.25. However, the depth of the
wake does not change with blade passing. The increase of the wake width on the pressure
side of the stator is indicative of the rotor wake arrival at the measurement station. Since
in the hub endwall region, there is entrainment of fluid from the suction side into the hub
leakage flow due to the pressure gradient which exists from the pressure to suction side,
there is no change in the wake width on the suction side.
At mid-span (53.36% span)(Figures 5.29 and 5.30), both pressure and temperature
wakes show changes in wake width. In contrast to the situation at the hub, the wake
depths do change with blade passing. The total temperature wake is quite jumbled up
at this location so the interpretation is based on the total pressure data. The ensemble
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averagedwakeiswidestatr/T=0.35 and the thinnest at r/T=0.75, whereas the unresolved
unsteadiness distributions do not show too much of a change. It may be recalled here that
at r/T=0.35, the rotor wake was observed approaching the suction side of the stator.
The 81.89% spanwise location (Figures 5.31 and 5.32) is in the core of the casing
vortex region. The width of the wake and its depth changes with rotor passage. The
wake width is the largest at r/T=0.85 and the smallest at r/T=l.O0 for the total pressure
data. The corresponding times for the total temperature data are r/T=0.75 and r/T=0.50
respectively even though the change in wake width is not as pronounced as in the total
pressure data. The wake depth change is not as high as in the midspan region for both
the data sets. The unresolved unsteadiness distributions do not show a very pronounced
change as the ensemble averaged data sets. Both the pressure and suction sides of the wake
show widening at this spanwise location, compared with the hub and midspan locations
where the widening is predominantly on the pressure side of the stator.
At the 90.44% spanwise location, bulk of the changes occur outside the wake. There
is very little change in the wake depth and width with blade passing on the suction side
of the wake in both the pressure and temperature data sets. On the pressure side of the
wake, the total pressure wake is the widest at r/T=0.85 and thinnest at r/T=0.25. The
corresponding times for the total temperature wake are r/T=0.75 and r/T=0.25. Once
again the change in wake depth is not as pronounced as it is at midspan. These interaction
times are for the ensemble averaged data and once again the unresolved unsteadiness
distributions do not show significant changes in width and depth. The influence of the
rotor wake passing is felt much more strongly outside the wake both on the suction and
pressure surfaces and was explained in the previous section.
From the above discussion it can be concluded that the stator wake is adversely
affected by the rotor wake passage. There is an almost periodic pulsing motion of the
wake brought about by wake passing. This can be clearly seen in the video animation
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However,this pulsingoccursat different timesat variousradial locations. This is most
certainlydueto differentialwakedecayandskewingof therotorwakeasit passesthrough
thestatorpassage.Thepulsingwasthehighestat around81%spanin thesuctionsurface
cornerand the lowestnearthe hub. Thereis certainlyan influenceof the downstream
rotor whichwouldaffectthestatorwakebehaviorthroughthepotentialinfluence,though
it is difficult to quantify.Themaximumpotentialinteractionis expectedto occurnearthe
hubdueto muchtighteraxialspacingcomparedto thecasingendwall. It is possiblethat
this potential field actsto nullify thepulsingmotion somewhat.The otherreasonfor a
lackof pulsingnearthehubcouldbedueto thetransportof therotorwakeawayfrom the
statorwakeregionby thehubwall leakageflow.
5.2.3 Behavior of the hub endwall flow region
This region can be best explained using both the unresolved unsteadiness and the
ensemble averaged distributions (Figures 5.27 and 5.28). Slightly higher levels of un-
steadiness observed in between the stator blades very close to the hub is indicative of this
region. At r/T = 0.0, the region is spread out almost across the entire passage and as
the rotor moves across the stator blade, the clearance flow grows in size in the spanwise
direction while shrinking in the circumferential direction and starts moving across the
passage transporting some of the hub endwall boundary layer flow towards the pressure
surface of the stator blade. This can be verified by the appearance of higher levels of
unsteadiness on the pressure surface of the blade with the passage of time. This is a
clear indication of the scraping of the hubwall boundary layer and a presence of scraping
vortex (see section on time averaged results earlier in this chapter). The appearance of
high unsteadiness on the pressure surface away from the hub substantiates this notion.
And as the rotor blade continues further, the hub clearance region starts decreasing in size
in the spanwise direction and starts spreading across the stator passage. The core of this
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region remains approximately at the same position with respect to the stator pitch. From
Figure 5.27, it is observed that the magnitude of the pressure at the core of the leakage
flow is the lowest at 7/T=0.75 and highest at _-/T=0.25 and from the unsteadiness dis-
tribution, the corresponding values are 0.0 and 0.5 respectively. It was observed earlier
that the wake showed very little effect of the rotor passing even though there appears to
be a circumferential transport of the flow as seen from the animation. The rotor passing
has indeed triggered this type of behavior and certainly needs to be modeled for accurate
prediction of the stator exit flow fields in a multistage compressor.
5.2.4 Behavior of the casing endwall suction surface comer region
Like the wake region, this region also changes significantly with rotor passing.
Reference is made to Figures 5.20- 5.26 and Figures 5.31 and 5.32 to explain this region
very carefully. This region pulses (increases and decreases in size) as the rotor passes.
Similar behavior was observed by Cherrett et al. (1994) in the hub comer flow region
downstream of a stator of a single stage transonic fan. The region starts decreasing in size
as the time increases from T/T = 0.0 and is the smallest at T/T = 0.35 and then starts
increasing rapidly reaching a maximum at the T/T = 0.85. As time further increases,
the region starts decreasing once again in size. This is true for both the ensemble average
as well as the unresolved unsteadiness (both pressure and temperature). Cherrett et al.
(1994) theorize that this is due to the rotor moving across the stator leading edge. The
stator wake as was observed earlier was the thickest at r/T = 0.85. As the corner flow
region grows in size from r/T = 0.35 to 0.85, the region is no longer confined to the
suction surface region. It slowly spreads to the pressure surface and at the maximum
interaction time, the region is almost the same size on either of side of the stator blade. It
is also interesting to see that the corner region is observed to be "feeding" the flow in the
casing region away from the endwalls as the blade passes by. This is observed very clearly
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in the unresolvedunsteadinessdistributionbut not soclearly in the ensembleaveraged
plots. This wasaregionof intensesecondaryflow activity asseenin the time averaged
flow field featuresseenearlier.Sothereis radialandcircumferentialtransportationfrom
bothsecondaryflow aswell asrotorwakerelatedunsteadiness.
5.2.5 Behavior of the casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces
The flow in this region is best explained by the use of both the ensemble and
unresolved unsteadiness plots. The ensemble average values in the casing wall region,
away from the suction surface corner vary significantly. This is caused by rotor leakage
flow and endwall flow interacting with the stator flow.The upstream rotor clearance flow
(low pressures and higher levels of unsteadiness away from the corner regions) seems
to have been smeared across the stator passage. As time progresses from 0.0, the high
unsteadiness in the midpitch region (unresolved unsteadiness in total pressure), starts
reducing in size circumferentially and very slightly increasing in size in the spanwise
direction until time reaches "r/T = 0.40. Afterwards, the region starts spreading in size
in the circumferential direction as time approaches "r/T = 0.85. At this time it is almost
spread across the passage with feeding into this flow from the suction surface casing
corner region as well. As already observed, the rotor wakes do have different wake widths
and depths not only in the same revolution, but also in successive revolutions. Coupled to
the fact that the wake location in the stator passage oscillates with time, tends to give the
impression of smearing. As observed in the unresolved unsteadiness plots, as the rotor
passes by, the clearance flow seems to be transported to the pressure surface of the stator.
This shows that the rotor clearance flow is being transported through the stator passage
and being deposited on the pressure surface of the stator as well.
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5.3 Rotor 2 Exit Field
In this section, the rotor 2 field at the exit of the stator at three locations (suction
surface, pressure surface and midpitch) are analyzed and discussed. The ensemble aver-
aged and unresolved unsteadiness data acquired at these locations from the area traverse
is used to interpret this flow field. A complete revolution plot (72 blade passages) of
ensemble averaged and unresolved unsteadiness in total pressure data at midpitch shown
in Figure 5.35, reveals a typical 2 nodes per revolution pattern consistent with the dif-
ference in blade count between rotors 2 and 1 and 3 and 2. This 2 nodes per revolution
pattern is identified by the symmetry of the flow field across any sectional plane. This is
a due to a combination of the viscous interaction between rotors 1 and 2 and the potential
interaction between rotors 2 and 3. This pattern in seen in both the deterministic and
unresolved pressure distributions. The effect of the viscous interaction can be removed
by decomposing the ensemble average into components and subtracting the revolution
aperiodic unsteadiness. However, the effect of the potential interaction which is not small
due to the proximity of the rotor 3 blade to the measurement location and the small axial
gaps between stages cannot be eliminated by averaging. The only possible method of
eliminating this is by acquiring data triggered to the rotor 3 shaft frequency. So at this
time no remarks can be made on the strength of the potential interaction compared with
the viscous interaction and will not be discussed further. This twice per revolution nodal
distribution is found at the other locations as well, even though the intensity are much
higher at the suction surface locations near the hub and casing endwalls compared with
the pressure surface and midpitch locations. On the suction side of the stator, the levels of
revolution aperiodic unsteadiness were quite high compared to the other locations. This
is further evidence to show that the revolution aperiodic unsteadiness levels reflect the
amount of rotor-rotor interaction downstream of stator 2.
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Contour plots of the ensemble averaged and unresolved unsteadiness in total temper-
ature and total pressure is shown in Figures 5.36(a) - (d), 5.38(a) - (d) and 5.40(a) - (d)
for the midpitch, suction surface and pressure surface respectively. Six blade passages are
shown in each plot and the same blade passages are shown in all the plots. The blade pe-
riodic components of total pressure and total temperature are plotted in Figures 5.37, 5.39
and 5.40 for the midpitch, suction surface and pressure surface respectively. For each
of these plots, the rotor wake location is identified by the higher total temperature and
pressure as well as by the higher unresolved unsteadiness. There is a phase shift between
the pressure and temperature wakes. The time lag between the total pressure and total tem-
perature data is probably due to the differential wake decay rates of the total temperature
and total pressure wakes and the convection rates inside the stator passage.
5.3.1 Mid-Pitch Location
The ensemble averaged results shown in Figure 5.36 indicate that both total tempera-
ture and total pressure wakes are present at this axial location. At midpitch the interaction
of the rotor 2 wake with the stator is minimal. Consequently a very clear wake is observed
all the way from hub to tip and is not very distorted except near the casing endwall. The
flow is also fairly periodic from blade to blade. This can be observed by comparing the
ensemble averaged values with the respective blade periodic values shown in Figure 5.37.
Much larger core regions (low total pressure, low total temperature and low unsteadiness)
are seen in the unresolved data than in the ensemble averaged distributions. Near the hub
endwall, there is a region of very high pressure and very low total temperature. The extent
of this region varies both circumferentially and radially in the total pressure data compared
with the total temperature data. This is further clarified by the averaged out pattern seen
in the blade periodic pressure data compared with the blade periodic total temperatures.
This is probably due to the upstream rotor hub flow comer region interaction which has
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higherpressuresandlow temperatures.Detailedvelocity measurementsmayshedsome
light on this matter.Thewakesarethethickest(asevidencedby theensembleaveraged
data)at approximately25% spanfromthehub,possiblydueto radial inwardtransportof
therotorwakebythestatorflow field dueto imbalancebetweenthecentrifugalforcesand
thepressuregradientaswell asradial outwardflow generatedby therotationof thehub.
An interestingphenomenais thatthetotal temperaturewakein thecasingendwallregion
is almostnonexistent.This couldbedueto therapiddecayof thetotal temperatureandits
mixing with the flow field. Theresultsof thismixing is seenin therelativehigher levels
of theunresolvedunsteadinessin totaltemperaturein thecasingregioncomparedwith the
pressuredistribution.This couldalsobedueto anensembleaveragingproblemwith the
total temperaturerotor wakesnotbeingperiodicin this region. Therotor wakewidth is
lowestin thetip, increasingto veryhigh valuesnearthehub.The rotorwakeis distorted
asit passesthroughthestatorpassagedueto differing convectionvelocity. Higherlevels
of unresolvedunsteadinessin thecasingendwallregionisprobablyamanifestationof the
rotorclearanceflow. Theseareseenon thesuctionsideof therotorwakeonly in thetotal
pressuredistributionandtheyseemtobesmearedout in thetotaltemperaturedistribution.
Coupledwith thefact thatlow totalpressureareseenonthesuctionsideof therotor wake
in thecasingendwall region,this tendsto indicatethat this low pressure-highunsteadi-
nessregion is therotor clearanceflow. This low pressureregion in seenquite clearly in
thebladeperiodicdistributionon thesuctionsideof therotor wake. This indicatesthat
mixing of theclearanceflow hasnotyet takenplaceandwill bea factorin the incidence
distributionto thedownstreamrotorstage.Theunsteadinessassociatedwith theclearance
flow is thedominantoneatthis locationandneedsto betakenintoaccountduringdesign
andanalysis.On the suctionsideof therotorwakenearthehub, low pressuresareseen
both in the ensembleaverageandbladeperiodicdata. This is probablydueto possible
separationof flow on the rotor hub on the suctionside. However,the CFD simulation
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doesnot showanysuchseparation.However,the unsteadinessassociatedwith this low
pressureregionis smallerthanthatassociatedwith theclearanceflow region.
5.3.2 Suction Surface Location
At the suction surface location (Figure 5.38), the wakes are much more distorted than
that at the midpitch location. The wake regions shows a distinctive double leg from hub to
about 65% span. This is due to the chopping of the rotor wake by the stator blade surface.
This is seen quite clearly in the pressure distribution compared with the temperature
distribution. The ensemble averaged distribution shows a clearer wake as opposed to the
unresolved unsteadiness. Also in the casing endwall region, the suction surface corner
flow has either decayed out or smeared out the rotor wake almost completely leaving
a band of low levels in the ensemble averaged pressure. From the ensemble averaged
temperatures, spots of high temperature are found in this banded region near the casing
endwall region. Even though the wakes are distorted fairly good periodicity of flow exists
as can be observed by comparing Figures 5.38 and 5.39. The measurement location passes
through the suction surface casing comer region, which was observed earlier to have the
highest levels of mixing as evidenced by high levels of unresolved unsteadiness as well as
large secondary flow features. It is this mixing that has probably decayed the rotor wake
considerably. The wakes are thicker at this location than that at the midpitch location and
the core regions of the rotor exit flow (represented by low temperatures, low pressures
and low levels of unresolved unsteadiness) are very thin. Higher levels of unsteadiness
are observed quite close to the hub both in the pressure and temperature. This is due
to interaction of the rotor wake flow and the hub endwall fluid that is being transported
away from the suction surface of the stator. Just as in the midpitch location, the dominant
unsteadiness is in the casing endwall region associated partly with the mixing of the rotor
clearance flow and partly with the suction surface casing endwall corner region.
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5.3.3 Pressure Surface Location
At the pressure surface location (Figure 5.40) too the wakes are highly distorted from
hub to tip. A double leg wake is observed at this location too, unlike the one on the suction
surface, the smearing out of the flow occurs close to the hub endwall in this case. This
double leg is certainly due to the chopping of the wake by the stator blade. Due to different
convection velocities that exist on the suction and pressure surfaces of the stator blades as
well as the different lengths the rotor flow has to pass to get to the measurement location,
the decay rates of the rotor flow are different on either sides of the stator blade. And this
is very clearly observed in the midspan region from Figures 5.38 and 5.40 respectively
where the wake on the pressure side is much more deeper than the one on the suction
surface. From hub to about 30% span, very low pressures and temperatures and higher
levels of unsteadiness are observed with very little evidence of any wakes or core flow
distinction. This pitchwise location passes through the region where there is accumulation
of stator hub leakage flow as observed in both the time averaged and the temporal variation
of stator exit flow. This is a region of intense mixing and this seems to have decayed out
the rotor wake considerably. The thickness of the wakes in the mid-span region is the
highest at the pressure surface location and the thinnest at midpitch. The highest levels of
unsteadiness in pressure occur in the casing, whereas the highest levels of unsteadiness in
temperature occur in the rotor wakes and in casing endwaU region. All this points to an
increase in the overall unsteadiness level on the pressure side of the stator brought about
by transport of the rotor exit flow. From the above discussion, it is quite clear that future
analysis and prediction methods should take into account the clocking of the stator with
the downstream rotor for achieving accurate results.
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5.4 Composite Flow Field at Mid-Span, Mid-Pitch
An attempt was made to evaluate the composite rotor exit flow field downstream
of stator 2 at the mid-pitch location by correlating the total temperature rise distribution
with the total pressure data acquired using the kulite probe and the unsteady velocity
distributions acquired using the slanted hot-film probe with four rotations. Only ensemble
averaged quantities can be compared since they are rotor locked. Blade-to-blade distri-
butions of ensemble averaged total pressure, total temperature rise and the three velocity
components at various radii (near hub, midspan, 81.89% span and near casing endwall)
are shown in Figures 5.42 through 5.45 for the midpitch location. Also shown on these
plots are the ensemble averaged RMS unresolved unsteadiness in total pressure and total
temperature rise and the unresolved unsteadiness (RMS V_/.¢l) derived from one position
of the slanted hot-film measurement. Six blade passages of an ensemble averaged revolu-
tion are shown for the ensemble average and unresolved unsteadiness distribution in each
of these plots.
For the rotor exit flow in the absolute frame of reference, the rotor wake is character-
ized as the region which has lower axial velocity, higher absolute tangential velocity and
higher radial velocity. Depending upon the velocity triangles, the total pressure and total
temperature could be higher or lower in the wake. At this location the velocity triangles
indicate that the total pressure and total temperature should be higher in the wake. Since
the data is acquired with respect to the trigger on the compressor shaft, it is expected that
the ensemble average does indeed show the same wake location. There seem to be small
discrepancies in the location of the wake (within 5% of the blade passage) between the
velocity, pressure and temperature data. This seems acceptable considering the data has
been acquired at different times and the pitchwise resolution of each of these probes is
different (hot-film has the best resolution whereas the kulite has the worst). The axial
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locationof measurementis 130% chord downstream of the rotor. Hence, it is reasonable
to expect that the rotor wake has decayed and widened considerably. Larger inter passage
oscillations are found in the total pressure data than in the either the velocity or temperature
data sets. This is possibly due to a much higher frequency response of the kulite probe
compared with the aspirating and hot-film probes and differing measuring techniques.
Rotor wakes are clearly seen from hub to about midspan locations. At the 81.89%
and 90.44% span locations, the wakes are quite distorted. All components of the rotor
wake (low axial velocity, high tangential velocity, high temperatures and pressures) are
seen at hub and midspan locations, but in the casing endwall locations the flow picture is
quite distorted. Similar wake widths are observed in all three measurements (temperature,
velocity and pressure) in both the hub endwall and midspan region. The velocity wake
defects indicate almost 20% defect in the axial velocity at midspan, midpitch. This is much
higher than that observed in single stage compressor data (Prato and Lakshminarayana,
1993). This is probably due to slower wake decay rates observed in adverse pressure
gradients (Hill et al. (1963)). Very similar features are observed in all the data sets with
respect to the wake widths and shapes. This indicates that the velocity and temperature
data can be correlated to derive the various terms of the average passage equation system.
In the casing endwall region (81 and 90% span) low total pressure, low axial velocity
and high tangential velocity regions are seen indicating some sort of a leakage flow
structure. This is more clearly seen in the 81% spanwise location than at 90.44% span.
The unresolved unsteadiness in both total pressure and temperature show two peaks in
each blade passage consistent with appearance of another structure of high unsteadiness
which is most probably the rotor tip leakage vortex. However, it is expected that the
leakage vortex would have decayed under the influence of very high levels of freestream
turbulence but it does not seem to be the case. Further detailed measurements using casing
static kulite measurements are probably needed to quantify this feature.
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Blade-to-blade Distribution of the Composite flow field: Mid-pitch,
Figure 5.44.
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5.5 Isentropic Efficiency Distribution
Isentropic efficiency has been calculated using equation 4.3 for the ensemble averaged
pressure and temperature distribution (one rotor revolution each) at the midpitch location.
This is the location away from the blade surfaces downstream of the stator which has
the least influence on the rotor flow. Instantaneous efficiency cannot be calculated since
the pressure and temperature measurements have been made at different times. It has to
be remembered here that the efficiency calculated in this section is for two stages and is
not calculated on a streamline. As a result, the efficiency numbers could be higher than
100%. The overall efficiency calculated using the mass averaged total temperature and
pressure downstream of stator 2 referenced to the compressor inlet conditions is 89.5%
compared with the overall isentropic efficiency of 89.3%. The uncertainty in the computed
efficiency is about +0.25%. An algebraically averaged (across the passage) efficiency
(at each radial location) was calculated for each blade passage in the revolution and
Figure 5.46(a) shows the radial variation of this average efficiency for each blade passage.
This figure depicts the bandwidth of efficiency variation across the rotor revolution. There
is significant variation in the efficiency of each of the rotor blades. The average bandwidth
is about 5% with the maximum variation being around 10%. The possible reasons for the
change in efficiency across the rotor revolution are: different incidences, loading changes,
influence of the aperiodicity brought about by the differing blade count (observed in
the complete rotor revolution contours) etc. From the designer's viewpoint, it would be
desirable to have all the blades perform with the same efficiency. By radially averaging
the efficiency for each blade passage, it is possible to look at the best, worst and average
blade. The radial variation of efficiency for the best, worst and average blade is shown
in Figure. 5.46(b). The efficiency of the best blade is better than the average blade at
almost all radial locations except close to the endwalls where the efficiencies are almost
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the same.Thehighestefficiencyis seenat about20%span.This wastheregionwhich
had the highestpressurelevels in the wake as seenin the hub-to-tip contoursof the
ensembleaveragedpressures(Figure5.36). This highpressureis probablydueto rotor
wakemigrationawayfrom theendwallsandthechangein temperatureis not significant.
As aresulttheefficiencylevelsarehighatthis region.
Blade to bladedistributionsof ensembleaveragedand bladeperiodic isentropic
efficiency calculatedfrom the temperatureand pressuredistributionsat the midpitch
circumferentiallocation is shownin Figure.5.47(a)and(b) respectively.For both the
distributions,3 radiallocationsareshownandateachlocation4 bladepassagesareshown
for theensembleaverageand1bladepassagefor thebladeperiodicefficiency,respectively.
Thelocationsof therotorwakecanbeeasily identifiedasthosethat havelow efficiency.
The efficiency distributionsare fairly periodicfrom blade to bladebut they do change
substantiallyin theradial direction. The efficiencyis very low nearthe casing. This is
partly due to the useof a massaveragedtotal pressureandtotal temperatureat the inlet
andpartlydueto thelargeflow mixing thatis occurringin thecasingendwallregiondue
to therotorclearanceflow.
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Chapter 6
DETERMINISTIC MIXING HEAT-FLUX TERMS AND THE TERMS IN THE
AVERAGE PASSAGE EQUATION SYSTEM
There have been tremendous advances over the past decade in the capabilities of com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to solve the steady state Navier-Stokes equations
for subsonic and transonic flows. This gives the turbomachinery component designer new
tools with the potential capability to accurately model the detailed structures of the flow
field resulting in improved predictions of the component performance. Several researchers
have also developed multistage turbomachinery analysis techniques based on the concept
of coupling multiple isolated blade row analyses through through specialized boundary
conditions. These so-called "mixing-plane" approaches yield relatively rapid solutions
for the complex multistage turbomachinery flow problems (Adamczyk (1986) and Hall
(1996)). Without the simplification of a tangential averaging procedure (a mixing plane),
CFD analyses based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations must employ a
time-accurate solution strategy to account for the aerodynamic interactions resulting from
relative blade motion in multistage turbomachinery which is very prohibitive.
For a single stage machine, the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are an accept-
able model for the turbomachinery design approach. However, for multistage machines,
this fails to adequately model the flow field. One of the approaches to solve this problem is
due to Adamczyk (1985). In this approach, further decomposition and averaging must be
applied to the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. Adamczyk identified various
sources of unsteadiness due to rotor-rotor and rotor-stator interactions, unequal number
of blades etc. and represented various sources of unsteadiness described in Chapter 3. An
averaging procedure is invoked to determine the "average-passage" of the time-averaged
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flow field. Theresultingequationsystemis the"average-passage"quationsystem.
This averagingprocedureresultsin additionaltermswhich appearas"stresses"in
theequationsystem.Thesetermsarecalled"deterministicstresses"somewhatanalogous
to the"Reynoldsstresses"whicharestill presentin theresultingequationsystem.These
"deterministicstresses"areeithermodeledusingconventionalturbulencemodelingtech-
niquesor entirely neglected(Adamczyket al. (1986)). The physicsthat is associated
with thesetermsis fundamentallydifferent from turbulentfluctuationsthat resultin the
Reynoldsstressterms. Thesetermsresult from deterministicfeaturesof the flow field
suchasbladewakes,shedvortices,leakagevortexandsecondaryflowwhichareknownto
bedominantfeaturesin turbomachineryfields. It is notsurprisingthatthetreatmentof the
"deterministic"tensorsfor turbomachineryfieldsbasedsolelyon the randomprocesses
of turbulenceis notadequateto accuratelymodelturbomachinerycomponentflow fields.
Similar "heat-flux"termsarisefromtheenergyequationandneedto bemodeled.
Adequatedatato supportthis modelingeffort is not availableand the acquisition
and analysisof unsteadytemperature,pressureand velocity measurementsin a high
speedmultistagecompressorconstitutessignificantpartof this program.The PennState
researchprogramhasbeenfocusedonfilling thisvoid. Thischapterattemptsto derivethe
variousdeterministicvelocity-velocityandvelocity-temperaturecorrelationtermsandto
thenobtainthenon-dimensionalvaluesof all thepossibletermsof theaverage-passage
equationsystem(momentumandenergy)with theobjectiveof evaluatingwhichof these
termsareimportantin themixing processandwhichtermsneedto bemodeled.
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6.1 Average Passage Equation System
The complete mathematical details of formulating the average-passage equation sys-
tem from the un-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are beyond the scope of this thesis;
however, it may be useful to list an outline of the equation development process. The
development of the tangential momentum equation in the average-passage system for a
stationary vane is given in Appendix D for reference. The remaining momentum, energy,
and continuity equations and the equations pertaining to rotating blades can be developed
in a similar manner (for complete details, see Adamczyk(1985)).
I. The development is begun with the particular equation in cylindrical coordinates.
. This equation is then density weighted ensemble averaged. The averaging procedure
is begun by decomposing the velocity field, pressure and temperature (as the case
may be) defined in the absolute frame of reference into a density weighted ensemble
average component plus an unresolved variable. The additional terms which appear
as a result of the ensemble averaging are referred to as "Reynolds stresses" (for the
momentum equation) and "unresolved heat-fluxes" (for the energy equation).
. The next step in the development process is to time-average the ensemble-averaged
equation. This results in the further decomposition of the ensemble averaged
quantity into a revolution periodic component. The additional terms that arise from
this averaging represent the mixing stress and heat-flux attributed to the revolution
periodic field.
4. This equation is then passage-to-passage averaged to yield the average passage
equation system. This then results in further mixing stress and heat-flux terms
attributed to the revolution aperiodic field.
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. Now for the experimental data taken in this program, the density was assumed to
be constant since the mach numbers encountered in this flow field are very low
subsonic. And also the various time averaging parameters can be combined into a
common time average since the overall time period for the data acquired is one rotor
revolution (because of ensemble average). The viscous body forces and the energy
sources can be neglected since they go to zero outside the blade row. Incorporating
these simplifications, the average-passage equation system is given by:
Continuity equation:
o _(pvz)_(_)+ _(rT_;)+ _(p_) +
C 1 C2 C3 C4
= 0 (6.1)
Axial momentum equation:
AMI
+ _(r_V_ V_)
AM2
-I- _-_-_ ( r-ff Vo Vz ) -_- _-_z(rpVz Vz -_- r p ) _
AM3 AM4
-_T _- _-ffVrRAVzRA- r-pVrRpVzRP --
\AM5 A_I6 AM78 AM9 /
\AMIO
\AMI5
-PVeRAV_nA --
AMI !
FVoneV_Rp - _)
AMI213 AM14 /
r-pVzRAVzRA -- r-PVzRpVzRP -- _1
AMI6 AMI718 AMI9 /
Tangential momentum equation:
-_(,-_vo) + (,.-_v_vo) + (,--_vovo + _! + (,.-_v_vo)=
TMI TM2 TM3 TM4
(6.2)
\ TM5 /
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Radial momentum equation:
_(_) + (_ y_ + _)+ (_v_ _)
RM I RM2 RM3
+ _(,'-_Vz _)=
RM4
q--P _Vo RA V6 RA "]- __'V8Rp VO RP "4-Vo_V_ I
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and the Energy Equation:
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0
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(6.3)
(6.4)
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where V_, Ve, V_ are the components of time averaged velocity, _ the time averaged density,
the static pressure, T the static temperature, 11o the stagnation enthalpy and r the stress
components (normal and shear). Since the experimental data was acquired only at one
axial station downstream of the second stator, none of the axial gradient terms including
those in the shear-stress terms can be computed. However, by comparing the relative
weights of all the other terms, definite conclusions can be drawn towards explaining the
relative importance of the terms that can be computed with respect to the other terms that
can be computed. Table 6.1 gives a list of all the terms that can be calculated from the
data reported in Parts 1 and 2 of this paper and Suryavamshi et al. (1996). The total stress
resulting from the average-passage equations may be expressed as:
Rij = _ViRAVjRA + _V_RpVjnv +
Total Stress Revolution Aperiodic Stress Revolution Periodic Stress
Reynolds Stress
and the total heat-flux terms are expressed as:
(6.6)
F j = -ff WJ R A H o R A -I-
Total Heat-Flux Revolution Aperiodic Heat-Flux
-fiWj Rpgo Rp +
Revolution Periodic Heat-Flux
m ! I
pVjH o (6.7)
Turbulent Heat-Flux
Adequate progress has been made and is being made to adequately simulate (at least
for the present purposes) through well-developed turbulence modeling procedures the
Reynolds Stress and Turbulent Heat-Flux terms. The problem remaining in effecting a
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Table 6.1. Computable Terms in the Average-Passage Equation System
Equation
1. Continuity
2. Axial Momentum
3. Tangential Momentum
4. Radial Momentum
5. Energy
Eq. No
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
Computable Terms
C2, C3
AM2, AM3, AM6, AM78, AM 11,
AM1213
TM2, TM3, TM5, TM6, TM7, TM89,
TM11, TM12, TM1314, TM17, TM1819
RM2, RM3, RM5, RM6, RM78, RM I 1
RM1213, RM15, RM16, RM1718
E2, E3, E5, E6, E8, E9, El4, El5, E17, E1819,
E21, E2223, E33, E3435, E41, E4243
numerical solution of the average-passage system of equations, referred to as the closure
problem, is to effectively model the body force, energy source, and deterministic mixing
stress and heat-flux terms for a multiple blade row turbomachinery environment. In
this thesis an attempt will be made to evaluate a gradient diffusion type model for the
deterministic heat-flux terms.
6.1.1 Procedure for Calculation of Various Terms
Auto- and cross-correlation methods were used to calculate the various terms listed
in Table 6.1. Since the data has been acquired and triggered with respect to the same
trigger, cross correlation between the various velocity components is the average of the
product of the various components. For example the term-_V_np Vonp is given by:
1 Nb Npb
_VznpVonp - Nb x Npb _ _-" _(V_np)jk (Vonp)jk (6.8)
j=l k=l
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where, Nb and Np6 stand for the number of blades and points per blade. In the velocity-
enthalpy correlation, however, the location of the trigger pulse with respect to the data is
very important. First of all in the enthalpy computation, it is assumed that the specific
heat for constant pressure is constant over the temperature range being dealt with in this
experiment. So as a result, enthalpy is just a product of total temperature and specific heat
for constant pressure. The correlation term-fiV_ReHoReis then given by:
1 Nb Upb
-PI"zRpH°Rp = Nb × Npb _ _ fi(l._nv)jk (HoRP)jk+Ak (6.9)j=l k=l
where Ak is the time shift to be applied to the enthalpy data in order to correlate the
two signals. The maximum shift can be one blade passage (20 points). The value of the
cross-correlation corresponding to the highest cross correlation coefficient is the value of
the correlation between the velocity component and stagnation enthalpy at that location.
The steps involved are as follows:
1. The time-averaged deterministic stress and heat-flux terms are calculated using auto-
and cross-correlation methods and time averaging the results.
2. The stress, heat-flux and the steady flow field parameters are spline-fit and in-
terpolated onto a very fine grid (10IX101) within the overall boundaries of the
measurement mesh. The spline-fit and interpolation technique is done using cubic
splines. Care is taken to ensure no spurious gradients are introduced into the flow
field due to spline fitting.
3. Then the various terms of the equation are calculated and then their gradients
are determined. Second order accurate finite difference formulations are used to
evaluate the derivatives. Central differencing is used for the central nodes and
forward and backward differencing schemes are used to evaluate the end nodes
respectively.
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4. Contour plots and blade-to-blade distribution of the various terms are generated and
these are used in the interpretation and analysis of the flow field.
The equations used to calculate the various molecular stresses are:
"rrr
rr0 = "t'0r = /t
TOz "- %0 = tt
r_z = rz_ = p
20V_ 2 ]tt Ot 3( v • 9)
2( l OVo V_ 2 ]_' ,- oo +7)-5 (v'_)
20Vz 2 ]ot _(v • _)
o vo lOVe]
"_(7 ) + 7 ,90j
,9--7+7,9oj
--ff¢-_+ az] (6.10)
6.2 Distribution of Deterministic Heat-Flux Downstream of the Stator
In this section, the blade-to-blade and hub-to-casing distributions of the various
deterministic heat-flux terms are presented and analyzed. The deterministic heat-flux
terms were calculated using the cross-correlation methods described earlier and are non-
dimensionalized by the average heat-flux at the inlet to the compressor (PinepWzinToin).
In this section the hub-to-tip contour and the blade-to-blade distributions of revolution
periodic components of axial (qzne), tangential (qone) and radial (q,'ne) heat-flux are
The axial, tangential and radial components of heat-flux arepresented and analyzed.
given by:
qzRP =
qORP =
-_VzRpHoRp)
(_,.%V=i.Toi,,)
-_Vom,HoRp)
(W.%14i,,Toi.)
-_V_ReHoRp)
qrnp = ('_TcpVzinToi,_) (6.11)
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Table 6.2. Uncertainty of Various Derived Quantities: Deterministic Heat-Flux
Quantity Uncertainty (%) Figures
qznp +20.21% 6.1, 6.2, 6.3
qonp +14.15% 6.1, 6.2, 6.4
q_np -t-40.532% 6.1, 6.2, 6.5
The uncertainties of the various heat-flux variables are given in Table 6.2. Uncertainty
analysis principles given in Appendix A is used to calculate the uncertainties of these
quantities. The table shows that the uncertainty in q,-np is the highest and is probably the
least reliable measurement.
Blade-to-blade distributions at 5 radial locations (near hub, 21.76% span, midspan,
81.89% span and near the casing) is shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 and the contour plots
are shown in Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. In general all three components of deterministic
heat-flux have similar levels in the core flow and show changes mainly in the wake, suction
surface casing endwall corner region and in the hub endwall region. Once again it should
be emphasized here that only periodic velocity-temperature correlations are shown and
the non-deterministic fluctuations cannot be determined due to different probe used for
velocity and temperature measurement.
On the suction side of the wake near the hub at 7.86% span from the hub (Figures 6.1
and 6.3), the levels of deterministic heat-flux terms are almost zero. This indicates
that there is very little transport of stagnation enthalpy associated with the deterministic
unsteadiness on the suction side near the hub. On the pressure side of the stator wake,
levels of heat-flux higher than that found on the suction side are observed. All three
deterministic heat-flux terms have almost the same levels. The flow on the pressure side
of the stator near the hub is quite complex. There is interaction between the wakes shed
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from the statorblade,possibleleakageflow vortical structures,possiblescrapingof the
hubwallviscouslayerandits accumulationonthepressuresideduetothehubrotationand
thedeterministicunsteadinessassociatedwith the rotorwakes.This interactioninduces
mixing and heat-transferand consequentlyhigher levelsof the deterministicheat-flux
termsdueto all threevelocitycomponentsareobservedon thepressuresidecomparedto
thesuctionside.However,the levelson thepressuresidearemuchlower thanthatfound
in the midpitchregionat thehub. Thepresenceof a hubleakagevortex in themidpitch
region (asexplainedin Chapter4) ischaracterizedby highlevelsof all threecomponents
of deterministicheat-flux.Thepitchwiseextentof thisregionis approximately35%of the
pitch andis of thesameorderof magnitudeastheextentof theregionof low momentum
observedin the time averagedcontourplots (Part2 of this paper)at this location. This
maybecausedby fluctuatinghubleakageflow/vortexdueto theunsteadyrotor hubexit
flow. This indicatesthatdeterministicunsteadinesscontributessignificantlyto theenergy
redistribution. Presenceof very high levelsof unresolvedunsteadiness(comparedto
the deterministicunsteadiness)in thisregionasobservedin contourplotsof unresolved
total temperatureand total pressure(Chapter5) showsthat mixing due to unresolved
unsteadinessis alsoprobablyveryhigh.
At the 21.76%spanwiseregion(Figures6.1 and 6.3), high levelsof deterministic
heat-flux areobservedin the wakeand on thepressureside of the stator. The contour
plots showa decreasein theextentaswell asmagnitudeof thedeterministicheatflux in
the midpitch regionasthis spanwiselocation. On thesuctionsideof thewakeasin the
hub, thereis very little mixing andthis isreflectedin the levelsof deterministicheat-flux
whicharealmostzero.Thetime-averagedtotaltemperature,pressureandsecondaryflow
distributionsshowa regionof intensemixing on thepressuresidearound21.76%span
which probablyis dueto accumulationof thehubendwallfluid beingtransportedby the
hub rotation aswell as interactionwith therotor wakefluid whichhasbeentransported
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to thepressuresideof thedownstreamstatorwasobserved.This regionhashighpositive
levelsof heat-fluxdueto axialvelocityandappreciablenegativelevelsof heat-fluxdueto
radialandtangentialvelocities(Figures6.1and6.3). Thisreflectstheradialandtangential
transportof enthalpyfluctuations.
In themidspanregion(Figures6.1and6.3),thehighestlevelsof deterministicheat-
flux areobservedin thewakeregionwherecontributionsfrom heat-fluxin theaxial and
tangentialcomponentsarequitehigh. Theradial velocity fluctuationsarequite small in
thisregionandisreflectedin theheat-fluxduetothefluctuatingradialvelocitybeingvery
small.Positivelevelsof heat-fluxduetotangentialvelocityfluctuationsandnegativelevels
of heat-fluxdueto theaxialvelocity fluctuationsin the wake,is indicativeof tangential
andaxial transportof heat.On thepressuresideof thestator,thereis appreciablelevels
of heatflux dueto all threevelocitycomponentswhich is mainlydueto therotor wake
impingementon thepressuresideof thestator.
In thecasingendwallregion(81and90%span,Figures6.1,6.3(a),6.3(b)and6.3(c))
, thefocusonceagainshiftsto thesuctionsideof thestatorwakeandthestatorwakeitself.
This is theregionof high lossesandalsoof highlevelsof unresolvedunsteadinesspossibly
causedby casingstall asobservedinPart1of thispaper.High levelsof mixing associated
with momentumand heat-transferis expectedin this region. Around 81% span,high
levelsof heat-fluxdueto all threevelocitycomponentsareobservedon thesuctionside.
Away from thebladesurface,high negativevaluesof heat-fluxdueto the axialvelocity
fluctuationsandpositivelevelsof heat-fluxduetotheradialvelocity fluctuationsindicates
intenseheattransferin this region. Closeto the bladesurfaceon the suctionside,high
+veand-vevaluesof heat-fluxdueto all threecomponentsof velocity areobservedalso
indicatingintenseheattransferin thisregion.Experimentsindicatethatnon-deterministic
(includingunresolved)unsteadinessin total temperatureandvelocity arevery high, but
could not be correlateddue to differentmeasurementtechniques.Very high levelsof
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unresolvedunsteadinessin totalpressureandtotal temperatureandvelocitycomponents
leadsto high levelsof heat-transferfrom this regionby theunresolvedvelocity.Detailed
measurementswhereinthe unresolvedvelocity-temperaturecanbe correlatedis needed
to quantify the levelsof heat-transferdue to deterministicand unresolvedheat-fluxes.
Close to the casingendwall (90% span),the levelsof deterministicheat-fluxarevery
small comparedto theotherlocation.This is becauseof very low levelsof deterministic
unsteadinessin totalvelocity andtotal temperaturepresentatthis location.
6.3 Distribution of the Various Terms of the Average Passage Equation System
In this section an attempt will be made to evaluate the relative magnitudes of the
various terms presented in Table 6.1 in order to determine which of these terms are
important and which terms can be neglected in the equation system for stator and rotor
flow computation and design. The gradients are calculated using the non-dimensional
values of each of the terms. The velocities are non-dimensionalized by the mass averaged
axial velocity at the inlet to the compressor (__i,_), the stagnation enthalpies by the
stagnation enthalpy at the inlet (pCpVzinnoin), density by the static density at the inlet
(Pin), the static pressure by the inlet static pressure (p--/-ff_),the deterministic stress terms by
the square of the inlet axial velocity and the deterministic heat-flux terms by a product of
the inlet axial velocity and inlet stagnation enthalpy. The following procedure is used to
calculate the various terms:
1. The ensemble averaged velocity data and the ensemble averaged total temperature
data are correlated to evaluate all the deterministic normal, shear and heat-flux
terms. These are then appropriately normalized to derive the non-dimensional form
of these terms.
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Figure 6.3. Contour Plot of the Axial Component of Deterministic Heat-Flux
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Figure 6.4. Contour Plot of the Tangential Component of Deterministic Heat-Flux
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Figure 6.6. Evaluation of the Derivative Calculation: Sine Wave Distribution
2. The non-dimensional deterministic normal, shear and heat-flux terms, time averaged
velocity components, static pressure and total enthalpy terms are then spline fit onto
a very fine equally spaced grid with care being taken to ensure that the resulting
distributions faithfully follow the original data.
3. The gradients of the various terms are calculated using this fine grid. Finite differ-
ence formulations (of second order error) are used to evaluate the gradients.
In order to ensure that the various derivatives were calculated correctly, a check
was conducted with a sine wave distribution. The results are shown in Figure 6.6. The
agreement between the data and the derivative is very good. After establishing this fact
the various terms from the axial, tangential and radial momentum and the energy equation
were calculated.
The uncertainties of the various terms of the average passage equation system are
given in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. Uncertainty analysis principles given in Appendix A is used
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to calculatetheuncertaintiesof thesequantities.Thetableshowsthat theuncertaintyin
termsrelatedto radialvelocityandgradientsin theradialdirectionhavethehighestvalues
andis probablythe leastreliablequantity.
6.3.1 Axial Momentum equation
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the contour plots of the distribution of terms AM2, AM3,
AM78 and AM 1213 respectively of the axial momentum equation (equation 6.2). Terms
AM2 and AM3 represent the advection terms (i.e. the transport by mean flow velocity)
whereas terms AM78 and AM 1213 represent the deterministic transport rate in the radial
and tangential direction.
Comparing terms AM2 and AM3, it is clear that AM3 is the dominant term in the
wake. This indicates that the dominant transport term in the axial momentum equation
in the stator wake region is due to the tangential gradients in the time averaged tangential
velocity. The term AM4 is probably of the same order of magnitude as AM3 since the
gradients in axial velocity decay rates are of the same order of magnitude as the tangential
velocity decay rates at this axial location downstream of the stator (Lakshminarayana and
Davino, 1980). Consistent with the decrease and increase of the axial and tangential veloc-
ity on the suction and pressure sides of the stator wake, both AM2 and AM3 distributions
show negative and positive signs for the gradient respectively. Outside the stator wakes,
the values of these terms are very small indicating that bulk of the action is taking place
in the stator wake regions. In the casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces as
well, the gradients in both the terms are quite small. In the suction surface casing endwall
corner region, the gradients in the tangential advection terms (AM3) are much higher than
the term AM2. This is probably due to the intense secondary flow features as well as
possible accumulation of rotor tip leakage flow on the suction side of the stator. Hence
lateral mixing is dominated by secondary flow in the endwall region and wake spreading
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Table 6.3. Uncertainty of Various Terms of the Average-Passage Equation System
Quantity Uncertainty (%)
Term AM2 +7.5%
Term AM3
Term AM78
Term AM1213
Term TM2
Term TM3
Term TM5
Term TM6
Figures
6.7
-I-5.0% 6.7
-t-15.0% 6.8
4-12.0% 6.8
+7.5%
+5.0%
-t-3.54%
+5.0%
6.9
6.9
6.10
6.11
Term TM89 +3.54% 6.11
Term TM11 -1-7.5% 6.12
Term TM1314 4-6.0% 6.12
Term TM16 4-6.5% 6.13
Term TM1819 +6.0% 6.13
Term RM2 4-10.0% 6.14
Term RM3 4-8.5% 6.14
Term RM5 -t-6.0% 6.15
Term RM78 4-3.54% 6.15
Term RM10 4-15.0% 6.16
Term RM1213 4-10.0% 6.16
Term RM15 4-10.0% 6.17
Term RM1718 4-10.0% 6.17
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Table 6.4.
(Contd)
Uncertainty of Various Terms of the Average-Passage Equation System
Quantity Uncertainty (%) Figures
Term E2 +7.5% 6.18
Term E3 ±5.0% 6.18
Term E5 + 15.0% 6.19
Term E6 -t- 12.5% 6.19
Term E8 + 10.0% 6.19
Term E9 +8.5% 6.19
Term El4 + 10.0% 6.20
Term E 15 -t- 8.0% 6.20
Term E1819 +45.0% 6.21
Term E2223 +25.0% 6.21
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awayfrom the endwalls.Without a knowledgeof theterm (AM4) it is very difficult to
speculateonwhich is themostdominantmechanismof advection.Basedonsomesingle
stagedata,it appearsasthoughthe valuesof the axial gradientarevery similar to the
tangentialgradientsin thewakeandfree-stream.
Attentionis nowfocusedon thetwo deterministicstresstermsthatcanbecalculated
(AM78 and AM1213). AM78 is a measureof the axial momentumchangedue to
correlationof revolutionperiodicfluctuationsin theradialvelocityandrevolutionperiodic
fluctuationsin the axial velocity andAM1213 is ameasureof the tangentialgradientof
the correlationbetweenthe revolution periodic fluctuationsin tangentialvelocity and
revolutionperiodic fluctuationsof the axialvelocity component.It hasto bementioned
herethattermsAM6 andAM 11which representthetransportratesdueto therevolution
aperiodictermsareverysmallcomparedwith AM78 andAM1213 respectivelyandcan
for the mostpart be neglectedfor modelingstatorexit flows. It canbe observedfrom
figure6.7thatthehighestlevelsof thesetermsoccurin thestatorwakeparticularlyon the
pressuresideof thestatorespeciallyfor thetermAM1213. EventhoughthetermAM 1213
showshigherlevelsthanthetermAM78, thedistributionsshowthatneithertermcanbe
neglectedfrom the equationsystem.High negativevaluesof theterm AM 1213on the
pressuresideof the statorwakeis indicativeof thetransportcausedby the deterministic
fluctuationsawayfrom thewake.AM78 alsoshowssomegradientsin thecasingendwall
regionawayfrom thebladesurfaceswhich is smearedacrosstheentirepassage.
6.3.2 Tangential Momentum Equation
Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 show the contour plots of the distribution of
terms TM2, TM3, TM5, TM6, TM89, TM11, TM1314, TM16 and TM1819 of the tan-
gential momentum equation (equation 6.3). Terms TM2 and TM3 represent the advection
terms, terms TM5 and TM89 are a result of the cylindrical co-ordinate system used, TM6
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the viscous shear stress in the r - t_direction, terms TM1314 and TM1819 represent the
deterministic transport rate in the radial and tangential direction and terms TM 11, TM 16
represent the molecular transport rate in the radial and tangential directions respectively.
Comparing terms TM2 and TM3, it is clear that TM3 is the dominant term in the
wake. Term TM3 includes the static pressure as well. This indicates that the dominant
transport term in the tangential momentum equation in the wake region is due to the
tangential velocity and its gradient in the tangential direction. Very little information is
available on the gradients in the axial direction (Term TM4) but it is expected to be similar
in magnitude to term TM3 due to the high decay rates of the stator wake expected to be
present at this axial location. The gradients (TM3) are higher on the pressure side of the
stator than on the suction surface. This is due probably to the transport of rotor exit flow
towards the pressure surface of the downstream stator. This increases the magnitude and
gradients in tangential velocity. This also leads to higher total temperatures observed on
the pressure surface location. Outside the stator wakes, the values of these terms are very
small indicating that bulk of the mixing takes place in the stator wake regions. In the
casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces as well, the gradients in both the terms
are quite small. In the suction surface casing endwall comer region, a small region of
high values of terms TM3 is observed. This is probably due to the intense secondary flow
features as well as possible accumulation of rotor tip leakage vortex with large tangential
velocities on the suction side of the stator. Hence it is safe to reiterate that advection
due to tangential velocity is more dominant than advection due to radial velocity at this
location. However, without knowing the value of the axial term (TM4) it is very difficult
to speculate on which is the most dominant mechanism of advection. Based on some
single stage data, it appears as though the values of the axial gradient (TM4) are very
similar to the tangential gradients (TM3) in the wake and free-stream.
Term TM5 and TM89 are not gradient terms so they do not change the transport
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Figure 6.9. Contour Plots of Terms (a) TM2 and (b) TM3 of the Tangential Momen-
tum Average Passage Equation
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characteristics of the flow. They are like source terms and contribute towards the overall
balance of tangential momentum. Term TM5 represents the product of the tangential and
radial velocity and term TM89 represents the product of the deterministic unsteadiness in
radial velocity and tangential velocity. The highest levels of TM5 occur on the suction
side near the casing endwall corner and in the hub endwall flow. This is consistent with
the highest levels of secondary and leakage flow distributions observed in these locations
respectively. Term TM6 represents the viscous shear stress (molecular) in the r - 6
direction. Figure 6.11 shows a comparison between the viscous shear stress and the
apparent mixing stress in the r - O direction (TM89). At first glance it is clear that the
relative magnitudes of each of these terms is of the same order of magnitude. Also the
regions of high levels of these terms are quite common to both the terms. High levels are
seen in the wake, suction surface casing endwall corner and casing endwall region away
from the blade surfaces. Since they are of the same order of magnitude the net contribution
to the tangential momentum distribution is almost negligible and may be neglected for
modeling of stator exit flows fields.
Figure 6.12 shows the distribution of terms TM11 and TM1314 of the tangential
momentum equation. TM1314 is a measure of the radial gradient of revolution periodic
shear stress and TM11 represents the radial transport due to viscous or molecular shear.
It has to be mentioned here that term TM12 which represents the transport rate of the
revolution aperiodic term is very small compared with TM1314 and can for the most part
be neglected for modeling stator exit flows. The distributions show that for the most part
except for small patches in the flow field both these terms are quite small. Now it remains
to check whether these terms can be neglected with respect to the tangential transport
terms (TM 16 and TM 1819).
Contour plots of terms TM16 and TM1819 are shown in Figure 6.9. TM16 is a
measure of the tangential transport due to viscous normal stress (molecular) and TM 1819
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represents the tangential transport due to revolution periodic fluctuations in the tangential
velocity (deterministic normal stress). The highest levels of both these terms occur in the
stator wake and also are of the same order of magnitude. And compared to terms TM 11
and TM1314, terms TM16 and TM1819 were found to be much higher in magnitude and
hence terms TM11 and TM1314 can be neglected. However, no information is available
on the magnitudes of terms TM10, TM15 and TM20 as well as the gradients in the axial
direction (TM21, TM22, TM2324 and TM25). As a result, no final decision can be made
with regard to neglecting deterministic terms in the equation system.
6.3.3 Radial Momentum Equation
Figures 6.14, 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 show the contour plots of the distribution of terms
RM2, RM3, RM5, RM78, RM10, RM1213, RM15 and RM1718 of the radial momentum
equation (equation 6.4). Terms RM2 and RM3 represent the advection terms, terms RM5
and RM78 are a result of the cylindrical co-ordinate system used, terms RM1213 and
RM1718 represent the deterministic transport rate in the radial and tangential direction
and terms RM 10, RM 15 represent the molecular transport rate in the radial and tangential
directions respectively.
Comparing terms RM2 and RM3, it is clear that RM3 is the dominant term in the
wake. This indicates that the dominant transport in the wake is caused by the advection
terms due to the tangential velocity. The radial gradients in radial velocity are small due to
the very small levels of radial flow found in the stator exit flow compared to the tangential
velocity. Very little information is available on the gradients in the axial direction but it is
expected to be small since the radial velocity is quite low. Outside the stator wakes, the
values of these terms are very small indicating that bulk of the action takes place in the
stator wake regions just as in the axial and tangential momentum equations. In the casing
endwall region away from the blade surfaces as well, the gradients in both the terms are
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quite small. In the suction surface casing endwall corner region, a small region of high
values of terms RM3 is observed. This is probably due to the intense secondary flow
features found in this region as seen in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.15 shows the term RM5, which in essence behaves as a source term in the
radial momentum equation. From an order of magnitude analysis it is of the same order
of magnitude as RM2. The term RM78 represents the distribution of the deterministic
revolution periodic normal stress due to periodic tangential velocity fluctuations. This
also behaves as a source term on the right hand side of the radial momentum equation.
Highest values are seen on the pressure side of the wake from about 35% span to the
casing, but the order of magnitude of this term is much smaller than the term RM5 and
can be neglected compared to the term RM5.
Figure 6.16 shows the distribution of terms RM10 and RM1213 of the radial mo-
mentum equation. RM10 is a measure of the transport due to viscous normal stress in the
radial direction and RM1213 is a measure of the radial transport of revolution periodic
fluctuations in the radial velocity due to revolution periodic fluctuations in the radial ve-
locity (deterministic normal stress in radial velocity). Values of the term RM10 is much
smaller than RM1213 and can for the most part be neglected. However, comparisons
must be made to the tangential gradient terms RM 15 and RM 1718 which represent the
transport due viscous shear stress and deterministic shear stress respectively. The contour
plots of these terms are shown in Figure 6.17. The radial distribution shows that the term
RM15 is continuous in the stator wake compared to the RM1718 which is only present at
certain locations. However, the magnitudes of terms RM15, RM1718 and RM1213 are
of the same order and hence cannot be neglected in the equation system. This leads to
evaluation of strategies to model terms RM1213 and RM1718 of the radial momentum
equation.
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6.3.4 Energy Equation
Figures 6.18, 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show the contour plots of the distribution of terms E2,
E3, E5+E6, E8+E9, E 14, E 15, E1819 and E2223 of the average passage energy equation
(equation 6.5). Terms E2 and E3 represent the advection of stagnation enthalpy by the
time averaged radial and tangential velocity components, E5, E6, E8 and E9 represent the
work done by the normal and shear stresses (molecular), terms El4 and El5 represents
the transport of thermal flux by the molecular thermal conductivity of the due to radial
and tangential gradients respectively and terms E1819 and E2223 represent the change
in stagnation enthalpy due to gradient of the revolution periodic heat-flux due to radial
and tangential velocities. Unfortunately some of the terms such as the influence of the
work done by viscous stress (both time averaged as well as periodic fluctuations) cannot
be calculated due to the lack of the axial gradient of the respective velocity components.
Comparing terms E2 and E3, it was observed that E3 is almost an order of magnitude
higher than E2 and the highest gradients occur in the stator wake. The distribution is
continuous from hub to tip for term E3 and very discontinuous in the radial direction for
term E2. Outside the wake, the value of the term E3 almost goes to zero. In the casing
endwall region, there is a thickening of the wake and high levels of transport are seen. The
advection is away from the blade surfaces on the suction side and is probably responsible
for the lack of increase of total temperature in this region. Term El4 represents the
transport of the thermal flux by the molecular thermal conductivity of the fluid and was
found to be of the same order of magnitude as the advection terms in the wakes.
Terms E5, E6, E8 and E9 represent the work done by the normal and shear stresses
(molecular) in the radial and tangential directions. These terms are shown in Figure 6.19.
The highest levels of terms E8+E9 occur in the wake region and E5+E6 occur in the casing
endwall region. Both these terms are of the same order of magnitude and hence all these
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terms are needed in the energy equation. These terms can be easily calculated as they
only involve the mean velocity components.
Terms El4 and El5 represent the transport of the thermal flux by the molecular
thermal conductivity of the fluid and Figure 6.20 shows that the tangential gradient is an
order of magnitude higher than the radial gradient inside the wakes. Outside the wakes,
both the terms have similar magnitude. In the casing endwall region, the radial transport
term is much higher compared with the tangential transport. So both terms are necessary
for the solution of the energy equation.
Figure 6.21 shows the distribution of terms El819 and E2223 of the energy equation.
E1819 and E2224 represent the change in stagnation enthalpy due to gradient of the
revolution periodic heat-flux due to radial and tangential velocities respectively. It has
to be mentioned here that terms El7 and E21 which represent the transport rates by the
revolution aperiodic terms are very small compared with E1819 and E2223 respectively
and can for the most part be neglected for modeling stator exit flows. The highest levels of
these terms occur in the stator wake and in the casing endwall region. A core of high value
of term E1819 is seen in the casing endwall suction surface corner region. This shows
that high levels of mixing occur in this region due to the transport of stagnation enthalpy
by the radial velocity in the casing corner flow. Outside the wake in the core flow there
are no significant gradients in E2223 except in the hub endwall region at mid-pitch. It can
be concluded that the leakage flow near the hub has dominant influence on transport by
the mean velocity, transport by the deterministic radial velocity fluctuation and possibly
transport by the unresolved component.
Based upon the results of traverses in the multistage compressor facility at medium
speed and at the peak efficiency condition, it can be generally concluded that there is a need
to model some of the deterministic stress and heat-flux terms for the accurate prediction
of stator exit flows. These terms are: -_VonpV_np, fiVonvVonp, -fiVonpV_np, -fiV_npHonv
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and -ffVoRpHoRp. Since the emphasis on this thesis has been on the temperature and
pressure fields, possible modeling strategies for only the deterministic heat-flux terms will
be explored in the next section.
6.4 Modeling of the Deterministic Heat-Flux Distribution
From the previous sections it can be recognized that the terms -_V_RpHoRp and
-PVoRpHoRP mainly occur in the wakes, in the casing endwall regions on the suction side
and in the hub endwall at midpitch (Figures 6.3(a), 6.3(b) and 6.3(c)). These are also
regions of the highest gradients in total temperature. So it may be possible to correlate
the gradients in total temperature with the corresponding heat-fluxes as in a gradient
diffusion model and this is explored in this section. It should be cautioned here that the
magnitudes of the deterministic heat-fluxes are small in the endwall regions due to the
averaging procedures employed. High levels of unresolved components of heat-flux are
expected in the endwall region since high levels of unresolved velocities and temperatures
were also observed in this region. Since the unresolved fluctuations in velocity and total
temperature are measured independently no attempt is made to correlate these terms in
this paper. Using concepts analogous to the eddy diffusivities of heat for turbulent flow
an attempt is made to determine the eddy diffusivity of heat (eDo).
---fiVoRpHoRp = eDe \r 00 (6.12)
6.4.1 Distribution of Deterministic Eddy Diffusivities of Heat
Figure 6.22 shows the contour plot of the deterministic eddy diffusivity of heat (¢no)
normalized by the thermal diffusivity of heat (a) downstream of the second stator. Since
the gradients in the total enthalpy as well as the numerical value of the velocity-enthalpy
correlation terms are almost zero outside the wake and endwall regions, the numerical
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Figure 6.22. Contour Plot of the Deterministic Diffusivity of Heat Normalized by the
Thermal Diffusivity
value of the eddy diffusivity is forced to be equal to zero in order to eliminate any numerical
singularities.
There was wide variation in the value of cD0 in the stator wake region it was concluded
that the modeling based on eddy diffusivities is not adequate to represent the deterministic
heat flux -fiVoRpHoRp and this approach was abandoned.
Chapter 7
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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The flow field in a multistage compressor is three-dimensional, unsteady, and tur-
bulent with substantial viscous effects. Some of the specific phenomena that has eluded
designers include the effects of rotor-stator and rotor-rotor interactions and the physics of
mixing of velocity, pressure and temperature fields. An attempt will be made, to resolve
experimentally, the unsteady pressure, temperature and velocity fields downstream of the
second stator of a multistage axial flow compressor which will provide information on
rotor-stator interaction effects and the nature of spanwise mixing in an embedded stator
of a three stage axial flow compressor.
The major objectives of the thesis were:
1. To understand the nature of the steady and unsteady three-dimensional pressure and
temperature field in an embedded stator of a multi-stage axial flow compressor with
a view of identifying sources and magnitudes of unsteadiness and losses.
2. To understand the physics ofrotor-stator interaction and their effects on the unsteady
total pressure and temperature field downstream of an embedded stator.
3. To correlate the periodic, aperiodic and unresolved components of velocity and
total temperature (velocity-temperature correlation) to evaluate the phenomena of
thermal energy transport in a multistage compressor.
. To evaluate the magnitude and nature of the various terms of the average-passage
equation system, their gradients in the radial and circumferential direction and
their relative weights so as to provide guidance to CFD specialists and compressor
designers.
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5. To evaluatethe magnitudeof the uncertaintyin variousmeasurementvariables
includingvelocity-temperaturecorrelations.
6. To providebenchmarkqualitydatato validatevariousflow modelsandsolversfor
multistagecompressorflow field analysisandprediction.
In orderto accomplishthe aboveobjectives,an experimentalinvestigationof the
steadyand the unsteadyflow downstreamof the secondstatorof a threestageaxial
flow compressorrepresentativeof the aft stagesof a high pressurecore compressor
wasundertaken.Detailedareatraversemeasurementsusingpneumaticfive hole probe,
thermocoupleprobe,semi-conductortotalpressureprobe(Kulite) andanaspiratingprobe
downstreamof thesecondstatorwereconductedatthepeakefficiencyoperatingcondition.
The unsteadydatawas then reducedthroughan ensembleaveragingtechniquewhich
splitsthesignalinto deterministicandunresolvedcomponents.Variousanalysismethods
like surfacecontourplots, passageaveragedistributions,blade-to-bladedistributions,
temporaldistributionandhub-to-tipdistributionsof therotorexit flow alongwith spectral
informationwasusedto analyzetheflowbehaviour.Autoandcrosscorrelationtechniques
wereusedtocorrelatethefluctuatingtotaltemperatureandfluctuatingvelocitycomponents
(acquiredusing a slantedhot-film probeat the samemeasurementlocations)and the
gradients,distributionsandrelativeweightsof eachof thetermsof the averagepassage
equationwerethendetermined.
Someof the importantconclusionsthat canbe drawnbasedon the resultsof the
presentinvestigationaswell asthevelocity measurementsby Prato(1996)arepresented
below.
7.1 Time Averaged Flow Field
1. Thin stator wakes are consistently observed in all data sets near the midspan regions.
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In the hub endwall region the wake width increases both on the pressure side and
on the suction side of the stator due to interaction between the stator wake flow and
the hub clearance flow as well as an increase in the blade loading brought about by
high incidences from the rotor exit low momentum flow region upstream.
In the casing endwall region, the thickening of the stator wake is mainly on the
suction side. This is due in large to the presence of a corner interaction with the
endwall flow on the suction side.
o Accumulation of high temperature wake fluid from the upstream rotor causes and
increase in the total temperature on the pressure side of the stator away from the
endwalls.
. A region of low momentum, high losses and high levels of axial vorticity near the
hub is caused by the leakage flow generated due to the clearance between the stator
tip and the rotating hub. The extent of this leakage flow region is around 60% in
the pitchwise and nearly 10% in the spanwise directions. As a result, this endwall
phenomena generates more blockage than that generated by endwall viscous fluid
on the hub endwall.
6. The phenomena of scraping on the hub endwall is probably responsible for the
radially outward transport of flow on the pressure side of the stator from the hub
upto 35% span.
7. Near the suction side of the stator wake close to the hub, low temperatures, moderate
pressure rise and high efficiency is observed. This is probably caused by leakage
flow from the hub region augmented by hub rotation washing away the corner
separation region.
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8. The suctionsurfacecasingendwallcorner region is characterizedby low axial
velocity,very low tangentialvelocityandhighlevelsof inwardradialvelocity.This
is alsoaregionof low efficiencyandhighunresolvedunsteadinessaswell ashigh
totalpressureloss.
9. Interactionbetweenthe secondaryflow and the statorwake on the suction side
casingendwallcornergenerateshigh levelsof vorticity closeto thebladesurface.
10. Cascadelosscorrelationswhich aremainly usedin thepreliminarydesignstages
of compressordesigntendto over-predicttheoverall statorlosscoefficientby as
muchas 77% (C=0.1735for the correlationscomparedwith ¢=0.09802for the
experiment). It is clearthat majorimprovementsarerequiredin the development
of thelosscorrelationsfor multistagecompressors.
7.2 RMS Unsteady Flow Field
1. The spectral distribution of hot-wire and kulite voltages shows that at least eight har-
monics of all three rotor blade passing frequencies are present at this measurement
location.
2. Significant levels of potential flow field interactions from all three rotors are felt
both at the inlet and the exit of the compressor.
3. Appreciable levels of total unsteadiness in both pressure and temperature are ob-
served in the core region away from the blade surfaces and the hub and casing
endwalls.
4. In the core region of the flow, values of deterministic (revolution periodic and revo-
lution aperiodic) unsteadiness is of the same order of magnitude as the unresolved
unsteadiness.
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5. Closeto theendwalls,bulk of thetotalunsteadinessi unresolvedin nature.
. The revolution aperiodic unsteadiness is quite small compared to the revolution pe-
riodic unsteadiness almost everywhere except in the suction surface casing endwall
corner region and the hub endwall region suction surface corner.
. Fairly good periodicity in the rotor wake flow away from the endwalls is indicated
by the presence of similar levels of both blade periodic unsteadiness and blade
aperiodic unsteadiness.
. In the stator wake region, values of the shaft resolved unsteadiness (revolution
periodic and revolution aperiodic) and unresolved unsteadiness are of the same
order of magnitude in the mid-span regions and shaft resolved unsteadiness is much
lower than the unresolved unsteadiness in both the hub and casing endwall regions.
9. The thickness of the wake based on the RMS unsteadiness compares favorably with
the thickness of the wake based on the time averaged values.
10. Migration of rotor wake flow onto the pressure side of the stator is confirmed by
higher levels of both the revolution periodic and unresolved unsteadiness than the
corresponding values on the suction side of the stator.
11. The influence of rotor-rotor interaction (both potential and viscous) is seen very
clearly in the two node per revolution pattern on the rotor ensemble averaged data.
The degree of amplitude of this node is a measure of the interaction between the
rotors. This is different in various regions of the flow.
12. The hub endwall region has significant levels of both revolution periodic and unre-
solved unsteadiness in both total temperature and pressure.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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18.
High levelsof unresolvedunsteadinessfound in thehub regionis dueto decayof
thehubleakagevortex.Therevolutionperiodicunsteadinessi therotor hubwake
fluid which is transportedby theleakageflow andits subsequentinteractionwith
theleakageflow.
Slightly awayfrom the hub leakageflow regionon the suctionsideof the blade,
aregionof comparablelevelsof revolutionperiodicandrevolutionaperiodicun-
steadinessis observed.It is probablydueto thetransportof low momentumrotor
fluid on thesuctionsidecloseto thehub.
On thepressuresideof thestatornearthehub,athickeningof the wakeis seenin
thetotal unsteadinessdistributionall thewayupto 15%spanfrom thehub in total
pressureandabout12%in total temperature.This is mainly unresolvedin nature
both for thetemperatureandpressure.This is surmisedto bedueto accumulation
of thehubleakagefluid on thepressuresideof thestatordueto thehubrotation.
In thecasingendwallregion,thedominantsourceof unsteadinessi in thesuction
surfacecornerregionandbulk of thisunsteadinessi unresolvedin nature.
Thecenterof thecoreof high unresolvedunsteadinessin thecasingcornerregion
is at approximatelythesamelocationasthetotal pressurelossand high vorticity
region. This showsthat mixing in this region generatessignificantamount of
unresolvedunsteadiness.
Thereis alsosignificantlevelof revolutionperiodicunsteadinesson thesuctionside
of thestatorcloseto thebladesurface.This is probablydueto thetransportof the
rotor exit flow to the suctionsideof the statorpassageby the rotor tip clearance
flow.
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Awayfrom thebladesurfacesin thecasingendwallregion,the levelsof unresolved
unsteadinessarehigherthanthat observedin thecoreflow region,consistentwith
theincreasein vorticity andassociatedturbulenceproductionin theendwallviscous
fluid.
7.3 Temporal Variation of Stator Exit Flow
Significant changes occur to the stator exit flow features with passage of the rotor
upstream of the stator. Different regions of the flow are affected in different fashions.
Some of the important conclusions that can be drawn from this study are given below.
1. Behaviour of rotor wake in the stator passage: Closer examination of the rotor
wake as it crosses the stator passage reveals that it becomes discontinuous either
side of the stator wake. Starting with non-dimensional time T/T=O.O, one leg of
the deterministic content of the rotor wake is seen on the suction side of stator
and the other leg is seen approaching the pressure surface of the stator. This is
because of higher convection speeds of the rotor wake on the suction surface of the
downstream stator than on the pressure side. This is more noticeable as the chopped
rotor wake progress up the stator passage and the difference between the arrival
times of the wake segments either side of the stator wake becomes more significant.
Since the blade count difference between rotor 2 and stator 2 is 1, part of the wake
of first rotor wake is still in the stator passage when the next rotor wake makes its
appearance on the suction side. From the video animation, at time r/T=0.40, both
the rotor wakes are observed distinctly in the stator passage and this accounts for the
maximum interaction between the stator and the rotor flow. This time is labeled the
maximum interaction time for rotor wake. However, the maximum interaction times
for the total pressure and total temperature wakes are different. The corresponding
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maximuminteractiontimesfor thetotal temperaturedatais r/T=0.75.
2. Behavior of the stator wake regions: The stator wake flow is adversely affected
temporally by the rotor passage. There is an almost periodic pulsing motion of the
wake brought about by wake passing. However, this pulsing occurs at different
times at various radial locations. This is most certainly due to differential wake
decay and skewing of the rotor wake as it passes through the stator passage. The
pulsing was the highest at around 81% span in the suction surface corner and the
lowest near the hub. There is certainly an influence of the downstream rotor which
would affect the stator wake behavior through the potential influence, though it is
difficult to quantify. The maximum potential interaction is expected to occur near
the hub due to much tighter axial spacing compared to the casing endwall. It is
possible that this potential field acts to affect the pulsing motion somewhat. The
other reason for a lack of pulsing near the hub could be due to the transport of the
rotor wake away from the stator wake region by the hub wall leakage flow.
3. Behavior of the hub endwaU flow region: At TIT = 0.0, the region is spread out
almost across the entire passage and as the rotor moves across the stator blade,
the clearance flow grows in size in the spanwise direction while shrinking in the
circumferential direction and starts moving across the passage transporting some of
the hub endwall boundary layer flow towards the pressure surface of the stator blade.
As the rotor blade continues further, the hub clearance region starts decreasing in
size in the spanwise direction and starts spreading across the stator passage. The
core of this region remains approximately at the same position with respect to the
stator pitch. It is observed that the magnitude of the pressure at the core of the
leakage flow is the lowest at r/T=0.75 and highest at _-/T=0.25 and from the
unsteadiness distribution, the corresponding values are 0.0 and 0.5 respectively.
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. Behavior of the casing endwall suction surface comer region: Like the wake
region, this region also changes significantly with rotor passing. This region pulses
(increases and decreases in size) as the rotor passes. The region starts decreasing
in size as the time increases from TIT = 0.0 and is the smallest at the minimum
interaction time and then starts increasing rapidly reaching a maximum at the
maximum interaction time. As time further increases, the region starts decreasing
once again in size. This is true for both the ensemble average as well as the
unresolved unsteadiness (both pressure and temperature). As the corner flow region
grows in size from TIT = 0.35 to 0.85, the region is no longer confined to the
suction surface region. It slowly spreads to the pressure surface and at the maximum
interaction time, the region is almost the same size on either of side of the stator
blade. It is also interesting to see that the corner region is observed to be "feeding"
the flow in the casing region away from the endwalls as the blade passes by. So
there is radial and circumferential transportation from both secondary flow as well
as rotor wake related unsteadiness.
. Behavior of the casing endwall region away from the blade surfaces: The ensemble
average values in the casing wall region, away from the suction surface corner vary
significantly. This is caused by rotor leakage flow and endwall flow interacting with
the stator endwall flow. The upstream rotor clearance flow (low pressures and higher
levels of unsteadiness away from the corner regions) seems to have been smeared
across the stator passage. As time progresses from T/T=0.0, the high unsteadiness
in the midpitch region (unresolved unsteadiness in total pressure), starts reducing in
size circumferentially and very slightly increasing in size in the spanwise direction
until time reaches the minimum interaction position. Afterwards, the region starts
spreading in size in the circumferential direction as time approaches the maximum
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interactionpoint. At this time it is almostspreadacrossthepassagewith feeding
into this flow from thesuctionsurfacecasingcornerregionaswell.
7.4 Rotor Exit Flow Field
l. At midpitch, the interaction of the rotor 2 wake with the stator is minimal. Conse-
quently a very clear rotor wake is observed all the way from hub to tip and is not
very distorted (but skewed) except near the casing endwall. The flow is also fairly
periodic from blade to blade.
2. Near the hub endwall, there is a region of very high pressure and very low total
temperature. The extent of this region varies both circumferentially and radially in
the total pressure data compared with the total temperature data. This is probably
due to probable acceleration of rotor exit flow around the hub clearance fluid which
is rolling up into a vortex.
3. The rotor wakes are the thickest (as evidenced by the ensemble averaged data) at
approximately 25% span from the hub, possibly due to radial inward transport of the
rotor wake by the stator flow field due to imbalance between the centrifugal forces
and the pressure gradient as well as radial outward flow generated by the rotation
of the hub.
4. Near the stator suction surface location, the rotor wakes are much more distorted
than that at the midpitch location. The wake regions shows a distinctive double leg
from hub to about 65% span. This is due to the chopping of the rotor wake by the
stator blade surface.
5. Also in the casing endwall region, the suction surface corner flow has either decayed
out or smeared out the rotor wake almost completely leaving a band of low levels
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in theensembleaveragedpressureandspotsof high temperature.Eventhoughthe
wakesaredistorted,fairly goodperiodicityof flowexists.
. The wakes are thicker near the suction surface location than that at the midpitch
location probably due to a faster decay brought about by the suction surface boundary
layers on the blade. The dominant unsteadiness is in the casing endwall region
associated partly with the mixing of the rotor clearance flow and partly with the
suction surface casing endwall corner region.
. Near the stator pressure surface location, the rotor wakes are highly distorted from
hub to tip. The wakes on the pressure side are deeper than the wake on the suction
side and this is due to different decay rates on the suction and pressure surface.
. From hub to about 30% span, very low pressures and temperatures and higher levels
of unsteadiness are observed with very little evidence of any wakes or core flow
distinction. This is a region of intense mixing brought about by accumulation of
hub endwall fluid on the pressure side of the stator by the hub rotation and this
seems to have decayed out the rotor wake considerably.
. Away from the endwalls, the thickness of the rotor wakes is the highest at the
pressure surface location and the thinnest at midpitch. It is quite clear that future
analysis and prediction methods should take into account the clocking of the stator
with the downstream rotor for achieving accurate results.
10. The composite rotor exit flow field downstream of stator 2 at the mid-pitch location
shows that the wakes are clearly seen from hub to about midspan. Near the casing
endwall region, the wakes are quite distorted.
11. Similar wake widths are observed in all three measurements (temperature, velocity
and pressure) in both the hub endwall and midspan region.
7.5
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In the casing endwall region (81 and 90% span) on the suction side of the wakes,
low total pressure, low axial velocity and high tangential velocity regions are seen
indicating some sort of a leakage flow structure. This could be the rotor tip leakage
flow as it has progressed through the stator blade row.
Deterministic Heat-Flux Distribution and Terms in the Average Passage Equa-
tion
Significant levels of deterministic heat flux quantities were found downstream of the
second stator in the stator wakes, hub leakage flow region and the casing endwall
suction surface corner region. Away from the endwall region, the highest levels of
deterministic heat-flux are observed in the wake region where the fluctuations in
axial and tangential velocity and total temperature are quite high. On the pressure
side of the stator, appreciable levels of deterministic heat flux are observed, this is
mainly due to the rotor wake impingement on the pressure side of the stator.
The deterministic stress terms due to the revolution aperiodic fluctuations in velocity
in the momentum equation were found to be very small downstream of the present
stator and can be neglected. However, the stress terms due to the revolution periodic
components in velocity is quite significant at this axial location downstream of the
stator.
The dominant transport term in the axial momentum equation in the stator wake
region is due to secondary flow in the endwall region and wake spreading away from
the endwalls. The dominant transport term in the tangential momentum equation
in the wake region is due to the tangential velocity and its gradient in the tangential
direction. Outside the wakes, the transport is almost zero. The tangential transport
due to viscous normal stress (molecular) in the tangential momentum equation was
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foundtobeof thesameorderof magnitudeasthetransportduetorevolutionperiodic
fluctuationsin thetangentialvelocity.
. In the radial momentum equation, the dominant transport in the wake is caused
by the advection terms due to the tangential velocity. Intense secondary flows in
the casing endwall suction surface corner region increase the radial transport in this
region. The transport due to viscous normal stress (molecular) was found to be much
smaller than caused by the radial transport due to revolution periodic fluctuations in
the radial velocity component.
, In the energy equation, transport of stagnation enthalpy due to the tangential and
radial velocities was found to be of similar orders in magnitude, in the hub endwall
region, the flux due to deterministic radial velocity fluctuations are found to be quite
significant.
6. Attempts to derive a correlation for the deterministic heat flux -fiVonpHonp using
the eddy diffusivity concept was not successful and this approach was abandoned.
Chapter 8
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
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The present investigation has provided a good understanding of an embedded stator
exit flow field. However, there are many unanswered questions. The first question is
regarding the influence of the rotor 3 potential flow field on the stator exit flow. This can
be resolved by filtering out the rotor 3 blade passing frequency and its harmonics from the
existing data and ensemble averaging the filtered data set and comparing the results with
the existing results.
Attempts should be made to measure the temperature-velocity correlation directly
probably by piggy-backing a hot-wire sensor on the aspirating probe. However, care
should be taken to ensure that the gradients of the flow are taken into account while
piggy-backing and efforts should be made to reduce the excessive flow blockage due to
the probe.
Efforts can be directed at improving the aspirating probe by reducing the size of the
probe in order to reduce flow blockage. The calibration of the aspirating probe can be
improved by a better control of the total temperature of calibration. From the uncertainty
analysis it is clear that the major error arises from the uncertainty of the total temperature
measurement. Efforts should be made to improving the uncertainty of the thermocouple
measurement.
The axial variation of the various flow properties can be documented by conducting
the traverse at a couple of axial stations downstream of the present location. This will also
provide necessary information to determine the dominant terms of the average-passage
equation system that is presently open ended.
The next investigation could concentrate on the measurement of the hub endwall
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and the casingendwall flow regionswith a fine grid resolutionto documentthe flow
characteristicsin betterdetail.
It wouldbeveryusefulto measuretheflow propertiesupstreamof thesecondstator.
This wouldnot only providetheinlet conditionsfor conductinga goodCFD simulation
of the statorflow, it would alsoprovidea basisof comparingthe rotorexit distributions
at therotor andstatorexit locations.This wouldanswera lot of questionslike possible
separationof flow nearthe rotor hub, the locationandstrengthof therotor tip leakage
flow and its propagationthroughthe statorpassage,whetherthe deterministicstresses
aredecayingfasterthan the unresolvedstressesor not and so on. Casingstatic and
hubstatickulite measurementsaswell asbladestaticpressureswouldhelpaugmentthis
understanding.
Detailedareatraversedownstreamof thethird rotorof thevariousunsteadymeasure-
mentswill helpdocumenttheflow featuresdownstreamof therotor aswell ascorrelate
thesemeasurementswith thoseacquireddownstreamof thesecondstatorto quantify the
influenceof thestatoron therotor flow field.
In order to makethe measurementscomplete,the abovemeasurementscould be
repeatedat variousoff-designconditionslike chokeflow, nearpeakpressureratio, near
stall conditionsandalsoat otherrotor speeds.
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Appendix A
GENERAL UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
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There is no such thing as a perfect measurement. All measurements of a variable
contain inaccuracies. Because it is important to have an understanding of these inac-
curacies if we are to perform experiments or if we are simply to use values that have
been experimentally determined, we must carefully quantify the uncertainty of various
variables and calculate the overall uncertainty of the measurement variable.
Here the word accuracy refers to the closeness of agreement between a measured
value and the true value. The degree of inaccuracy or the total measurement error (6) is
the difference between the measured value and the true value. The total error is the sum
of the bias error and the precision error. The bias error (/_) is the fixed, systematic or
constant component of the total error and is sometimes referred to simply as bias. The
precision error (e) is the random component of the total error and is sometimes called
the repeatability or repeatability error. Since the precision error is a random error, it will
have different value for each measurement. It then follows that the total error in each
measurement will be different, since
_i = /3 + ei (A.1)
So, for N measurements of a variable X, more than likely as N approached infinity,
the data band would behave as a Gaussian distribution. Then the bias would be given
by the difference between the average value of the N readings, #, and the true value of
X (based on some precalibrated standard), whereas the precision errors would cause the
frequency of occuraence of the readings to be distributed about the mean value. The above
concepts are illustrated in Figure A. 1.
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Figure A.I. Errors in the Measurement of a Variable X: (a) Single Reading; (b)
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It has to be mentioned here that certain bias errors can be eliminated by calibration,
but only to the limit of the bias error associated with the standard used in the calibration
procedure.
The precision error S, is the random part of the total error which for N measurements
(Xii=j,u) of the parameter X, is
where X, the average value of Xi is
I N
E__-l(Xi - X) 2
N-1 (A.2)
-- 1 N
X = -_Xi=
The precision index of the sample mean X can be also be found from
(A.3)
S
S_ - _ (A.4)
To obtain the precision error of a given parameter, the root mean square method is used to
combine the precision errors from the different k sources of error as
s = [s_ + s_ + s_ +...+ st]
Similarly the bias of a given parameter can be found as
(A.5)
B = [e_ + B_ + BJ+ ...+ B_] (m.5)
The total uncertainty U is obtained for a 95% confidence level by using the Root Mean
Square (RSS) method
U = [B 2 + $2]_ (A.6)
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whereP = tSr. For a large number of samples (>30), t=2.0. Ifa data reduction equation is
used to determine the uncertainty (as it is in the present case) then the following procedure
is used.
The basis behind the general uncertainty analysis, is to determine how the uncertain-
ties in various variables propagate through a data reduction equation into the result. The
following procedure is as described by Coleman and Steele (1989).
Consider a general case in which and experimental result, r is a function ofj variables
xj
r=r(X,,Xz, X3,...,Xj) (A.7)
The above equation is the data reduction equation used for determining r from the
measured values of the variables Xj. Then the uncertainty in the result is given by
1
U_ = [kOX, _'] + tkOX2 _:J + "'" + _,oxj x_] (A.8)
where the Uxj are the uncertainties in the measured variables Xj for a 95% confidence
interval.
Appendix B
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
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In this appendix a general uncertainty analysis on the performance data of the multi-
stage compressor facility is reported. The general uncertainty analysis procedure is based
on the techniques described by Coleman and Steele (1989) and expounded in Appendix
A.
B.1. Data Reduction Equations for Performance Evaluation
The data reduction equations for performance evaluation are given in detail in Chapter
2. They are reproduced below for the sake of completeness.
. Mass flow:
Segmental mass flow Wi is given by:
Wi = P, Toi (B.1)
where the subscript i stands for the radial location of the total pressure and temper-
ature measurement.
_ [_ W,_Ai] (B.2)
m .cor- Li:, C j
where AA_ is the incremental area and C is defined by
In this analysis values of 3' and R are assumed to be 1.4 and 1716 ft.lb/slug.°R.
Corrected mass flow moor is given by:
(B.4)
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where 0 is the ratio of the absolute stagnation temperature at the inlet to rotor 1 to
the absolute static temperature at sea level condition and 6 is the ratio of the absolute
stagnation pressure at the inlet to rotor 1 to the absolute static pressure at sea level.
Mass Averaged Total Pressure Ratio:
Since the tests were intended to reproduce conditions which would be present in
the latter stages of a core compressor, the overall performance is presented from
upstream of the first rotor (Station 2) to the exit station (station 9). The overall
pressure ratio based on the inlet to the first rotor was calculated as follows: (This
procedure is the same as that used by P&W. All emperical correlations are based on
Behlke et al., (1979)).
where
and
Po9
Po2
Pol
P_,Icv
Pr,pole
-Po9
p, = (B.5)
Po2 = Pol x P_,Iov x P_,vote x Pr,strut
= exit station mass averaged total pressure
= first rotor inlet mass averaged total pressure
= inlet station mass averaged total pressure
= total pressure ratio across the inlet guide vane
= total pressure ratio due to losses of flow station pole rakes
(B.6)
Pr,strut = total pressure ratio due to inlet strut losses
All the inlet loss pressures were calculated as a function of the inlet dynamic pressure
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calculated as a function of flow by:
Po = 1.682842 x 10 .2 + m_or(4.28655 x lO-4m_or - 6.602824 x 10 -4 )
(B.7)
where mco_ is the corrected weight flow in lbm/s. The coefficients in the above
correlation provided by P&W are dimensional.
- - P) (B.8)P_,zGv = 1.0 - 0.0153400( P° Po
- P)
-fi_,pot, = 1.0- 0.0105285( P°/_ (B.9)
- P)T_,s,r,,t= 1.0- 0.0014550(P°/:_ (B.10)
Here mass averaged total pressure is calculated as follows:
Po = E(WiP°iAAi)
E(W, AAi) (B.11)
3. Mass Averaged Temperature Ratio:
Since no work is done ahead of the first rotor and heat loss through the casing is
estimated to be negligible, the total temperature ratio from inlet of strut to the exit
of IGV is unchanged. Hence, Too = To, = To2.
m
To9
T_ - -- (B.12)
Tol
where the mass averaged total temperature is given by:
-To = E(WiT°iAAi)
E(W_AA,) (B.13)
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Temperature and Torque Based Efficiencies:
The mass averaged adiabatic (temperature ratio based) and the torque based effi-
ciencies are given by:
(B.15)7lt°_qu_ = 2_rN Tn_t
B.2. Uncertainty in Various Measurement Variables
The measurement variables considered in this analysis are: pressure measurement
(total and static), temperature measurement, measurement of compressor input torque
and compressor shaft speed. The uncertainties are based on the accuracies stated by the
manufacturer for various transducers and data acquisition and readout systems and are
calculated by the RSS method. The gas constants 7 and R and the incremental area AA;
are assumed to be constant.
1. Uncertainty in pressure:
Uncertainty in the validyne transducer = 4-0.25% FS = 4-0.025 psi
Uncertainty in the demodulator unit = 4-0.1% FS = 4-0.01 psi
Uncertainty in the DAS-20 A/D board = 4-1 LSB= +4.88E-07 psi
Therefore overall uncertainty in pressure measurement = 4-0.0269 psi.
2. Uncertainty in temperature:
Uncertainty in the Omega C-J Compensation Unit = 4-0.75°K
Uncertainty in the Omega Amplifier = +0.07 ° K
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Uncertaintyin Calibration= +0.4839 ° K
Overall uncertainty in temperature = +0.8953°K = + 1.61°R
3. Uncertainty in torque measurement:
Due to the drift of the torque meter the overall uncertainty in the torquemeter is
estimated as 4-10 lb-in.
4. Uncertainty in speed measurements:
Overall uncertainty is estimated as + 1 rpm.
B.3 Uncertainty Estimate
The uncertainty in the determination of mass flow, total pressure ratio, total temper-
ature ratio, torque and temperature ratio based efficiencies are estimated in this section.
. Uncertainty in mass flow:
The segmental mass flow is given by:
(B.16)
The uncertainty in segmental mass flow is given by:
where the partial derivatives are:
(B.17)
OWi _ 1 2Po__P, _--_ - (-_ + 1)19o _ P,-_ (B.18)
OP_ 27W_To
OWl 1
OPo 2,rWiTo
(B.19)
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ow;
OTo - 2WiTo2 P, " Po " (B.20)
The overall uncertainty in mass flow is the average of the segmental uncertainties.
.
m
Uncertainty in P_:
In this analysis we consider the total pressure ratio based on upstream inlet total
pressure (excluding the losses due to struts, IGV and pole rakes).
The pressure ratio is given by:
Pr- P___o9 (B.21)
Pol
Now the uncertainty in P_: is:
°p"
where the partial derivatives are:
2 ( OP_ U ,_2 (B.21)
. Uncertainty in T_:
The temperature ratio is given by:
OP_ -Po9
OPol Pol 2
OP_ 1
OPo9 Pol
(B.22)
(B.23)
To9
Now the uncertainty in Tr: is:
I -- 2 -- 2
(B.24)
(B.25)
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where the partial derivatives are:
OT_ -To9
OToi Tol 2
(B.26)
i
OT_ 1
OTo9 Tol
4. Uncertainty in temperature Efficiencies:
Temperature efficiency is given by
_temp
1)
(B.27)
(B.28)
Now the uncertainty in the temperature efficiency is
(B.29)
where the partial derivatives are:
-- -- B
OP_ T_- 1
OT_- (T_I) 2
(B.30)
(B.31)
. Uncertainty in torque efficiency
Torque efficiency is given by:
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_torque 2rNT,,et
The uncertainty in torque efficiency is given by:
(B.32)
t(m /2= + )2+
where
(B.33)
B
(B.34)
C- Om,,,_co, - 27rNTn_t (/3.36)
1\
ON - 2rNZTn_t (B.37)
Orlto_ -(T,(:z=gt_l)-l)m_,,_co, To,Cp
E- OT,_,, - 2rNT,_,t z (B.38)
B.4. Results and Discussion
The above equations were programmed into the computer and the uncertainty calcu-
lation was conducted on the data acquired during performance run 4 at 100% corrected
speed. At the peak efficiency (design) operating point of 20.83 lbrn/s (corrected mass
flow), 1.354 (total pressure ratio), 1.102 (total temperature ratio), 90.512% (torque based
efficiency) and 89.150% (temperature based efficiency), the respective uncertainty bands
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are:+0.091 Ibm/s, -t-0.003, 4-0.005,-t-0.9069%, and 4-4.043%. These numbers translate
to uncertainty levels of 4-0.44% in mass flow, 4-0.22% in total pressure ratio, 4-0.453% in
total temperature ratio, 4-1.0% in torque efficiency and 4-4.54% in temperature based effi-
ciency. All these numbers except the uncertainty bands in temperature ratio, temperature
and torque based efficiencies are within acceptable levels.
B.5. Parametric Evaluation of Factors Affecting Uncertainty
In order to establish which factors influence the uncertainty in mass flow, torque and
temperature based efficiencies, a parametric study was conducted with various uncertainty
levels of pressure, temperature, torque and speed measurements. This study was done for
the peak efficiency condition at 100% corrected speed. From this table it was clear that
the maximum reduction in temperature based efficiency came from the reduction in the
uncertainty in temperature measurement and the maximum reduction in the uncertainty
in corrected mass flow and torque based efficiency is in the reduction in uncertainty in the
pressure measurement.
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Appendix C
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR ASPIRATING PROBE
TOTAL TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
In this appendix a general uncertainty analysis is conducted on the aspirating probe
data reduction equation system to evaluate the overall uncertainty of temperature mea-
surement. The uncertainty analysis procedure is based on the techniques expounded in
Appendix A.
C.1. Data Reduction Equation
The data reduction equation for total temperature measurement based on the 2-wire
technique is given by equation 3.10 and is reproduced below:
I I
LCI,T(T_I - rTo) LC2,T(T_2 - rTo)
C.2. Uncertainty Equation
The uncertainty in total temperature is given by:
r( (OTo (O o
+ _-ffO-_2 _On_
I
2
where the partial derivatives are:
(C.1)
(c.2)
OTo
OV,
-2n2(T,,,, - rTo)(T_,2 - rTo)
V, rNz(T_,2 - rTo) - V_rN,(T_ - rTo)
(c.3)
OTo
OV2
-2nl(T_l - rTo)(T,_2 - rTo)
V2rN2(T,_2 - rTo) - VzrN, (T_, - rTo) (C.4)
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0To ,_2(Tw,- ,-Zo)(Tw2- _To)
B
0C1 C_rN2(Tw2 - rTo) - C_rN_(T_ - rTo)
OTo
-,_,(Tw, - rTo)(Tw2- <to)
0C2 C2_N2(Tw2- _To) - C2,_N,(Tw,- _To)
(c.5)
(C.6)
OTo -n2(Tw, - rTo)(Tw2- rTo)[2lnVl - InC, - ln(T_l - rTo)] (c.7)
OTo -n,(T_l- rTo)(Tw2-rTo)[21nV2 - InC2 -In(T_2-rTo)] (C.8)
On2 - rNzZ(T_o2 - rTo) - rNj N2(T_j - rro)
011o n2(T_2 - _ro)
OTw, - rN2(Tw2 - rTo) - rN,(Twl - rTo) (C.9)
OTo Ftl(Ywl- rTo)
OT_o2- rN,(Tw, - rTo) - rN2(T_,2- rTo) (C. 10)
C.3. Uncertainty in Various Measurement Variables
The uncertainties are based on the accuracies stated by the manufacturer for various
transducers and data acquisition and readout systems and are calculated by the RSS
method. The hot-wire recovery factor r is assumed to be constant. The uncertainty in
various measurements are given below:
. Uncertainty in Voltage: The uncertainty of voltage is a combination of the bridge
voltage and the data acquisition uncertainties. The overall Uncertainty in voltage
measurement = 4-0.0024496 V
2. Uncertainty in Total Pressure Measurement in calibration = -t-0.012 psia
3. Uncertainty in Total Temperature Measurement in calibration = -t-0.895 De 9 C
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4. Uncertainty in Wire Temperature (Twi): The wire temperature is given by:
B__t_ 1
Twi = To + Ro (C.11)
Ol
The uncertainty in wire temperature is given by:
I 2 2 22 (OTwi Uno) + (OTwi UToO + (OT_i U_)UT_i = \ O Rwi
(C.12)
Evaluating the various partial derivatives, the overall uncertainty estimate of
Twl = -+-1.31 De9 C andofT_2 = +1.42De9 C.
5. Uncertainty in Calibration Constant Ci: The uncertainty estimate in Ci is given
by:
I 22 2 z (OCi UPo) (C.13)
where, the partial derivatives are:
OOi 2Ci
OVi V_
OCi -Ci
OT_i Twi - rTo
OCi rCi
(C.14.i)
So the overall uncertainty estimates of C_
(C.14.ii)
- (C.14.iii)OTo r_,i - rTo
OCi _iCivZf o
-- (C.14.iv)
OPo Po
= 4-0.0024 and C2 = 4-0.00252.
6. Uncertainty in Calibration Constant ni: The uncertainty estimate of ni is given by:
2(Oni Uv,) + + 2 (Oni UPo) (C. 15)Un, = _ OVi _ OT_i _OTo _ OPo
where, the partial derivatives are:
Oni 2
OVi - Viln( P'
(C.16.i)
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Oni - I
OT_, - (T_, - rTo)ln(_o) P (C. 16.ii)
Oni r 1 1 (C. 16.iii)
012i II i
- (C.16.iv)OPo Po n( )
So the overall uncertainty estimates of nl = -4-0.0002 and n2 = -t-0.00031.
Now substituting all these quantities into the uncertainty equation, the overall uncer-
tainty in total temperature measurement is -t- 1.438 Deg C. This value holds good for both
the time averaged as well as the RMS value of total temperature (Yavuzkurt, 1984). This
estimate is a very conservative one and it is very likely that the actual uncertainty may be
much lower than this number.
Appendix D
DEVELOPMENT OF THE AVERAGE PASSAGJ_ EQUATION SYSTEM
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In this appendix details of the development of the average passage equation system
is discussed. Just the basic steps are discussed here. For full details of this system the
reader is refered to Adamczyk (1985).
The development is begun with the circumferential momentum equation from the
Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates for a non-rotating blade as:
aff_(prV0) ff---_(pVoVo ) + pV_ Vo =
aO + O0 (r°°) + (D.1)
Here, t is time, z, r, 0 are the axial, radial, and circumferential coordinate directions,
respectively, p is the fluid density, Vz, V_, Vo are the velocity components in the axial, radial,
and circumferential coordinate directions, respectively, p is pressure, and rzo, r00, r_0 are
components of the viscous shear stress. The density-weighted ensemble-average of the
variable fi is defined for compressible flows as:
l N
(D.2)
In each case, fi is the i *h sample of the function of interest, and the average is taken over
a large number of samples (N).
To begin, the velocity field (defined in the absolute frame of reference) is decomposed
into a density weighted ensemble average component plus an unresolved variable. The
radial velocity component, for example, becomes:
V_ = rd_ +V/ (D.3)
It is immediately obvious that the density-weighted ensemble average of the unresolved
variable V/ is zero. Substituting this velocity decomposition into the circumferential
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momentumequation,andutilizing a similarnon-density-weightedecompositionfor the
remainingflow variables,andensemble-averagingtheresult:
0t'-
-_+ (r_ro-rpV}W)+N(foo-pWW)+ (r_o)+5o-rpV.'V_-plI;'V'_ (D.4)
The similarity between this equation and the original equation is obvious. The additional
terms which appear as a result of the ensemble averaging are referred to as Reynolds
stresses (here the underscored terms represent three of the nine components of the Reynolds
stress tensor). It is these stress terms which are typically represented through the use of
turbulence models in detailed numerical solutions for turbulent viscous flows.
The next step in the development process is to time-average the ensemble-averaged
equation. The density-weighted time-averaging operator is defined as:
= f_ Ir"+_PH(t)Y(t) dt
f - 2rAn_ Jr, (D.5)
Here H (t) represents a gate function which equals 1 outside of a blade and equals zero
inside a blade. This function effectively prohibits including the blade region during the
time average (as the rotor passes through the region downstream of a vane, for example).
The term An is a representation of the blockage imposed by the neighboring rotor row.
This results from the gate function in the time-average operator.
Applying the density-weighted time-averaging to the ensemble-averaged velocity the
decomposition is defined as:
g
Vr = r, + V_np (D.6)
where V_np denotes the unsteady component of the ensemble-averaged velocity (revolu-
tion periodic unsteadiness defined in Chapter 3). By definition, then, the time average
of V_np is identically zero. Introducing this decomposition for the velocities into the
ensemble-averaged equation and time-averaging the result yields:
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- v. pvo, p- pv.vo')+ - voRpvo.p- pv;v;)+
9 __ g g
-g-z,-A,_(vzo- pv_,,,_vo,_p- pv;v_)+ A,_(_.o- -zv_,_,_vo,,,,. p-V--:vv_)+ Fig,+F_.R (D.7)
It should be mentioned that the algebra required to obtain this result is rather complex,
and requires specific rules governing interchanging time averaging and differentiation
(see Adamczyk (1985) for details). The underscored terms represent the mixing stress
attributed to the unsteady coherent (ensemble-averaged) velocity field. The body forces
F°uR and F °R are associated with the inviscid and viscous forces imparted by rotating
blades. These forces are axisymmetric and vanish outside of a blade row.
The density-weighted passage-to-passage average of a variable f is defined with
respect to a reference blade row as:
= 1 M-I 21r -- 27r
f - _AsM m=oy_ G(r,O + --_,z)_y(r,O + -_,z,t,) (D.8)
Here, M represents the number of airfoils in the reference blade row. The function G acts
as a gate function for the remaining non-rotating blade rows, to avoid applying the average
inside an airfoil, which effectively introduces the blockage factor As for these rows.
Finally, the passage-to-passage averaging operator is approached in much the same
manner by defining a density-weighted decomposition of the time-averaged ensemble
average velocity as:
Vr = V_ + V_RA P (D.9)
Here VrRAP represents the aperiodic component of the time-averaged ensemble-
averaged velocity. By definition, then, the passage-to-passage average of this aperiodic
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componentis identicallyzero. This is equivalentto the revolutionaperiodicunsteadi-
nessasdefinedin Chapter3. Substitutionof thisdecompositioninto thetime-averaged,
ensemble-averagedmomentumequation,andapplicationof thepassage-to-passageaver-
agingoperatoryields:
0
Ot_--(r /_j_--_rr ) -t- O (r _j_r Y_ ) + O (r )_j_ + _j_) + -,0-z (r )_j pV---_) -t- )_j_Wr Wo =
0_r,_j(Tr0 -- _Vr RAp VO RAP -- FVr Rp Vo Rp -- p Vrtr_7ot).- _-
-_ _j(_oo -- _VORApVORAP -- p_RpVORp -- pl/'Oq/'Ot)+
0 r/_j(TzO __ _ERApVORAP __ _fiVzRPVOR P __ pWtzVot)__ -
Oz
Aj( r_o - _E RAp VOnAP -- -fiVonp Vo np -- pV'Vo')+
F(On) F(vOn) _,(os) F(vOS) (D. lO)N "_- q-_tN +
_,(os) F(v°s) represent the inviscid and viscous body force contri-The variables IN and
butions by the neighboring non-rotating blade rows. The underscored terms represent the
mixing stress generated by by the aperiodic component of the steady velocity field.
Now for the experimental data taken in this program, the density was assumed to be
constant since the mach numbers encountered in this flow field are very low subsonic.
And also the various time averaging parameters can be combined into a common time
average since the overall time period for the data acquired is one rotor revolution (because
of ensemble average). The viscous body forces and the energy sources can be neglected
since they go to zero outside the blade row. Incorporating these simplifications into
equation D.10, the average-passage equation system for the circumferential momentum
equation is given by:
TM I TM2 TM3 TM4
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- Aj_v_v0
TM5
-_-/_J (T_ -- -pVrRApVoRAP -[- -pVrRpVoRP "__1_
\TM6 TM7 TM89 TMIO /
q--_r _j _ -- r-_VrRApVoRAP -- r-fiVrRpVoRp --
\TMll TMI2 TMl314 TMI5 /
____
\TMI6 TMI7 TM1819 TM20 /
---- ,o.11,
\TM21 TM22 TM2324 TM25 /
The terms in the underbraces denote the count of each of these terms. When analyzing the
blade-to-blade and contour description of the equation system, reference is made to these
terms. Using the procedure described above, the average-passage equation system for the
continuity, radial-momentum, axial-momentum and the energy equations are derived. The
reader is referred to Adamczyk (1985) for details. Only the equations are given below.
Radial momentum equation:
RM 1 RM2 RM3 RM4
RM5
-_--pAj VORApVORAP -_- VoRpVORp -]-
RM6 RMTg RM9 /
+-_r/_J _, -- rFV_nApVrRAp -- rFV_npV_R P -
\RMIO RMll RM1213 RMI4 /
o(_
\RMI5 RMI6 RMI718 RMI9 /
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\RAI20 RM21 RM2223 R_124 /
Axial momentum equation:
(D.12)
o
AM I AM2 AM3 AM4
_-rAj -- r-fiVrRApVzRAp -- r-fiV_RpVznp -
\AM5 AM6 AM78 A?,i9 /
\AMIO AMII AMI213 AhIl4 /
\AMI5 AMI6 AMI718 AMI9 /
and the Energy Equation:
(D.13)
El E2 E3 E4
(_ - _
\ E5 E6 E7
E8 E9 El0
_ _ _)EE-;_ + Volvo +
Ell El2 El3 ]
_j __+_z_ (_rz_
El4 El5 El6
_---rr'_J (---fiTVrRApH°RAP "_" -fiVrRpH°RP -_- _)
\ El7 EI819 E20 /
O( -fiVO RAP H° RAP _)oo AJ + -fiVo Rp HoRP +
\ E21 E2223 E24 /
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OrAj (-PVzRApHoRAp + -pVzRpgoRP d- _]Oz
\ E25 E2627 E2S /
( Vr RAP Trr RAp ''d- rAj d- VrRPrrrRP + VrTrr
\ E29 E3031 E32
-_- VORApTrORAp At- VORpTrORP "_ V_T:o
E33 E3435 E36
-_- VzRApTrzRA P -_- _ -_- ' ,'
E37 E3839 E40 /
0 (.VrRApTOrRA P+-_Aj nt- YrRpTOrRP d- Vr'r_r
\ E41 E4243 E44
nu VORApTOORAP "_- VORPTOORP + Vt_T00
E45 E4647 E48
%
+ V_RAprO_RAp + VzRpro_Rp + V'r'.l
E49 E5051 E52 /
_Z ('VrRAPTzrRAP t '-_- r_j -_ YrRpTzrRp -_- VrTzr
\ E53 E5455 E56
_-VORAPTOzRAp "11-VORpTOzRp + VOTOz
E57 E5859 E60
_-VzRAprzzRAP "_- YzapTzzRp 2C ' ,--
E61 E6263 E64 /
(D.14)
